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lntroduction 

Romanian historiography needs a new approach to the first peri
od of the Romanian-Hungarian relations, and, generally speaking, 
to the so intricate problem of the Romanian continuity in lransylvania, 
an approach based on a real criticai spirit, open-minded, free from 
biased and preconceived ideas. Severa! historians from the older gen
erations have written remarkable works that clarified various aspects 
of this chapter of the Romanian Middle Ages. Two examples are 
enough to illustrate this: Dimitre Onciul and Gheorghe I. Brătianu. 
U nlike them, now we can use many archaeological discoveries that 
help us know more and more about Transylvania in the early Middle 
Ages. This new kind of evidence is nat the single reason for the new 
approach which we propose in this book. The progress of the research 
should go further an the way traced by these historians, but with
out the exaggerations and the mistakes made by some authors who 
believed that patriotism means to write about history without acrit
ica! eye and without taking seriously into account the conclusions 
expressed by the opposite side. We do nat intend to write here a 
"demythification" of the national history, which is nevertheless 
necessary, if it is made in its turn without the exaggerations that 
can be observed in connection to early medieval Transylvania in 
an already famous book that has tried to deconstruct the Romanian 
historical mythology. 1 Our purpose is to provide a more accurate 
and convincing interpretation of the first historical records about 
Romanians in Transylvania, based on the mast recent available 
data and on a comparative view. 
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8 • Introduction 

In one of his !atest studies, medievalist Radu Popa deplored the 
exaggerations encountered in various works dedicated to the gene
sis of the first Romanian polities in Transylvania, Crişana, and Banat.2 

Even if some ofhis opinions might be tao exaggerated in the oppo
site direction, it is obvious that present day Romanian historiogra
phy may and must investigate with more attention and with more 
criticism the written and archaeological sources that concern the 
9m_ l l m centuries. One step was already taken with the book ofloan
Aurel Pop, which, unlike some productions of the l 980s, is anexam
ple of a well-balanced and well founded approach. 3 Being a syn
thesis dedicated to an extensive period, his work did nat discuss many 
details that are still required to better understand the first period 
of the Romanian-Hungarian relations. 

One of these topics is the credibility that can or cannot be given 
to the most disputed historical source on the Transylvanian early 
Middle Ages: the work written by a notary from the time of one 
of the Hungarian kings, Bela. His GestaHungarorum (hereafter cited 
as GH) roused a long debate that lasted for over two centuries. 
Because this work recorded the existence of the Romanians in 
Transylvania before the arrival of the Hungarian warriors, the his
torians who did nat and still do nat agree with the continuous 
presence of the Romanians in Transylvania tried to deny the credi
bility of this source, or at least of the chapters about the Romanians. 
This is one of the few cases when a problem of source criticism 
was transformed in a debate with politica! consequences, where both 
parties (Romanian and Hungarian) put the sarne passion in stress
ing their argurnents.4 

Many Hungarian studies about the work of the Anonymous 
Notary denote a high scientific levei, but sometimes it seems they 
were written with a clear purpose: to prove a foregone conclusion, 
namely that Romanians did not live in Transylvania before Hunga
rians. Denying the credibility of GH is commonplace in the prop
aganda carried out by professional and arnateur Hungarian histori
ans.5 They might not be aware that this disapproval excludes from 
the Hungarian heritage a valuable work of which 18'h and 19'h cen
turies Hungarian scholars were proud (and they were certainly right 
to think so). In their turn, the Romani an historians invoked GH 
in order to prove the presence of the Romanians in Transylvania 
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before the Hungarian conquest, but, surprisingly, they produced few 
studies focused on the credibility of this source, which in most 
cases is not questioned, but postulated as a definitive and obvious 
truth. Historical science cannot operate with such generalized judg
ments. A historical source is by definition subject to criticism. GH 
should be studied according to the usual interna! and externai source 
criticism methods. The total rejection and the absence of any criti
cism are both erroneous. 

The data about the Transylvanian Romanians mied by Gelou6 

must be discussed together with those on the so-called Blachii from 
Pannonia, because the Anonymous Notary wrote a unitary work, 
from which the short part about Transylvania cannot be detached. A 
real understanding of this text requires its study as a whole work and 
as a medieval source, with all that it is implied by its nature. We 
are emphasizing this because in most cases the Romanian histori
ans did not study the passages about Romanians in the context of 
the fi.dl source. Therefore, our interpretation will discuss (sometimes 
in considerable detail) the general credibilicy of the source, the chronol
ogy of the events recorded in GH, and their historical and archae
ological background. 

It happened that GH was published shortly before the birth of 
18"' century Transylvanian Romanian historiography. Gheorghe Şincai7 

and Petru Maior8 are the first Romanian authors who knew, trans
lated and interpreted the source, at the levei of their contemporary 
historical science. The Romantic historians (Mihail Kogălniceanu,9 

Alexandru Papiu-Ilarian10
) did not enrich the discussions about this 

source, but the publication in 1871 of Robert Roesler's famous book 
that denied the Romanian continuicy was an incentive for the inves
tigation of the source that was supposed to provide proofs for the 
theory of continuity. Alexandru D. Xenopol used the fragrnents about 
the Romanians from GH in his criticai study about Roesler's work 
andin his monumentalHistory ofRomanians. 11 In 1899 the first com
plete Romanian translation of GH was published, with a large bib
liography on the source. 12 

The most important progress made during the period of criti
ca! historiography was achieved by Dimitre Onciul, who, in sever
a! works, examined with great care the passages that concern the 
Romanians. 13 His disciple Vasile Pârvan dedicated to this problem 
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an outstanding study, unfortunately published very late, in 1977, and 
for a second cime in 1990. 14 Xenopol, Onciul and Pârvan support
ed the trustworthiness ofGH. More skeptical, Ioan Bogdan claimed 
that "we will never know if the dukes recorded by the Anonymous 
Notary really existed."15 Nicolae Iorga alsa denied the credibility of 
the paragraphs about Romanians. 16 

An important moment in the evolution of these investigations 
was represented by the new ful! translation of GH, made by Gheorghe 
Popa-Lisseanu and published in 1934 as the first volume in the series 
lZPoarele Istoriei. RDmânilm- ( Sources of Romanian History). The trans
lation was accompanied by an introduction, by footnotes and by the 
Latin original. Interwar historians enriched with some innovative 
ideas the studies of the previous generation. In two of his works, 
Gheorghe I. Brătianu 17 analyzed the chronology and the significance 
of GH as a source that recorded historical traditions. He emphasized 
the value that such traditions can have for the historical research, if 
they are carefully examined and compared with other sources. Another 
significant contribution was brought by linguist Nicolae Drăganu, 
who gathered all the place-names and persan names from the 
Hungarian medieval kingdom that could be put in relation with 
the Romanians. Even if not all of his statements are true, the book 
remains a reference text for every scholar interested in the history 
of Hungary and uansylvania. 18 For our subject, it is important because 
it analyzes the place-names recorded in GH. In the same years was 
published the Ph.D. dissertation of Aurel Decei, 19 which includes 
many comments on the early medieval sources that concern the 
area inhabited by Romanians. 

After World War II, the development of Migrations Period and 
medieval archaeology opened new directions in research. In the 
territory where, according to the Anonymous Notary, Gelou ruled, 
were excavated or briefly researched the fortifications ofDăbâca, Cluj
Mănăştur, Moigrad, Ortelec, Şirioara. The results were compared 
with the written sources, including GH. The residence of Gelou was 
located by some scholars at Dăbâca,20 while others supposed that it 
was at Cluj-Mănăştur,2 1 or in the center of medieval Cluj.22 Based 
on archaeological investigations, Kurt Horedt established the stages 
of the Hungarian conquest of Transylvania. 23 Mihai Blăjan, Radu 
R. Heitel, Petru lambor, Ştefan Matei, Ştefan Pascu, Zeno-Karl Pinter, 
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Mircea Rusu published severa! works concerning Transylvania in the 
9m_llm centuries (see the bibliography). Worthy of special atten
tion are the studies of Stelian Brezeanu, Virgil Ciocîltan, Ioan
Aurel Pop and Victor Spinei, who brought outstanding contributions 
to the interpretation of GH as a source for the Romanian history. 
Recently, severa! young archaeologists like Dan Crişan Băcueţ, Călin 
Cosma, Aurel Dragată, Nicolae Marcel Simina, Ioan Stanciu, and 
Ioan Marian Ţiplic continued with interesting results the investi
gation of the 9m_ l l rh centuries cemeteries and settlements previously 
found in Transylvania and Crişana. Their works contribute to a 
better understanding of the archaeological background of our topic. 
A recent study by Florin Curta questions the still unresolved prob
lems of the Transylvanian history and archaeology in the lO'h cen
tury, showing the limits of the existing interpretations, including the 
data from GH. 24 

We consider that a monograph on the fragments about Romaoians 
from GH is now possible and necessary. This means examining the 
reliability of the source and comparing the information recorded 
by the Anonymous Notary with other written sources and with 
the archaeological evidence. As noticed Radu R. Heitel, who was 
one of the best connoisseurs of the early medieval Transylvanian his
tory and archaeology, "now, the discussion on the Chronicle of the 
Anonymous Notary can be macle from new viewpoints, and a new 
interpretation based on archaeological evidence is required by a 
particular reason: beyond some anachronisms, mistakes or gaps in 
the information provided by the Anonymous Notary, the archaeo
logical research has generally confirmed the data contained in the 
source.ms 

This is just what we propose in this book, but not only. Our 
approach will continue and develop that kind of source criticism illus
trated before by the works of Onciul, Pârvan and Brătianu. Our 
conclusions are in contradiction in some points with the common
places and exaggerations of the, let's say, neoromantic historiogra
phy of the last decades of the communist regime, which invented a 
historical past suitable for the nationalist ideology. 

The first edition of this book was published with the title Românii 
în opera Notarului Anonim (The Romanians in the work of the Ano
nymous Notary), as the 27m volume in the series "Bibliotheca Rerurn 
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Transsil:~niae" .(Cluj-Napoca: Fundaţia Culturală Română'. Centrul 
de Studii Transilvane, 2001). The present English translanon con
tains many corr~ctions and additions. A Fulbright research grant 
at Ohio State Ul\iversity (2002-2003) gave me the opportunity to 
enrich the docWT\entation with studies not available in the Romanian 
libraries, and eq\Jally useful was the visit at the Dumbarton O.ales 
Center for Byzal\tine Studies in Washington, D.C. Other pubhca
tions where provţded by Florin Curta, Anton Cuşa, Sergiu Iosipescu, 
Victor Spinei, Io'\n Stanciu, Paul Stephenson, and Ioan Marian Ţiplic. 
I am grateful to Stelian Brezeanu, Virgil Ciocîltan, Călin Cosma, 
Florin Curta, Pett-e Diaconu, Ioan-Aurel Pop, Victor Spinei, and Ioan 
Stanciu, who su~gested some ideas or corrections. The reviews to 
the first edition published by Ioan Marian Ţiplic (ATS, 1, 2002, 
215-219) and Tt:tdor Sălăgean (TR, 11, 2002, 2, 148-151) helped 
me to refine or r~consider some controversial ideas. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Who was the Anonymous Notary? 

Since 1746, when the GH was published, historians expressed var
ious points of view about it, ranging from full reliability to a vehe
ment denia! of its historical value. The work includes some data about 
the Romanians, nat found in other products of the Hungarian me
dieval historiography, which were thus spared a similar question
ing ( Chronicon Pictum Vindobonense, Chronicon Dubnicense, Chronicon 
Posoniense, Chronicon Budense). In fact, GH is different nat only in 
content, bur alsa in form, because it is agesta, nat a chronicle: an 
epic writing intended to confer legitimacy to the noblemen descend
ed from the seven chieftains who conquered the land. 1 (The work 
of Simon of Keza belongs to the same category of gestae.) 

GH was transmitted, bur nat entirely, by way of a single manu
script copied around the middle of the 13th century, first published 
in 17 46 by Matyâs Bel in the collection Scriptures Rerum Hungaricarum 
edited by Johann Georg Schwandtner. Before the first edition, the 
work was mentioned in a catalogue of the Imperial Library of Vienna 
(1652) andin two books edited in 1666 and 1692. The codex was 
preserved in Vienna since the beginning of the l 7'h century, bur 
nobody knows how it was obtained. The manuscript was offered 
in 1932 to the National Hungarian Library, where it is registered 
as Cod. Lat. Medii Aevi 403. 2 

The author of GH is known only as P. dictus magister. lt is possib
le that his name was written on the front page, but this one was nat 
preserved. He stated that he was a notary ( chancellor) of the deceased 
King Bela (ac quondam bone memorie gloriosissimi Rele regis Hungarie 
notarius). 3 Now it is absolutely sure that the text was based an a 
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rowing from Historia de expeditione Friderici imperatoris. The assump
tion that the name Blaci is an anachronism22 is a logica! mistake, a 
circular argumentation: the anachronism is postulated as a proof 
for the date posterior to Bela III, and subsequently that date becomes 
a premise for the anachronistical character of the observations con
cerning the Blaci ! Our opinion is that the existence of the name Blaci 
cannot be used as an argument for the dating of the work. 

Another argument for the date around 1200 was drawn from the 
prologue. The author said he had studied together with the friend 
to whom the work is dedicated, and that they very much liked a 
popular writing of that time, the Trojan History ascribed to Dares 
Phrygius. Many researchers have supposed that they were students 
in Paris.23 The studies in Paris were an argument for a later date of 
GH, because they could have taken place only after the middle of the 
12th century. In fact, there is nothing in the source that can show 
where and when the two friends studied together. It is possible 
that they were colleagues somewhere in Italy.2

• As for the Trojan 
History, this writing had already enjoyed a long popularity in the 
medieval Latin world; its mention is by no way a chronological in
dication. 

I. Kapitanffy remarked that the Anonymous Notary knew some 
Greek words, because his master Bela III had clase Byzantine re
lations.25 However, knowledge of the Greek language was a must for 
a chancellor at the middle of the 12'h century, when Hungary was 
involved in severa! wars with the Byzantine Empire. This means that 
this knowledge does not necessary indicate a date after Bela III. 

The single solid argument for a date around 1200 remains the 
use of the name Ecilburgu for Buda, but even this does not exclude 
an earlier date. The date around 1200-1210 is admitted by severa! 
works of medieval Hungarian history and alsa in the mast recent edi
tion of the source. 26 

The supponers of the date after Bela III made severa! supposi
tions for the identification of the author: Petrus---prepositus of the 
Buda Abbey around 1200,27 Petrus---prepositus ofEsztergom record
ed between 1198 and 1218,28 Paulus-notary to King Bela III, later 
promoted as bishop of Transylvania (in office in 1181),29 Petrus
chancellor between 1202 and 1205, and Bishop of Gyor between 
1205 and 1217.lO 
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If the Anonymous Notary was Paulus, the Bishop ofTransylvania, 
we would expect to find a lot more details about Transylvania. 
However, he wrote only about the north-western part of this land, 
involved in the war against Gelou. Alba-Iulia, the residence of the 
bishop, is nat mentioned in GH, as well as southern and eastern 
Transylvania. This seems to exclude Bishop Paulus of Transylvania 
from the list of possible authors. For Petrus, the prepositus of 
Esztergorn, J. Horvâth has remarked that the ideology of his work 
reflects circumstances from the first part of the reign of Andrew II 
(1205-1235), being written before 1217.31 Ifthis were true, then 
GH was written when Hungary was allied with Bulgaria ( during 
the reign of Borii, 1207-1218). Since the work presents the Bul
garians as enernies of the Hungarians, we think that this interpreta
tion is nat plausible. The sarne is true for the other Petrus, bishop 
of Gyăr. On the other hand, there are great textual differences between 
GH and the account written by this Petrus, the prepositus of Esz
tergom (for instance, he used the forrn Transsilvania, nat Ultra
silvana). 32 

The last point of view about the period when GH was drawn 
up took into consideration the late 13'h century, after Beie. IV 
(1235-1270). Nicolae Iorga was a supporter of this opinion,33 as 
well as sorne older historians who based their argurnents an the 
references to the Cumans. 34 It was afterwards proven that these 
"Cumans" were nat the people of the 12m_13m centuries, but anoth
er Tiirkic race, conternporary with the conquering Hungarians (see 
the next chapter). The city of Morisena (Cenad) is rnentioned in GH 
as still in existence. Because this city was destroyed during the Tartar 
invasion of 1242, the work cannot be written after this date. The 
narneBudavar used in GH was replaced after 1223 by 6-Buda. Finally, 
GH does nat rnention Ungaria Maior, the region discovered by 
the rnonk Julianus in 1231 near the Volga, described in the account 
of Ricardus (1237). The journey was inspired by the existence of 
some data about the Asian homeland of the Hungarians, found in 
a Gesta Hungarorum. This work was sometimes identified with GH, 
but the latter does nat include data about the survival of a Hungarian 
group in the horneland; the source, based an oral traditions, was 
another gesta. 35 The language of GH is another argument against the 
later date, after Bela IV. It was shown that the archaic features of 
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the vocabulary and orthography are specific for the 12m century, at 
least for the beginning of the 13m century.36 

In contradiction with this viewpoint that excludes the date after 
Bela IV, Janos Harmatta supposed that the unclear data about the 
Asian homeland of the Hungarians were taken by the Anonymous 
Notary from the report ofRicardus, but he failed to explain why the 
author of GH did not insert a detailed description of the original 
homeland, if he indeed knew the relation about Ungaria Maior. 37 

Another historian, Geza Karsai, made an examination of the erased 
text of the palimpsest used to write the single manuscript of GH. He 
concluded that the author was a Dominican friar called Pousa, later 
bishop in Bosnia, active in Hungary between 1238 and 1270.38 

His point of view was however not shared by other scholars. Recently, 
a specialist in Hungarian medieval literature argued that the Ano
nymous Notary wrote the work after the reign of Bela IV, more 
precisely in 1279. He believed that this year, written in Arabic numer
als, is hidden in the adornment of the initial letter P, but his inter
pretation is not convincing.39 The identification with Bishop Stephen 
Vancha (of alleged Romanian origin) 40 is unfounded and cannot 
be taken ioto consideration. The bis hop was a contemporary of Bela 
IV, but he died before the king, in 1266 or 1269. We do not under
stand why this hypothesis was even expressed. Therefore, no theo
ry that places the author in the period following the reign Bela IV 
could be taken ioto consideration. 

In conclusion, we consider that the present state of the investi
gation cannot provide a final solution for the identity of the Ano
nymous Notary. In the first edition of our work we preferred a 
date around 1150 for the writing of GH, without excluding other 
possibilities. If we accept the date after Bela II, then the identifica
tion with Paulus, bishop of Morisena, would be worthy of consid
eration. It is nevertheless true that the later dating, after Bela III, 
is alsa supported by valid arguments. In this case, the best solu
tion could be the identification proposed by G. Gyorffy: the preposi
tus from Buda, active around 1200. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The credibility of the work 
of the Anonymous Notary 

The work includes a prologue and 57 chapters. We know that it 
was not entirely preserved, because from the 15m chapter it results 
that the narrative also concerned the reign of Andrew I (1046-1060), 
while the existing text ends with the rule of Duke Geza and makes 
few references to events from the time of Stephen I. The prologue 
(a letter to a friend), shows the reason why the work was written: 
the glorification of Hungarian bravery, and hence the legitimiza
tion of the rights of the Arpadian dynasty over the Hungarian king
dom. No doubt, the source is a tendentious and propagandistic 
work that left aside events not suitable with this exultation over 
the Hungarian past. For instance, the Anonymous Notary did 
not record the victory of the Bulgarians and the Pechenegs over 
the Hungarians in 895, although this fact explains their migration 
toward Pannonia and he knew about it from the work of Regino 
of Prum, one ofthe literary sources used by the Anonymous Notary 
( see infra). 1 The same omission can be found at Simon of Keza 
and in the later chronicles. 

The narrative structure of the work is the following: 

1. the description of the Hungarian homeland and of the depar
ture to Ruthenia (c. 1-7); 

2. the fights with the Ruthenes (c. 8-11); 
3. the conquest of Pannonia (the land between the Danube and 

the Tisza) (c. 12-18); 
4. the fights with Menumorout, the duke of Byhor ( c. 19-23, 

28-29); 
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5. the conquest of the land ruled by Gel ou (Transylvania) ( c. 
24-27); 

6. the fights with Salanus and with the duke of Bulgaria (c. 
30, 38--43); 

7. the fights with the Bohemians (c. 31-37); 
8. the conquest of Pannonia west of the Danube (c. 44, 46-50); 
9. the fights with Glad and the South-Danubian campaign (c. 

44--45); 
10. the second war with Menumorout (c. 50-52); 
11. the heirs of Arpad, up to Geza (c. 52-53, 57); 
12. the inroads in Germany (c. 53-56). 

We notice that some sequences are imbricated, while other are digres
sions from the main narrative (for instance, the relation about the 
conquest of the land of Gelou). We can represent the narrative struc
ture in this manner: 

1 

t 
2 

• 3-.-4~5 ţ/ 
6 7 

t 
8 9 

t 
10 

t 
11------12 

Unlike chronicles, whose narrative structure is linear, this text 
is quite elaborated. GH is a kind of literary work,2 but this does 
not mean that it is also a fiction. Balint H6man3 remarked for the 
first rime that GH belongs to the medieval literary and historiographic 
species of thegestae. He emphasized the importance of this fact 
for the understanding of the value, but also of the limits of GH as 
a historical source. The firstgestae were composcd in the 6m centu-
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ry by Cassiodorus and Jordanes, and became more frequent in the 
9•h-12•h centuries especially in France and England. They repre
sented a kind of "national" historiography, whose purpose was not 
to record memorable events, but to legitimize the politica! realities 
of their time: rights over a territory; the noble origin of a dynasty 
or of a people, and so on. Tendentious in their content, the gestae 
always searched for this legitimacy into a remote past (in the Biblica! 
ages or in the Roman era). Thus, their authors were concerned 
with the origins of peoples, states and noble families. The power 
of a medieval state was based on its oldness and on the continuity 
of its institutions. Consequently, the historians invoked models from 
the past that were able to legitimize their present.4 

Because few texts were available, the medieval historians used the 
local and aristocratic traditions and legends in order to reconstruct 
the past. lt is obvious that, in such circumstances, the credibility of 
thegestae is low, and not necessarily because their authors were wrong, 
but because the oral tradition itself distorts the historical reality. 
The oral traditions do no reflect the past in a true manner. The events 
are confused, the chronology is changed or reversed, and individu
als borrow deeds and features from similar personages. This trans
figuration of the historical content occurs after five or six genera
tions, when the common memory begins to fade, leaving only 
some surviving items that usually consist of place or people names, 
out of their real context. These items become in their turn ele
ments of imaginary accounts or, in other cases, they are moved to 
different periods. The oral tradition does nat respect the real chronol
ogy. The historical memories are always updated according to the 
realities of the present. The oral testimonies recorded by the gestae 
have however a special feature, because they were created in the aris
tocratic environment, where knowledge of the genealogy was essen
tial for the legitimacy of the rank and of the estates.5 The transmis
sion of the genealogies alsa meant that some related historical events 
were too preserved by the oral memory. This does not mean that the 
gestae were not affected by the antichronological character of their 
sources. As any oral source, they are involuntarily "projecting in 
the past the conditions of their present. "6 

The work of the Anonymous Notary belongs to a series of 12"'-13"' 
century writings that used oral traditions and chansons de geste in order 
to reconstruct the national past. For instance, French chronicler 
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Sigebert de Gembloux ( early 12"' cenrury) took his information from 
Chanson de Rnland. The use of such oral sources should not be con
sidered a proof of superficialicy or of ignorance. On the contrary, 
it seems that these medieval historians were aware of the real value 
of these data. 7 As to the criticai spirit, it can be considered that the 
Anonymous Notary surpassed other authors of similar gestae. In 
the 42nd chapter, he confesses that he refused to write down the pop
ular historical traditions preserved by the peasants ifabulis rustico
rum )--considered erroneous-, and the heroic songs interpreted 
by minstrels (ioculatores), and that the truth can be established from 
the writings and from the interpretation of acrual historical events 
(de certa scripturarum explanatione et aperta hystoriarum interpreta
tione rerum veritatem nobiliter percipiat). 8 

A common fearure of the Hungarian medieval historical writings 
was the large proportion of what Lâszl6 Veszpremy calls "prehis
toric" facts (from the period before the foundation of the Christian 
state). In the Anonymous GH, the "prehistory" means al! the story, 
while at Simon of Keza the percentage is 42.6 (still high). Even in 
the Chronicon Pictum, the "prehistory'' occupies 21.4% of the text. 
As L. Veszpremy remarked, this means that in the Hungarianges
tae and chronicles the "prehistory'' represents a projection of the pres
ent into the past. 9 

B. H6man has shown that the prototype of the Gesta composed 
by the Anonymous Notary was another Gesta Ungarorum, written 
towards the end of the 11"' cenrury, now lost. The primary Gesta used 
oral information, most probably only of aristocratic origin. 10 Ac
cording to H6man, the anachronisms from the work of the Ano
nymous Notary carne from the prototype and from its sources, because 
the author "s'est bien garde de reporter consciemment dans une 
epoque anterieure des personnages et des evenements d'une epoque 
posterieure."11 Yet, the sarne B. H6man12 believed that, exception
ally, the Anonymous Notary roade a confusion when he mentioned 
the Romanians in the North-Danubian area, during the period of 
the Hungarian conquest; only in this case he transferred to the 9"'-10"' 
cenruries some facts from the 12"' cenrury. lt is very curious how 
the credibilicy of the source is recognized for all other instances, 
but rejected for the fragments about Romanians. If we admit this, 
it remains tobe seen what reason the Anonymous Notary had to 
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invent the presence of the Romanians in Transylvania before the 
Hungarians. B. H6man avoided any explanation for this presumable 
distortion. 

A British historian who dedicated many pages to the study of the 
Hungarian medieval sources wrote that "every device of Magyar 
scholarship has been employed to discredit Anonymous' veracity 
at this point [ the relation about Gel ou], and some ingenious crit
ics have even suggested that the whole episode is a late interpolation 
by a different hand. This suggestion is quite untenable, for no lit
erary forger of the Middle Ages could so have imitated Anonymous' 
peculiar style and phraseology as to produce a piece of writing so 
thoroughly as these chapters. lt is true that they are an interpola
tion-a separate story introduced into the general narrative-but 
an interpolation by Anonymous himself.»13 lt is nevertheless true that 
the work was unconsciously influenced by the contemporary back
ground, familiar to the author, but only to a limited extent. The same 
C. A. Macartney remarked that "far from its being Anonymous' habit 
to transfer back to the Conquest the conditions of his day, it is very 
rare for him to do so. "14 

The minor anachronisms concern the wrong use of expre~sions 
typical for the Western feudalism applied to facts from the Byzantine 
Commonwealth (auxilium et consilium, for the relations between 
Kean and the emperor of Constantinople). 15 Another anachronism 
is the reference to the balistae, used by the Hungarian warriors at the 
siege of a fortress from the duchy of Menumorout. 16 These war engines 
were not known by Hungarians in the 1Qch century. Such anachro
nisms and confusions do nat alter the value of the content. The 
real problem is whether some individuals or events recorded by 
GH were invented by the author or by his sources. 

There are indeed a lot of major anachronisms and confusions, and 
some of them are very serious. The Anonymous Notary sometimes 
moved later events (also occurred in the lOct. century) to the time 
of Duke Arpad. Almost all the memorable events were concen
trated around the founding hero of Hungary. Nothing surpris
ing here, because the Anonymous Notary wrote the story of a con
quest, not a chronicle of the Hungarian kings. The heirs of Arpad 
until Stephen I were only briefly recorded, with the obvious purpose 
of emphasizing that the main hero of the work is Arpad. Ali the con-
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quests and victories won by the Hungarian warriors were ascribed 
to Arpad, even when they happened after 907, when he died. 17 A 
suggesting exarnple is given by the relation of the battle of Lechfeld 
(955). The author minimized the defeat, but this is not the only mis
take. From our point of view, what matters is the date of the bat
tle, placed by the Anonymous Notary "in the fifth year of the reign 
of Emperor Conrad" ( c. 55). 18 Conrad reigned between 911 and 919. 
The battle was moved four decades back. The sarne mistake can be 
encountered in other chronicles. 19 

One more example. In c. 45 is described the raid of chieftains 
Zuard and Cadusa, who took the city of Branicevo, advanced along 
the Morava valley, and finally conquered Bulgaria and Macedonia; 
about Zuard it is said that "he married in this country and his peo
ple that today are named Sobamogera remained in Greece after 
the death of Zuard" (Et Zuardu in eadem terra duxit sibi uxorem, et 
populus ille, qui nune dicitur Sobamogera, mortuo duce Zuard in Grecia 
remansit ... ). 20 The whole account is exaggerated ( the Hungarians did 
not conquer Bulgaria and Macedonia), but it is based on real facts, 
occurred in a different period than the reign of Arpad. The Byzantine 
sources recorded a dangerous Hungarian inroad in the Byzantine 
Empire, in 934. A consequence was the settlement of a group of 
Tourkoi (Hungarians) in the area of the Vardar River. Nikolaos Oiko
nomides has demonstrated that the relation preserved in GH con
cerns these events and that the Vardariot ''Turks" are the Hungarians 
settled in Greece. 21 The content of the relation is confirmed, but 
the chronology is different. 22 

There are also some chronological discrepancies between differ
ent fragments from GH. In c. 50, which speaks about the second 
carnpaign against Menumorout, the author said that Zulta (Zoltan), 
the heir of Arpad, was born in the sarne year. However, just after the 
end of the war ( c. 51 ), Zulta married the daughter of Menumorout, 
shortly before 907, when-according to the Anonymous Notary
Arpad died (c. 53). The sequence ofthe events is impossible. Either 
Zulta was born much earlier, or the war took place later. Such con
fusions resulted from the oral transmission of the events occurred 
in a remote past, but this does not prove that the author inserted 
in the narrative events from his own time. 

Gyorgy Gyorffy23 developed a very coherent demonstration, whose 
single flaw is given by a false certainty: that Romanians did not 
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live in Transylvania in the 9rh-1Q•h centuries. The Hungarian schol
ar considered that the presence of the Romanians in GH shows 
that the Anonymous Notary created a fictitious history by trans
plantating contemporary facts in the time of Arpad. He discovered 
the proof of this in the relation of the conflict with Duke Glad, 
who was helped by "the Cumans, the Bulgarians and the Blachs" 
(c. 44), claiming that this reflects the alliance of the three peoples 
established in his time, under Emperor John I Asen of Bulgaria 
(1197-1207),24 and that the presence ofthe Romanians in his work 
can be explained by their politica! role in the new Bulgarian state, 
the enemy of Hungary. In the same way he explained the use of a 
form of Byzantine origin for the name of the Romanians. On the 
other hand, Gyărffy considered that the Anonymous Notary gave 
the names ofthe imaginary individuals (Glad, Salanus, Menurnorout, 
Gelou) by derivation from place-names found in those territories. 25 

The insertion of facts contemporary with the Bulgarian-Romanian 
state ruled by the Asen dynasty will be discussed below. For the time 
being, we can observe that, even if all persons and events were be 
imaginary, the conclusion that Romanians did not live in Transyl
vania is erroneous, because their presence is confirmed by other 
evidence. The problem of the existence of the Romanians in 'fran
sylvania in the period described by GH does not depend on 
the internai criticism of this source. 

The works of G. Gyărffy were among the most radical as con
cerns the rejection ofthe trustworthiness ofGH, especially when the 
information was somewhat related to the problem of the Romani an 
continuity in Transylvania. This harsh criticism was based on the pre
sumption that the absence of the events and individuals recorded 
in GH in any other source means in fact that the Anonymous Notary 
invented them. ''This view, if accepted, would turn into fiction any 
medieval (as well as ancient) narrative source which provides hith
erto unknown information. The logic behind rejecting first-hand 
information contained in narrative sources leads to the absurdity that 
no Gesta, chronicles, vitae can be analyzed and used unless they are 
based on an earlier written source."26 

Very significant for the credibility of the source is the reference 
to the Bulgarian domination in the lower Tisza basin. Describing 
in the 11 m chapter the region seized by the warriors of Arpad, the 
Anonymous Notary affirmed that terram vero, que iacet inter Thisciam 
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et Danubium, preoccupavisset sibi Keanus magnus dux Bulgariae, avus 
Salanus ducis, usque ad confinium Ruthenorum et Polonorum, et fecis
set ibi habitare Sclavos et Bulgaros ("The land between the Tisza and 
the Danube had been taken over by the great Kean, duke of Bulgaria, 
the grandfather of the leader Salanus, as far as the confines of the 
Ruthenes and the Poles, and there Kean macle a home for Slavs 
and Bulgars"). 27 

According to severa! researchers, the name Kean is the same with 
the title of khan (qan) born by the Bulgarian rulers, or replaces the 
real name of Krum ( 813-814). 28 The relation of the Anonymous 
Notary is of course confused, because it places Kean shortly after the 
death of Attila. This contraction of the period between Attila and the 
arrival of the Hungarians is a common feature of all 12"'-14'h cen
tury Hungarian sources, especially manifest with Simon of Keza. 
Another explanation was provided by Imre Baba, who supposed that 
GH recalled here another leader called Attila, who ruled over a 
fragment ofthe Avarian confederation after the Frankish aggression.29 

Whatever the truth, it is certain that the Anonymous Notary knew 
something about a Bulgarian domination in the basin of the Tisza 
River. Salanus continued to keep strong ties with Bulgaria (in c. 
41 it is said that he was related to the "duke of the Bulgarians"). 

The Bulgarian domination over the lower Tisza basin was real. 
Some historians dated its beginning to 804, when they supposed that 
the Bulgarian qan Krum (813-814) moved his armies against the 
eastern and southern parts of Avaria. 30 Another opinion empha
sizes that no contemporary source supports this idea, and that the 
Avars recorded as fighters in the Bulgarian army in 811 where allies 
and not subjects. According to this viewpoint, the extension of the 
Bulgarian domination in the territory between the Tisza and the 
Danube (previously a no man's land) was achieved by the Bulgarian 
qan Omurtag (814-831) in 827.31 The offensive western policy of 
Omurtag (who launched a campaign up to Sirmium in 82732

), the 
troubles attested in the Timok area between 818 and 82433 and the 
reestablishment of the Bulgarian-Frankish boundary on the Tisza 
after 83234 show that Bulgaria moved its western frontier on the lower 
Tisza. The space between the Tisza and the Danube remained neu
tral, but it was conquered by Moravia in 882. 35 The territory between 
the Tisza and the Danube taken by Omurtag is the same with that 
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ascribed by the Anonymous Notary to Kean, the ancestor of Salanus. 
lt is nevertheless true that this region was under Bulgarian domi
nation only for a short time, but it is possible that the decline of 
the Moravian state after 892 allowed its recovery exactly before 
the Hungarian inroads. 

What the Anonymous Notary knew was a vague remembrance 
of the Bulgarian presence in the Tisza valley, which is only in part 
in agreement with the historical reality. 36 This example shows how 
history was distorted in GH, but in a way that allowed the sur
vival of some real elements, inserted in a different chronological 
frarnework. In another interpretation, the Salanus episode reflects 
the memory of Svatopluk, the ruler of Mora via. His conflict with the 
Hungarians was in this case the sarne with the war recorded in 892 
by the Frankish sources.37 

The great Hungarian Byzantinist Gyula Moravcsik agreed that 
the data about Kean and Salanus are trustworthy, being transrnit
ted by oral traditions.38 Both names Kean and Salanus could have 
been invented (but nat necessary by the Anonymous Notary). lt 
seems that the narne Salanus indicates the control exerted by Bulgaria 
over the salt trade on the Mureş River, or the place-narne Slankamen 
(Zaldnkeminy) located at the mouth ofthe Tisza.39 Severa! Bulgarian 
and Slovak historians accepted the existence of Salanus, consider
ing him a "Bulgarian governor."4-0 

The Anonymous Notary stated that Salanus was helped by "the 
emperor of the Greeks" and by "the duke of the Bulgarians." This 
information could be confirmed by a source less quoted in the dis
cussions around GH. Liudprand of Cremona ( one of the outstand
ing 10"' century chroniclers) affirmed, without giving a precise year, 
that Hungarians Bulgarorum gentem atque Grecorum tributariam fece
rant. 41 From Liudprand, the information was taken by other chron
iclers from the ll'h-13"' centuries, who dated it in 906-907 (we 
do nat know why). For instance, Sigebert de Gembloux wrote that: 
a. 906-Ungari victos Grecos sub tributo redigunt; a. 907-Ungari 
Bulgares victos tributarios sibi faciunt. 42 

A conflict between Hungarians and Bulgaria, with the assis
tance of the Byzantine Empire on the side of Symeon, was indeed 
possible between 904 and 913. 43 Faur wars took place between 
Bulgaria and Byzantium before 904. In the war of 893-896, Emperor 
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Leon VI (886-912) was helped by the Hungarians, but they were 
defeated by the Bulgarians.44 The Bulgarian-Byzantine conflict was 
resurned in 913. Some historians considered that the Bulgarians were 
allied with the Hungarians in 917, when they won a great victory 
against the Byzantines at Acheloo,45 but the interpretation of the 
sources (the Arabian chronicles of Al-Masoudi and lbn-al-Ahtir) was 
disputed ( they concern most probably the Hungarian and Pecheneg 
attacks from 934).46 

A clue can be offered by the way in which Leon VI spoke about 
Hungarians in his Taktika, written between 904 and 912: the 
Hungarians are presented as virtual enemies of the Empire. 47 Another 
piece of evidence is a recently published lead seal, once preserved 
in the National Hungarian Museurn but now !ost (only a drawing 
has been preserved). lt was discovered in 1897 at Dunaszekcso, 
Baranya County (on the Danube, near Mohacs), during the exca
vations in the Roman camp of Lugio. The se al dated to the 1 om 
century belonged to a certain Leon, basilikos protospatharios kai genikos 
logothetes. 48 He was a high Byzantine dignitary (from the class of 
eunuchs) charged with the rule of one of the financial departments 
of the state. His presence in the barbarian world, in the area con
trolled by the Hungarians, can be explained by the sending of a mes
sage to the commander of an Byzantine expeditionary corps involved 
in a conflict there. Future researches might establish with more accu
racy the rime when this Leon was in office.49 

lt can be concluded that the pieces of information about Salanus 
from GH are sufficiently credible. The anachronisms concern only 
minor details like the title of "duke of Bulgaria," which obviously 
recalls the title of the ruler of the Byzantine theme of Bulgaria; his 
residence at Belgrade also reflects the 12m century situation. 50 

We shall presently move on to our main point of interest. The 
data about the so-called Blaci (Blachi, Blasi) are among the most 
disputed in the whole work of the Anonymous Notary. They are 
inserted in three places: in c. 9 (in account of the conquest of Pan
nonia), inc. 24-27 (in the story about Duke Gelou ofTransylvania), 
andin c. 44 (where these Blaci were mentioned in the army of 
Duke Glad of the Banat, and not as inhabitants of the region). 

The researchers have usually identified the Blaci with the Ro
manians. Other historians (D. Pais, G. Bodor, L. Rasonyi) recogni-
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zed the credibilicy of the information given by GH, but they con
sidered that the name Blac has no relation with the Romanians. 
According to them, Blaci were in fact a Tiirk.ic population (Bulaq) 
from Bashk.iria, which came here together with the Protobulgarians 
in the 7m century. 51 Apart from some linguistic conjectures, they were 
nat able to give any clear proof for this amazing theory. The theo
ry was rejected by Victor Spinei and Virgil Ciocîltan, who showed 
that the name Blaci was certainly given to Romanians in other sources 
and that it was used in the Latin texts before the word Olachus, which 
evolved from the Hungarian form Oldh. Until the middle ofthe 13th 
century, only the forms Blacus and Blachus were used in documents. 
Later, they were preserved only in the Transylvanian Saxon dialect 
(Bloch). 52 Another Hungarian variant, Olasz, was borrowed from the 
Serba-Croat Vlasi.53 Despite this, the recent study of a young Romanian 
orientalist claims that the names Blac and Vlach are nat the same, the 
first one being ofTiirk.ic origin, and that the interpretation advanced 
by Rasonyi is correct. 54 

In his turn, E. Darko55 accepted the credibilicy of GH, indud
ing the relation of the conflict between Tuhutwn and Gelou, but sup
posed that the wordBlaci had no ethnic meaning. For him, Blaci were 
a social category, "nomadic shepherds," the word being borrowed 
from Byzantium. He alsa considered that the population ruled by 
Gelou was composed only by Slavs. In fact, the text (which will be 
discussed in part III of aur work) speaks about two peoples, Blasi 
and Sclavi, nat about a people and a group of shepherds. 

The last theory that accepted the existence of the Blaci in Tran
sylvania during the Hungarian conquest, but nat of the Roma
nians, was expressed by Imre Baba. 56 He is right when he shows that 
the name Vlach mentioned in Vita S. Methodii c. 5 concerns the pop
ulation ofltaly ( one of the areas from where missionaries departed 
for Moravia), but he is nat right when he extends the same mean
ing to the Blaci recorded in GH. He argued that the words Sclavi 
Bulgarii et Blachii from c. 9 must be translated "Bulgarian and Blachian 
Slavs," because the comma between the words Sclavi and Bulgarii was 
added by the editors. In his view, the Blachian Slavs were a Romance 
population from "Welschland (ltaly) arrived in Pannonia after the 
fa!! of the Avarian qanate. Indeed, Sclavi Bulgarii are the Slavs that 
came to Pannonia from Bulgaria (see chapter II. 3.), but there is no 
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proof for the second identification. As we will demonstrate in the 
next chapter, Blachii were the same with the so-called pastores Ro
manorum. Therefore, I. Baba contributed to a better understan
ding of a controversial fragment from GH, but not all of his ideas 
can be accepted. 

Leaving aside these odd theories about the significance of the 
name Blaci, we notice that their authors acknowledged the entire 
information reported by the Anonymous Notary. They discard in this 
way the global rejection of the credibility of GH and even the opin
ion that Blaci are an anachronism, an opinion shared by historians 
lik.e L. Tamas, G. Gyărffy, Z. I. T6th, G. Krist6. 

Because parts II and III of our work are dedicated to the data pre
served in chapters 9 and 24--27, for the time being we will discuss 
only the mention of the Blaci from c. 44. This chapter includes the 
description of the attack against Glad. Other data about Glad were 
recorded in c. 11 (in the alleged speech of the duke of Galicia): 
terram vero, que est a fluvio Morus usque ad castrum Vrscia preoccu
pavisset quidam dux nomine Glad de Bundyn castro egressus adiutorio 
Cumanorum, ex cuius progeni Ohtum fuit natus ("the land from the 
Mureş River to the fort of Urscia was occupied by a certain duke 
called Glad who emerged from the city of Vidin with the help of 
the Cumans, from whom Ochtum [Achtum] was born").57 

The Banat was conquered by Bulgaria in 824, thus becoming a 
border territory. When the power of this state declined after the death 
ofTzar Symeon in 927, Glad, the ruler ofthis region, found an oppor
tunity to become independent. 58 The relation about Glad from c. 
44 is the first part of a longer story about the exploits of captains 
Zuard, Cadusa, and Boyta, who, after the victory over Glad, depart
ed for "Greece." This story is in its turn a d.igression from the main 
narrative, interrupted in the first half of c. 44 (the arrival of Arpad 
in the Csepel Island) and resumed in c. 46, after the end of the 
relation about the carnpaign of the three captains. For the Anonymous 
Notary, this carnpaign was of secondary importance, since the title 
of the chapter does not reflect it (it is called De insulaDanubii). This 
attack was the first directed south, after dozens of westward raids. 
The change was the resuit of the defeat suffered on March 15'\ 
933, at Riade or Merseburg (Thuringia). The victory of the German 
King Henry of Saxony compelled the Hungarian warriors to find 
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other regions for booty. The carnpaign of934 is considered a direct 
resuit of this event. 59 The Hungarian inroad in the Byzantine Empire 
is confirmed by Byzantine sources.60 Therefore, the attack against 
Glad could be dated only in 934.61 Mircea Rusu and Liviu Mărghitan 
dated it in 927, because they believed chat the Byzantine chronic
ler Kedrenos recorded a Hungarian inroad in Byzantium for this 
year. 62 In fact, Theodor Daphnophates and Skylitzes (taken up by 
Kedrenos) only said chat Hungarians and other barbarians had plan
ned to attack Bulgaria after the death of Tzar Symeon, but the 
invasion was not achieved.63 

Chapter 44 tells how Arpad and his captains mitterent exerci
tum contra Glad ducem, qui dominium habebat a fluuio Morus usque 
ad castrum Horom. We read about the advance of the Hungarian 
horsemen through western Banat, up to the Timiş River, where a 
battle with Glad took place. Glad is dubbed dux illius patrie; he 
had magno exercitu equitum et peditum and he was helped by 
Cumanorum et Bulgarorum atque Blacorum. After the victory, the 
Hungarians continued the offensive versus fines Bulgarorum, while 
Glad took refuge in the fortress of Keuee [ Kuvin], where he .was 
besieged by chieftains Zuard, Cadusa, and Boyta. Glad accepted to 
surrender the fortress. The Hungarian warriors also conquered anoth
er fort, Ursoua. From chat point, Zuard and Cadusa crossed the 
Danube, taking Borons [Branicevo ).64 

The credibilicy of this story was rejected on the basis of the pre
surnable transplant of facts from the author's period, narnely, that the 
alliance between Bulgarians, Cumans and Vlachs reflected some 
Byzantine information about the state of the Asenids, or some data 
received from the relations about the Third Crusade of 1189.65 The 
argument is given by the form Blaci, of Byzantine origin (BMxot), 
but this does not necessary mean the use of some Byzantine sources 
in GH. The knowledge about Romanians was received in the Latin 
West from Byzantium. Consequently, the Latin Western sources 
are using narnes like Blaci, Blachi, and Blacki.66 GH belongs to these 
texts, without being based directly on Byzantine sources. The word 
appears in the work of the Anonymous N otary in the forms: Blachii 
(c. 9), Blacus (c. 24), Blasii (c. 25), and (ducem) Blacorum (c. 26 
and 44). In the most ancient Hungarian docurnents that concern the 
Vlachs from Transylvania (1222-1224), the Romanians were called 
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Blaci (and there is no doubt that this name was applied to the Ro
manians).67 The forms Blaci, Blachi are alsa attested in documents spea
king about the Romanians from Croatia ( even until the 14"' centu
ry). 68 This shows that, using the name Blaci and not Olachi, the 
Anonymous Notary followed the fashion ofhis rime. In Transylvania 
and Hungary, the name Olachi, of popular origin and more adapt
ed to the Hungarian language, replaced the older one only after the 
middle of the 13"' century.69 As a consequence, the use of the name 
Blaci/Blachi as taken from the Byzantines does not necessary prove 
a transfer in the 9"'-10"' centuries of some Byzantine written informa
tion about the 12"' century South-Danubian Vlachs, because the word 
was still used in the official documents when GH was written. 

In GH, c. 44, the Blaci are not necessarily inhabitants of Banat; 
the wording suggests that they were only allies of Glad. The frag
ment does not include a description of the ethnic composition ofthe 
land and we do not know whence they came, from the north or from 
the south, or if they were natives of Banat. The Cumans are not nec
essarily an anachronism, because it was demonstrated that this name 
could represent another Tiirkic people, the Kavars who accompanied 
the Hungarians in their migration from Levedia,70 or the Pechenegs.71 

It is nevertheless true that the land of Glad was peopled by Romani
ans, since there is no reason to deny the continuity of the Daco
Romanian population in Banat. Glad could be either Romanian, 
or Bulgarian. The city ofVidin was located within the Timok region, 
which was alsa inhabited by Romanians in the Middle Ages. 72 

The alliance between Bulgarians and "Greeks" (the Byzantine 
Empire) was considered an anachronism, because it could have reflect
ed the situation between 1018 and 1185, when Bulgaria belonged 
to the Byzantine Empire. In fact, since the attack against Glad took 
place in 934, the alliance is not surprising, because Bulgaria had 
indeed friendly relations with the Byzantine Empire in that period. 
At the same time, it is likely that the Anonymous Notary had in mind 
the 12"' century cornmander of the Byzantine theme of Bulgaria, 
called dux, when he wrote about the dux Bulgariae.73 

Another reason put forward for the rejection of the narrative about 
Glad is the presumable similarity with that about Achtum, his suc
cessor who was at war with King Stephen I for the control of the 
salt trade on the Mureş valley.74 According to Legenda Major Sancti 
Gerardi,75 this prince was baptized secundum ritum Graecorum in 
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civitate Budin (Vid.în). Two points of view were expressed on the date 
of the war: 1003-1004 or 1028/1034. Many researchers76 support 
the later chronology because this agrees with the information that 
Achtum was allied with the "Greeks." As a consequence, they con
sider that the war was possible only during the decline of the Byzantine 
power, after 1025. But was Achtum indeed allied with the Byzanti
ne Empird What reasons would the Byzantines have to support 
an enemy of their ally Stephen, an ally who fought in 1002 against 
Bulgaria together with Basil II? The virtual enemies of the Byzantine 
Empire at the Danube after 1018 were the Pechenegs, nat the 
Hungarians. In 1027, a Pecheneg invasion reached nat only the 
Byzantine territories in front of the Banat and Oltenia, but alsa 
Hungary. 77 On the other hand, the Pechenegs were the traditional 
enemies of the Hungarians. We consider that the Byzantine Empire 
had no interest in supporting an enemy of Hungary, in the period 
after 1025. The same alliance is unlikely for 1002, when Stephen I 
helped Basil II at Vidin. No war existed between Hungary and the 
Byzantine Empire in 1002-1038 (the maximum interval when the 
conflict with Achtum could be dated). We suppose instead that Achtum 
was an ally of the Bulgarian Tzar Samuel, before 1002. 78 Other 
historians79 indeed claimed that the "Greek" monks from the mona
stery built by Achtum at Morisena (Cenad) wern in fact Bulgarians, 
whose name was replaced because the former Bulgarian state was 
a Byzantine territory when the text was written (the end of the 
11 m century). The name "Greeks" was in this case a generic desig
nation for the Eastern monks.80 lt follows that the date of the war 
between Achtum and Stephen I should be placed in 1002, when Basil 
II attacked Vid.în. 

Under these circumstances, the credibility ofthe story about Glad 
depends on the existence of other sources that can confirm the exis
tence of this person. They exist. The name of Glad was preserved 
in severa! place-names: 

1. Galad, a monastery attested since 1333 (in the Serbian Banat, 
near Kikinda and the place cal led Pusta-Galad); 

2. Kladova, village east of Kuvin, recorded in an Ottoman doc
ument from 1579; 

3. Glades, village north ofVrfac, recorded in an Ottoman doc
ument from 1579; 
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4. Gladef, village, near Agadic, recorded in an Ottoman docu-
ment from 1579; 

5. Gltidska (later, Galaczka), creek near Arac; 
6. Valea Gladu, near Vărădia de Mureş; 
7. Galadua (later Cladova, commune of Păuliş, Arad County), 

attested with this name since 1308; a l()'h-11"' century fortress 
was researched there; 

8. Cladova ( commune of Bethausen, Timiş County, north of 
Lugoj), attested since 1453; 

9. Kladovo, on the Serbian bank of the Danube, vis-a-vis ofTurnu
Severin; 

10. Schela Cladovei, Mehedinţi County.81 

Place-names like Cladova or Kl,adovo are known only in the area 
that can be associated with the rule of Glad. In the donation deed 
for the St. Theodore monastery from Verria ( issued by Pope Honorius 
III in 1216) we find an estate that was once received from Ciad 
and Manuel (a quondam Clado et Manuele monasterio vestro collatis). 
The similarity with the name of Glad was already observed, 82 but 
it is difficult to say if it was the same persan; the place (Toxun), locat
ed somewhere on the Danube, cannot be identified. G. Gyărffy sup
posed that Ciad was CountKeled (Cledinus), recorded by Kinnamos 
(KEÂ.aS~). 83 

The place-names concentrated in the area where Glad ruled show 
that this persan was real. How much of the story inserted in GH 
is true, that is still a problem. Another conund.rwn is the area whence 
the Blaci came to help Glad (perhaps from Transylvania). We are 
however certain that his conflict with the Hungarians took place 
in 934. 

A piece of information from GH supported by archaeological 
investigations concerns the Khazars (Cozar) recorded in the region 
controlled by Menumorout (c. 11). One could believe that the Ano
nymous Notary introduced them in his story because some Khazars 
lived in his time in the Bihor County, or Crişana. They are attested 
by the place-name Knz.ar, near Carei, recorded in documents since 
1335 (no longer in existence). 84 A kind of potţery originated in 
the Saltovo-Majack culrure was found in severa! 9"' cenrury settle
ments from Hajdu-Bihar and Bekes counties. 85 The relations with 
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the Saltovo-Majack culture can be seen as archaeological evidence of 
the settlement of the Khazars or Kavars in this area, because only 
they can be the makers ofthis pottery. Unlike the Hungarians, they 
were a sedentary population and produced pottery It was suppo
sed that the Kavars settled there in 894. 86 A new examination of 
the archaeological evidence made by Mechthild Schulze-Dărrlamm87 

has shown that these finds ascribed to the Khazars (Kavars) can be 
dated between 862/881 and 895. According to this theory, a group 
of warriors akin with those later ruled by Arpad arrived in the mid
dle Danubian basin in 862. They are the so-called Ungari recorded 
in the last third ofthe 9th century, before 896, in some Western annals. 
In Levedia, the Hungarians were drawn into an alliance with By
zantium by the diplomatic mission of Saints Cyril and Methodius, 
sent there to convert the Khazars. As invaders of the Frankish mid
dle Danubian possessions, they acted in cooperation with Svatopluk, 
the ruler of Moravia. 88 In 881, another invasion was mounted by 
the same people, together with the Kavars. Arrived in the Tisza basin, 
the Kavars settled in the area ascribed by GH to Menumorout. 
G. Gyărffy and G. Krist6 consider that they are the "Kozars" men
tioned in GH, and that they arrived there in 892 or 894.89 Recent 
investigations of the early Hungarian cemeteries from the upper Tisza 
basin confirm the establishment of the Kavars after 881 in this area 
clase to Crişana.90 This way, another information recorded by the 
Anonymous Notary is proved tobe true.91 

Another reason why G. Gyărffy had considered anachronistic the 
work of the Anonymous Notary (especially the part about Gelou) 
is the name given to the Pechenegs: Picenati (inc. 25). The usual 
name for them in the 12th-13th centuries was Bisseni (present in anoth
er fragment from GH). Nicolae Iorga92 was wrong when he main
tained that the form Picenati is confirmed by a document from 1353 
(Pichenatos), because that source is a later forgery. 93 Indeed, the name 
Picenati was nat commonly used for the Pechenegs in Latin writings. 
G. Gyărffy was right to conclude that the Anonymous Notary took 
this word from one of the sources he used for the composition of 
GH. Following an idea expressed by Z. I. T6th, he identified this 
source with a relation about the First Crusade, which mentions these 
Pincenates or Piccinaci as invaders of the Byzantine Empire.94 There 
is still another possibility, nat taken into consideration by G. Gyărffy. 
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One of the most important sources of GH was the Chronicle of 
Regino of Prum, written around 908. This text was used by many 
authors of chronicles and annals from the 1Qth-13th centuries. The 
work of Regino tells how the Hungarians were expelled from Scythia 
by the Pechenegs, called Pecinaci. This form of the name is of Slavic 
origin. 95 Therefore, the word Pecinaci does not prove that the 
Anonymous Notary used a source that concerned events from the 
end of the 11 th century. 

In another chapter (57), the Anonymous Notary said that some 
"Ismaelitians" (Muslims) came to Hungary from terra Butar (the 
Volga Bulgaria) during the reign ofTaksony (956-971). 96 The arrival 
of a population from that region is confirmed by the discovery of 
a kind of clay cauldrons with interior vertical ears, with analogies 
only in the Volga Bulgaria.97 

After this survey of the discussions occasioned by GH, we can 
conclude that the Anonymous Notary reflected with relative fideli
ty the ethnic and politica! situation of Pannonia in the age of the 
Hungarian conquest. He gathered his data from oral and written 
sources. As a former royal chancellor, he had access to extensive infor
mation. The only important error of transmission concerns the far 
too vague references to the Moravian domination (limited to an 
eponymous character named Morout). A leading Hungarian medieval
ist, Peter Vaczy, remarked that the Anonymous Notary took from 
the tradition "only those parts he considered compatible with his
torical reality. But while most of the chroniclers had come by their 
erudition at school, our Anonymous exploited his office in the chan
cellery to acquire information from foreigners visiting the royal court 
and from the local traditions of those dans with a rich past. On 
the whole, the view he had obtained in this fashion of the politica! 
condition of the Danubian and Tisza region prior to the Conquest 
is surprisingly accurate."98 Despite this general opinion, he also 
stated that the information about Gelou is "pure invention," because 
the Bulgarian domination in Transylvania ruled out the existence 
of another dominus (Gelou), presented in GH as independent. In 
fact, P. Vaczy ignored the other possibility, that the northern part 
of Transylvania was not conquered by Bulgaria-as we will see in 
chapter III. 3. 6. Another Hungarian scholar, Laszlo Makkai, used 
the same GH to argue that northern Transylvania was not under 
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Bulgarian domination, while maintaining that Gelou was an invent
ed person, created on the basis of the genealogica! legends of the 
Transylvanian noblemen. 99 

It is nevertheless true that the Anonymous Notary disregarded 
many facts and persons from the end of the 9'h century and from 
the beginning of the lO'h century; all related to the Hungarian con
quest of Pannonia and of the neighboring lands. For instance, he 
ignored Svatopluk, the ruler of Moravia (who was instead known to 
Simon ofKeza), and the German K.ing Arnulf ofCarinthia. The west
ern sources that mention the Hungarian incursion in Moravia and 
Pannonia presented with many details the fights of Svatopluk with 
the Hungarians in the last decades of the 9m century. One of these 
sources is the Chronicle of Regino, used by the Anonymous Notary; 
who had thus the possibility to include this person in his narrative. 
Yet, he deliberately excluded the Moravians from his history. Their 
place as masters of Pannonia was taken by the Romans, because a 
victory over the Romans was much more glorious than one over 
Moravians. 100 In the next chapter we will see who these Romans actu
ally were. 

For the history of Mora via, GH gives other details not present in 
the work of Simon of Keza, but which stirred a long debate. ~n c. 
35-37 he presented the conquest of the fortress of Nitra, commanded 
by Duke Zubur, appointed there by a Bohemian ruler. The Hunga
rians killed Zubur on a mountain that for this reason received his 
name ( like the place where Gelou <lied). 101 It has been claimed that 
Zubur was invented by the Anonymous Notary, whose source of 
inspiration was the name of that mountain, call ed after a monastery 
(z.obor). At the same time, the existence of a principality based at 
Nitra, dominated by Bohemia, was denied. 102 This criticai view on 
the story about Zubur and Nitra was challenged by I. Boba, who 
pointed out that the name Zubur is attested as Sbor, Zbor in Bohemian 
11 m and 12'h century sources; that the name of the mountain can 
be derived from the name of this ruler; and that the Bohemian lord 
was in fact Liutpold of Carinthia, the margrave of Bavaria. 103 

Generally speaking, the work of the Anonymous Notary record
ed credible data mixed with confusions, mistakes and anachron
isms. The content should be researched with great care in order to 
identify what îs real or trustworthy. C. A. Macartney remarked that 
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the manner of writing and the treatment of sources in GH requires 
a very critica! approach. lf this is done, the Anonymous Notary could 
provide "much valuable information, so long as we are very cardul 
(as few have been) to use hirn in the right way-never taking liter
ally what he says, but dissecting and analysing hirn, undoing his work, 
putting baclc the pieces which he has moved into their original places; 
looking, in a word, not to what he says, but to what made hirn say 
it."104 

The most appropriate approach is that followed by Dennis De
letant, who tried to exarnine without preconceived opinions the data 
about Romanians included in GH: ".„we cannot judge him as an 
impeccable source, as do some historians who, through an excess 
of zeal, draw inferences from his work which are without founda
tion.mos The rest of this work will discuss the reliability of the data 
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about the Romanians. The data in question cannot be taken for grant
ed, without criticism, especially because the single monograph ded
icated exclusively to this problem remains that written no less than 
a century ago by Vasile Pârvan. 
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CHAPTER 1 
The analysis of the text 

The description of Pannonia given by the Ruthenian dukes to the 
Hungarians who were invited to go there ( c. 9) recalls that: ... quam 
terram habitarent Sclavi Bulgarii et Blachii ac pastores Romanorum. 
QJtia post mortemAthile regis ten-am Pannonie Romani dicebant pascua 
esse eo, quod greges eorum in terra Pannonie pascebantur, et iure terra 
Pannonie pascua Romanorum esse dicebatur, nam et mod-O Romani pas
cuntur de bonis Hungariae ("[They said] that this land was inhabit
ed by Sclavi Bulgarii and Blachii ac pastores Romanorum. After the 
death of King Attila, the Romans called Pannonia their grazeland, 
and they were right to call Pannonia the meadow of the Romans, 
since even now the Romans pasture on the Hungarian estates"). 1 We 
did not translate the ethnic names because they require special 
comments. 

As we have already seen in the previous chapter, the expression 
Sclavi Bulgarii should be understood as a reference to a single peo
ple, Slavs of Bulgarian origin. This interpretation was put forward 
by Imre Boba, who was not aware that the same point of view was 
expressed long ago by Ele mer Moor, Nicolae Drăganu, and Ernst 
Gamillscheg. Because there is no comma between the words Sclavii 
and Bulgarii, the expression means indeed "Bulgarian Slavs." The 
fragment speaks thus about two ethnic entities: Sclavi Bulgarii and 
Blachii ac pastores Romanorum. 2 

The author returns to the tradition about the pre-Hungarian pop
ulation of Pannonia in c. 11, which tells how preocupassent Romani 
principes terram Pannonie usque ad Danubium, ubi collocavissent pas
tores suos ("the Roman princes occupied Pannonia as far as the Danube, 
where they settled their shepherds"), after the death of Attila. 3 This 
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is the territory west of the Danube ( the text continues with a descrip
tion of the region between the Danube and the Tisza, and of the area 
east of the Tisza). 

The translation of the words Blachii ac pastores Romanorum was 
discussed by many researchers. Usually, ac means "and." Therefore, 
it was argued that Blachii were another people than the "shepherds 
of the Romans. "4 Other historians have shown however that ac 
can be sometimes translated as "or," "that is." Based on the text of 
Simon of Keza and on the significance of the fragment from GH, 
they translated the expression as "Blachii, the shepherds of the 
Romans."5 

The fragment from c. 9 has a counterpart in Gesta Hunnorum 
et Hungarorum written by Simon of Keza. lbis work was the abstract 
of another Gesta, composed by the sarne author between 1282 and 
1285 (now lost), which was in its turn based on the primary Gesta 
written at the end of the 11 m century, a source alsa used by the Ano
nymous Notary.6 After the description of the victory of Attila over 
Macrinus (the Lombard that was the master of"Pannonia, Parnphylia, 
Phrygia, Macedonia and Dalmatia," by "the grace of the Romans") ,7 
Simon of Keza continues: Pannoniae, Panfilie, Macedunie, Dalmacie 
et Frigie civitates, que crebris spoliis et obsidionibus per Hunos erant 
fatigate, natali solo derelicto in Apuliam per mare Adriaticum de Ethelo 
licentia impetrata, transierunt, Blackis, qui ipsorum .fuere pastores et coloni, 
remanentibus sponte in Pannonia (''The cities of Pannonia, Parnphilia, 
Macedonia, Dalmatia and Phrygia had been weakened by frequent 
pillage and siege by the Huns, [ and the inhabitants], leaving their 
native land, after obtaining perrnission from Attila, passed into Apulia 
by the Adriatic Sea. The Vlachs, who were their shepherds and co
lonists, chose to remain in Pannonia"). 8 

On the other hand, speaking about the fate of the Huns after 
the death of Attila, he wrote that after the battle ofNedao, "Pannonia" 
remained ten years without a king, and peopled only by foreign
ers: Postquam autem filii Ethele in prelio Crumhelt cum gente Scitica 
fere quasi deperissent, Pannonia exstitit X annis sine rege, Sclavis tan
tummot:W, Grecis, Teutonicis, Messianis et Ulahis advenis remanentibus 
in eadem, qui vivente Ethele populari servicio sibi serviebant ("Attila's 
sons and almost all the Scythian people perished in the battle of 
Crumhelt. After that, Pannonia remained for ten years without any 
king, and only the foreigners, who served Attila as slaves, i.e. the 
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Slavs, Greeks, Teutons, Messiani and Vlachs, remained there"). At 
their second arrival in Pannonia, in the age of Arpad, the Hungarians 
Pannonie populis, qui superius sunt notati, inceperunt dominari. 9 

From Simon of Keza's Gesta, these facts were passed on to the 
later chronicles, with a similar content. 10 The word Blacki was replaced 
with Vlachi or Olachi-the new forms used after the l 4rh century. 11 A 
major difference is the placement of these Vlachi just after the death 
of Attila, who was considered the first founder ofHungary. The frag
ments from the Gesta written by Simon of Keza and from the 
14'h century chronicles clarify the meaning of ac from GH, c. 
9, which should be translated as "or." 

Simon of Keza believed that the arrival of the Hungarians in 
Pannonia was in fact a return, a restoration of Hunnish domina
tion. For him, Hungarian history began with Attila. In his ideolo
gy ( and of the following Hungarian chroniclers), the Hungarian 
kings were legitimized by the alleged descent from Attila, who defeat
ed the Romans. The idea that Hungarians descended from Huns 
comes from Western writings, not from an internai tradition. ;\ttila 
became thus the founding hero of Hungarians, while his reign was 
regarded as the first Hungarian conquest of Pannonia. This Hunnish 
tradition appeared around 1220 in the so-called Hungarian-Polish 
chronicle. 12 In such a confused vision of the past, the peoples enu
merated by Simon of Keza were not the population of Pannonia in 
the age of Attila. They were the inhabitants of this region through
out history. Of course, this was a fabricated history, but from the 
source we can infer that Simon ofKeza was convinced thatBlackii 
were among the ancient inhabitants of the country. 

Simon of Keza mentioned the Blacki once more, in another con
text. The Szeklers, after they took part in the Hungarian conquest of 
Pannonia, "received a part ofit, not in the Pannonian plain, but in 
the borderland mountains, together with the Blacki" (non tamen in 
plano Pannonie, sed cum Blackis in montibus confinii sortem habuerunt) .13 

In this fragment, the Blackii can be identified only with the Romanians. 
Therefore, at least for the work of Simon of Keza, there is no 
doubt about the identity between Blacki and Romanians. 

Simon ofKeza (or more probably the author ofthe primary Gesta) 
combined two kinds of data. He knew from existing writings that 
Pannonia had been a Roman province and that the Huns had expelled 
the Romans; on the other hand, he also knew ofthe Romanians. He 
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probably observed that the Romanians were speaking a language 
similar to Latin. Other authors from the same period also remarked 
the Roman origin of the Romanians (Ioannes Kinnamos stated 
that the Vlachs were Roman colonists brought from Italy). 14 

The author of the primary Gesta, the source of inspiration for 
both the Anonymous Notary and Simon of Keza, supposed that 
theBlacki ofhis rime had something to do with the ancient Romans. 
But he could not call "Romans" these Blacki, because in the medieval 
sources the ethnic name Romani was used only for the inhabitants 
of Rome. On the other hand, the Blackii, a humble pastoral popu
lation, could not bear the glorious name of the former masters of the 
world. They could be only some "shepherds of the Romans," left 
in Pannonia after the retreat of the true Romans, who had gone back 
to Italy.15 

In this way; the text of Simon of Keza, more clear in this respect, 16 

can help us understand the fragments from GH. From GH c. 9 and 
11 results that the Anonymous Notary believed that the warriors led 
by Arpad found two peoples in Pannonia: Slavs (of Bulgarian ori
gin) and Blachs, also called "shepherds of the Romans." Unlike Simon 
of Keza, the Anonymous Notary believed that the "shepherds of the 
Romans" were brought in Pannonia by some "Roman princes," who 
conquered the country after the breakdown of Attila's empire. This 
new Roman conquest was neglected by Simon of Keza, because he 
supported the idea of the Hunnish-Hungarian continuity; for this 
reason he could not admit to a new Roman occupation of Pannonia. 
Ali the other data about Blachi recorded by the Anonymous Notary 
correspond with those of Simon of Keza: the Blachi were a part of 
the existing Pannonian population when the Hungarians conquered 
this land. 

There is an obvious difference between the Anonymous Notary 
and the authors of the later chronicles, who compressed the past. 
In the work of Simon of Keza, Ulahi are placed together with the 
"Slavs, Greeks, Teutons, Messiani (Bulgarians)," in the age of Attila. 
On the contrary; the Anonymous Notary made a clear distinction 
between the age of Attila and that of Arpad, when he spoke about 
Blachi. In his work, Blachii are the contemporaries of Arpad. 

Some researchers claimed that Blachii were a western Romance 
population, closer to Raeto-Romans, Dalmatians, or Italians, than 
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to the Romans. 17 However, the expression Blachii ac pastores 
Romanorum could not concern a western Romance branch, like 
the Raeto-Romans, because it reflected the pastoral character of 
the Romanians (as it was perceived by the foreign sources), and 
because it rendered the double meaning of the Hungarian word oldh 
("Romanian" and "shepherd"). This double meaning was not applied 
to the western Romance populations. 18 In the age of the Anonymous 
Notary, the only Latin speaking population in Hungary were the 
Romanians. The Blachii from GH, c. 9 are the Romanians,· and 
the data about them cannot be considered anachronistic. On the con
trary, the fragments from Simon of Keza and from the later chron
icles that move the Blachi to the age of Attila are in contradiction 
with the real chronology. 

GH includes some references to a people called Romani, exist
ing during the Hungarian conquest: 

• inc. 9: ... post mortemAthile regis terram Pannonie Romani dice
bant pascua esse eo, quod greges eorum in terra Pannonie pasce
bantur, et iure terra Pannonie pascua Romanorum esse dicebatur, 
nam et modo Romani pascuntur de bonis Hungarie; 

• inc. 46, after Arpad crossed the Danube, omnes Romani per ter
ram Pannoniae habitantes vitam fuga servaverunt; 

• inc. 48, captains Usubu and Eusee besieged the fortress of 
Bezprem, defended by Romanos milites. They conquered it, 
k.illing many Romans. The survivors took refuge in the German 
Empire (Reliqui vero Romanorum videntes audaciam Hungarorum, 
dimisso castro Bezprem, fuga lapsi sunt et pro remedio vite in ter
ram Theotonicorum properaverunt); 

• in c. 51: Romanos fugatos esse de Pannonia. 19 

These Romani cannot be the Romanians-as some researchers sup
posed 20-because the Romanians are called only Blachi or Blaci in 
GH, and because they were recorded in the Hungarian sources 
only with names derived from Blachus/Vlachus. lt was demonstrat
ed that those Romani who "pastured on the Hungarian estates" ( c. 
9) were a special kind of"shepherds," the Roman priests, famous for 
their greed. lt is a joke, occasioned by the homonymy between the 
"Roman priests" and the "Romans" from the age of Attila. 21 The 
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word bonis (wealth) does not concern the meadows pastured by 
the Romanian shepherds, but the church properties. 

Severa! ethnic identifications were proposed for those Romani 
mentioned în chapters 46, 48, and 51. According to one point of 
view, they were the Romance population from Noricum and Raetia 
(Austria, Slovenia, Bavaria and eastern Switzerland). They were 
recorded în the early medieval Latin sources with the name Romani 
(their language is called romanica lingua); many place-names still pre
serve the words walah and walahisk. 22 lt was supposed that the Ano
nymous Notary knew about them and that he believed they had been 
expelled by Hungarians from Pannonia. A proof would be the asser
tion from c. 48, that Romani from Veszprem took refuge în the 
land of the Teutons. 23 The fortress of Bezprem ( Veszprem) was al
so mentioned by Simon of Keza, but only as the residence of the 
Slavic Prince Morot, the (imaginary) father ofZuataplug.24 No Roman 
fortress existed at Veszprem, but relics of a 9m century rotonda were 
discovered there. 25 

A similar hypothesis claims that Romani were the last remnants 
of the autochthonous Romance population, which kept the ethnic 
name Romani uncii it was assimilated by the Slavs, Hungarians and 
Germans.26 The same name Romanoi was applied by Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus to the Romance people from the Dalmatian cities, 
in the IQth century.27 lt îs possible that the Pannonian Romance inhab
itants were also called Romani until the 9"' or the 10"' century, but 
contemporary sources said nothing about this. The survival of the 
Pannonian Romance population until the 1Qth century will be dis
cussed in the next chapter. 

Our opinion is based on the fact that the Romani were not men
tioned în the enumeration of the peoples from Pannonia inserted 
inc. 9. According to the Anonymous Notary, these peoples were the 
Bulgarian Slavs and the Blachi, or the "shepherds of the Romans." 
Romani were not the same with Blachi. They are recorded only in 
relation with the conquest of Pannonia west of the Danube, and espe
cially with Veszprem. They are the enemies of Arpad, mentioned
we must emphasize this-as warriors and masters of Pannonia. 
Therefore, we agree28 that these Romani represent the Roman-German 
Empire. The image of these medieval "Romans" was mbced with 
that of the ancient Romans from the age of Attila, who-as 
the legend says-returned to Pannonia after the death of the Hunnish 
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king together with their shepherds, the Blachi. Driving away these 
"Romans" was a feat wonhy of Arpad-the heir of Attila-and con
sequently the topic was inserted in the narrative.29 The secondary 
levei of this propagandistic story concerned the anti-imperial and 
anti-German feelings ofhis contemporaries.30 Therefore, the so-called 
Romani from GH are the ancient Romans, who were anachron
ically moved to the age of Arpad.31 

Some data from the Old Russian Chronicle erroneously ascribed 
to a monk called Nestor (completed in 1113 and based an a pro
totype from the mid-ll'h century) were often called upon to support 
the trustwonhiness of the relations about Blachi from the Hungarian 
gestae. 32 We will reproduce the English translation made by two 
outstanding American Slavicists, but for some instances we will 
alsa refer to the Romanian translation of Gh. Popa-Lisseanu, made 
after French and German translations. 

1. The first fragment enumerates the peoples descended from 
Japheth; among them: the English, the Spaniards, theltalians, 
the Romans, the Germans, the French, the ~netians, the Genoese, 
and so on.m3 Gh. Popa-Lisseanu gave the following version: 
"„. the English, the Galicians, the Valahi, the Romani; the 
Germans, the Carolingi, the Venetians, the French and other 
peoples."34 The original Russian names are: "Angliane, Galiciane, 
Volokhove, Rimljane, Niemtsi, Korliazi, ~neditsii, Friankove." 
Some remarks are required. Galiciane are nat the French, but 
the people from Spanish Galicia, while Friankwe are the Ge
noese. The name used for the French is Korliazi ( derived 
from "Carolingian"). Rimljane are nat the Romans in the gen
eral sense, but the inhabitants of the city of Rome, inserted 
in the enumeration together with the Venetians and the 
Genoese.35 Just above, the chronicler had said that the Varangi
ans were living near the Baltic Sea, "as far as the land of the 
English and Volokhi." Here, Volokhi can be the French or the 
Welsh, but we know that the French are named Korliazii. 
Therefore, the Volokhi from the first fragment are the Welsh. 

2. "The Slavic race is derived from the line of Japheth, since 
they are the Noricians, who are identica! with the Slavs. Over 
a long period the Slavs settled beside the Danube, where the 
Hungarian and Bulgar lands now !ie. From among these Slavs, 
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parties scattered throughout the country . . . For when the 
Vlakhs attacked the Danubian Slavs, settled arnong them, and 
did them violence, the latter carne and made their homes by 
the Vistula, and were then called Lyakhs.m6 

3. ''Now while the Slavs dwelt along the Danube, as we have said, 
there carne from arnong the Scythians, that is, from the .Khazars, 
a people called Bulgars, who settled on the Danube and opp
ressed the Slavs. Afterward carne the White Ugrians who inher
ited the Slavic country [ after they expelled the WJlokhi, who pre
viously occupied the Slavic country]. 37 These U grians appeared 
under the Emperor Heraclius ... me 

4. "Year 6396-6406 (= 888-898). The Magyars passed by Kiev 
over the hill now called Hungarian, and on arriving at the 
Dnieper, they pitched carnp. They were nomads like the Po
lovcians. Coming aut of the east, they struggled across the great 
mountains, and began to fight against the neighboring Vlakhs 
and Slavs. For the Slavs had settled them first, but the Vlakhs 
had seized the territory of the Slavs. The Magyars subsequently 
expelled the Vlakhs, took their land, and settled among the 
Slavs, whom they reduced to submission. From that rime this 
territory was called Hungarian. The Magyars made war upon 
the Greeks, and seized the Thracians and Macedonian territory 
as far as Salonike. They alsa attacked the Moravians and the 
Czechs.m9 

These fragments were thoroughly commented by Mathias Gy6ni, 
who concluded that they have no significance for the history of 
Romanians, because WJlokhi were the Franks who conquered Pannonia 
at the end of the 8c11 cenrury.40 His mast valuable contribution is 
perhaps the demonstration that the chronicle took the data from a 
Slavonic text written in Moravia in the 9c11_10c11 cenrury.41 The study 
of the Hungarian scholar displays remarkable criticai spirit, but used 
in a selective.manner. lt is surprising that M. Gy6ni had no doubt 
about the credibility of the legend transmitted by the Moravian source 
afterwards resumed by the Russian chronicle. He gave credit even to 
the chronological relationships between the events mentioned in the 
legend, although it is known that the oral tradition mixes up the his
torical periods, being in a way anti-chronological.42 He was absolute
ly sure that the attack of the Volokhi occurred between 679/680 
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(the Bulgarian invasion) and 896 (the arrival of Hungarians in 
Pannonia) .41 But how can one be so sure, if other elements of the leg
end are unbelievable, like the location of the Slavic homeland in 
Pannonia? As it was already observed, this legend contains the first 
form of the Panslavism that circulated the theory of the Danubian 
origin of the Slavs.44 

This legend, like any historical tradition, is based on some real 
elements. It is not possible to use it in order to argue the Slavic pres
ence in Dacia during the Roman period, as tried by severa! histori
ans, who identified the Volokhi with the Romans, and who consid
ered real the events and the chronological relationships between 
them.45 We cannot be sure about the date ofthe "attack" of the Volokhi 
and not even about its existence. Only if the legend were truthful 
could we accept the identification with the Franks who defeated 
the Pannonian Slavs and who were in their turn expelled by the 
Hungarians. Yet, we cannot give such credibility to the legend. Any 
Romance population (and even the Welsh, asin the first fragment) 
can be designated by the word Volokhi in the Old Russian language.46 

The purpose of the legend was to explain why the Slavs had spread 
from their alleged Pannonian homeland. The so-call.ed Volokhian 
attack was a good explanation, and this is why it was invented. The 
single certain fact is that the Moravian author of the prototype 
believed that the Volokhi had inhabited Pannonia before the 
Hungarians. Who they were, this is another question, which seems 
to be not yet clarified. They could be the Franks, as M. Gy6ni con
siders, but they could have been invented by the Moravian author, 
whose intention was to show that the Slavs lived in Pannonia before 
these Volokhi. 

Created in Mora via during the 1 om-11 m centuries, the legend was 
based on the sarne traditions used by the Hungarian chronicles. They 
have some common elements that cannot be explained otherwise (the 
Old Russian chronicle was unknown to the Hungarian authors).47 

The story of the conquest of Pannonia by Volokhi is similar to that 
of the "Roman princes" who settled their shepherds in Pannonia after 
the death of Attila ( GH, c. 11). In both cases, Romani/Volokhi are 
seen as usurpers of those who considered themselves the true mas
ters of Pannonia (the Moravian Slavs and the Huns, that is, the 
Hungarians). The tendentious character of the legend is obvious and 
at the sarne rime typical for this kind of writings. It could be sup-
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posed that the information about the banishment of the Volokhi from 
Pannonia was received in GH from the Moravian legend, because 
this writing stated that the Romani were driven away by Hungarians 
from Pannonia. In another variam of the tradition, preserved by 
Simon of Keza, the Hungarians did nat expel the conquered peoples 
who had lived in Pannonia since Attila. 48 

In fact, there are two distinct traditions: 

1. The Romani (Volokhi) conquered Pannonia, being its masters 
until the arrival of the Hungarians, who chased them away 
(Old Russian Chronicle, GH); 

2. The Blachi, or the "shepherds of the Romans," inhabited Pan
nonia since the period of Attila, without having a military role; 
they remained peacefully there after the Hungarian conquest; 
they had a passive role, being mentioned only in the enu
meration of the peoples conquered by the Hungarians ( GH, 
Simon of Keza, and the later Hungarian chronicles). 

We see that GH includes both traditions, but in a distinct way, because 
it distinguishes between Blachi and Rnmani. The Volokhi from the 
Moravian legend preserved in the Old Russian chronicle are the same 
with the Romani from GH ( c. 46, 48, 51 ), and nat with the Blachii. 
The Old Russian chronicle confirms thus the tradition about the 
Romani as masters of Pannonia, and nat the tradition about theBlachi. 

The tradition about Blachi would not have appeared had the 
Romanians been recently arrived in Hungary at the time when the 
prototype ofthe Gesta was written (the end ofthe 11"' century). 
Because we do not know a single reason why anyone would have 
invented it, it can be concluded that this tradition recorded the belief 
that Romanians had lived in Pannonia before the Hungarian con
quest. This does not mean that the data from GH or the Old Russian 
chronicle should be taken ad litteram, as Ştefan Pascu did. He claimed 
that the Romanians came to northem Pannonia from central Pannonia 
or from northem Transylvania after the 6"' century Slavic migrations.49 

We consider that the single certain fact is that the Hungarian chron
iclers believed that the Romanians were the mast ancient people in 
Pannonia. 

This idea was repeated in a work inspired by the Hungarian chron
icles, Descriptio Europae Orientalis, written in 1308 for Charles of 
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Valois (pretender to the title ofEmperor of Constantinople), and for 
King Charles Robert of Anjou. It was demonstrated that the author, 
Jang unknown, was Andreas Hungarus, archbishop of Antivari in 
Albania between 1307 and 1308, formerly a Hungarian priest.50 The 
author used one of the versions of Gesta Hungarorum. He was 
quite familiar with Hungary and Albania,51 but he had a confused 
image of other Balkan regions. He knew that Bulgaria was a neigh
bor of Ruthenia (Galicia) and that tigers and unicorns could be found 
there( ! )52 For this reason, we must regard with circumspection his 
data about the Balkan Vlachs: Notandum [est hic] quod inter Ma
chet:Wniam, Achayam et Thesalonicam est quidam populus valde mag
nus et spaciosus qui vocantur Blazi [ Blasi in other manuscripts], qui 
et olim fuerunt Romanorum pastores, ac in Ungaria ubi erant pascua 
Romanorum propter nimiam terre viriditatem et fertilitatem olim mora
bantur. Sed tandem ab Ungaris inde expulsi, ad partes illae fugierunt. 
("It should be noted that between Macedonia, Achaia and Thessaloniki 
there is a certain people much numerous and widespread, called Blazi, 
who were once the shepherds of the Romans and who formerly 
settled in Hungary, where the pastures of the Romans were, on account 
of the exceeding lushness and fertility of the land. But they were even
tually driven aut of the area and fled to these parts.") 53 

Further, in the chapter about Hungary, the author said: Panoni 
autem, qui inhabitabant tune Panoniam, omnes erant pastores romano
rum, et habebant super se decem reges potentes in tota Messia et Panonia, 
deficiente autem imperio Romanorum egressi sunt Ungari de Sycia provi.n
cia et regno magno, quod est ul-tra Meotidas paludes et pugnaverunt in 
campo magno, quod est inter Sicambriam et Albam Regalem cum X 
regibus dictis et optinuerunt eos et in signum victorie perpetuum erexerunt 
ibi lapidem marmoreum permaximum ubi est scripta prefata victoria, 
quiad huc perseverat usque in hodiernum diem. ("But the Pannonians, 
who were then the inhabitants of Pannonia, were al! the shepherds 
of the Romans and they had over them ten powerful kings in the 
entire Messia and Pannonia. When the Roman Empire declined, 
the Hungarians carne from the province of Sycia [Scythia] and from 
the great kingdom which is beyond the Maeotis marshes, and they 
fought in the large field that is between Sicarnbria and Alba Regalis 
with the above-narned ten kings and they defeated them. As a sym
bol of the victory they erected here for all eternity a huge marble 
stane on which is inscribed that victory, which exists uncii this day.")54 
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The story of the fight between Hungarians and the Pannonian 
kings is not mentioned by other sources. Its origin can be traced 
to a confusion made by Andreas Hungarus, who read in the Gesta 
of Simon of Keza (or in another gesta) about the battle of Attila 
against Aetius, who was helped by "ten kings from the West."55 

This battle won by Attila was mistaken for the one fought against 
Macrinus, at Sicarnbria; Simon of Keza said that after the battle of 
Sicarnbria a stane statue was erected at Keweh:iza, and Attila was 
elected king of the Huns, exactly like in the work of the French monk. 50 

Andreas Hungarus is not entirely reliable, because he distorted 
some data taken from Hungarian sources. However, his work has 
some importance, since it establishes the identity between the Balkan 
Vlachs and the Blachii from Pannonia, about whom he found out 
from GH. It could be supposed that he knew something about the 
Aromanians (Balkan Vlachs), but not directly, and that he noticed 
the likeness between both ethnic narnes (Vlachi andBlachi). The form 
Blazi (Blasi) used by him could also be encountered in GH, c. 25, 
in relation with the people from Transylvania. 57 The narne Blasii/Blazii 
has a West Slavic phonetic form, which shows that both authors 
received some information from the Slavs who still existed in Hun
gary. 58 These Slavs should have a word for the Romanian shep
herds who wandered through Hungary and Moravia. Only these 
Romanians were known in Hungary, the homeland of the Anony
mous Notary, who had them in mind when he wrote about Gelou. 
The form Blasii which belongs to the vernacular language was an 
exception in GH, a text that usually recorded the Latin forms (Blaci 
and Blachi, in this case). 

Some researchers59 accepted the trustworthiness of the data recor
ded in Descriptio Euro-pae Orientalis about the homeland of the Balkan 
Vlachs, especially because it seemed that a Byzantine source con
firmed it. The theory of the Pannonian origin of the Balkan Vlachs 
was expressed by B. P. Hasdeu,60 based on a fragment from Kekau
menos (the writing of the French monk had not yet been discove
red). In his Strategikon (written between 1075 and 1078), Kekau
menos, dealing with the origin of the Thessalian Vlachs, wrote 
that "they once lived near the Danube and the Saos, the river now 
called Sava, where the Serbians lived more recently, in well-defend
ed remote areas."61 Hasdeu's interpretation was based on the premise 
that the Byzantine author was not too precise, or that he had in mind 
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only southern Pannonia. The supposition that the Pannonian Vlachs 
were driven away by Hungarians is quite appealing, but the source 
criticism invalidates it, since it was proven that Kekaumenos took his 
data from Cassius Dio. He identified the Vlachs with the Dacians, 
ignoring that Dacia was not the same with the south-Danubian 
Dacia created by Aurelianus, better known by the Byzantines. 62 

Therefore, the fragment from Kekaumenos does not prove the migra
tion of the Balkan Vlachs from north to south or their Pannonian 
origin. The Pannonian origin of the Balkan Vlachs was invented 
by Andreas Hungarus, who found thus the way to link the data about 
Blachii from GH with that about the Balkan Vlachs. 

This confusion is not surprising. Even one of the mast learned 
Byzantine writers, Ioannes Zonaras, equated the Pannonians with 
the Paeons, in his Lexicon: "Paeoni, Latin or Thracian people. Some 
call them Macedonians, while others believe they are the present 
Pannonians. The Pannonians are Bulgarians."63 In fact, these Paeoni 
were the Aromanians (Vlachs). As pointed out by Stelian Brezeanu, 
the Byzantine authors (like the Hungarian ones) established a rela
tionship between the Romance people from the Balkans and the 
ancient Romanized populations (Bessi, Dacians, or Pannonians).64 

The mistaken identification Pannonians = Bulgarians is not singu
lar in the Byzantine sources.65 Zonaras macle an association between 
the so-called Pannoni and the Aromanians from Macedonia, on 
the basis of the similarity Pannoni-Paeoni (naiovec;). Here, Paeoni are 
not the Pannonians, as S. Brezeanu believed, but the ancient Paeoni, 
who lived exactly in the same places where the Vlachs dwelled in the 
time of Zonaras, that is, in Macedonia. Zonaras invented another 
archaic name for the Vlachs. A confusion like Paeoni = Pannoni = 
Vlachs could have been the source of inspiration for Andreas Hungarus. 

In conclusion, the Slavic and Hungarian historical traditions 
(the latter expressed by the Gestae written by the Anonymous 
Notary and Simon of Keza) certified the presence of the Ro
manians in Pannonia, before the Hungarian conquest. The Blachii 
from GH are located west of the Danube. In the following chap
ters we will examine if this tradition could be supported by histor
ical, archaeological, and linguistic evidence. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Roman and Romance 

population in Pannonia 
in the 5th_ 1 oth centuries 

Roman Pannonia did not cover the whole territory of present-day 
Hungary. The Romanized area only included the lands west of the 
Danube (Transdanubia or Dundntul). 1 The Romans usually took into 
account the great natural boundaries. Later, the Franks followed 
the same policy after the defeat of the Avars, preserving the Danube 
as the frontier of the march. The space between the Danube and 
the western limes of Dacia remained outside the Roman Empire, but 
it was kept under remote observation. The Romanization did not 
occur in this buffer area, because the environment was not suitable 
for the Roman farms and cities. The puszta was instead a preferred 
location for the nomadic shepherds who crossed the Carpathiaris and 
who--nota bene!-moved in the area west of the Danube only after 
a certain rime. 2 There was no territorial contiguity between Pannonia 
and Dacia. The river Tisza, with its many meanders and swamps (not 
drained umil the 18'h century), made very difficult the contacts bet
ween the provinces. Only two roads connected them: 

1. from Aquincum (Budapest), through the area of present-day 
Szolnok and Carei, to Porolissum ( the Meseş Gates); 

2. from Florentia (Dunaszekcsă) on the Danube to Partiscum 
(Szeged), and next to Dacia, on the Mureş valley. 3 

The circulation on these roads was one of the long-term processes 
that shaped the historical evolution of this space; the same roads were 
used in the Middle Ages, for commercial and military purposes. A 
Romanian geographer considered the Tisza an "ethnic barrier.'>4 Even 
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if the crossing was possible in a few points, the Tisza was an eth
nic, economic and cultural boundary. Like the Western Carpathians, 
this river divides the so-called "Carpathian Basin," which is not a uni
tary space. IfTransylvania was always oriented towards the south and 
the east, Roman Pannonia was linked with the north-western part of 
the Balkan Peninsula and with the Higher Danube provinces (Nori
cum and Raetia). 

The so-called "Oriental Romania" (the large area between the 
Adriatic and the Black Sea) was not unitary, because its parts were 
divided by a region not Romanized (the Hungarianpuszta) and by 
another one where the Romanization was poor ( the highland~ of the 
eastern Dalmatia, between the rivers Vrbas and Drina). A Romanian 
scholar, Alexandru Philippide,5 emphasized the role of these geo
graphic and cultural circumstances in the emergence of not one, 
but two Romance languages (Romanian and Dalmatian) within 
Oriental Rmnania, whose divergent evolution was enhanced in 395 
by the dividing line between the Roman Empires established pre
cisely in the less Romanized central region. 

Pannonia had an intermediate and ambiguous position in Oriental 
Romania. The four provinces created by the reform of Diocletianus 
at the end of the 3n1 century (Pannonia Prima, Pannonia Secunda, 
Savia, and Valeria) were later included in the Western Roman Empire, 
namely in the Pannonian diocese (together with Dalmatia and Nori
cum). However, Pannonia Secunda (the territory between the Sava, 
the Drava, and the Danube) had closer relations with Moesia Prima, 
a province from the eastern part of the empire. The capital city of 
Pannonia Secunda, Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica), was located on 
the bank of Sava, at the edge of Moesia Prima, being oriented toward 
the eastern provinces, through the important road Sirmium-Sin
gidunum-N aissus-Serdica-Constantinople. In 424--425, the city of 
Sirmium and the provinces Pannonia Secunda and Valeria were trans
ferred to the Eastern Roman Empire. This south-eastern part of 
the Pannonian territory was for a long cime under the Early Byzantine 
influence, despite the barbarian occupations, and the city of Sirmium 
remained inside the borders of the empire uncii 582, with some inter
ruptions. Moreover, during his western offensive, Justinian extend
ed in 535 the jurisdiction of the Justiniana Prima archbishopric over 
this pars secunda& Pannoniae, a region around the small city of Bassianae 
(Donji Petrovci), settled by a group of allied barbarians, the Heruli.6 
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The area between the Sava, the Drava, and the Danube was a kind 
of extension of Moesia Prima. The rest of the Pannonian territory 
(especially Pannonia Prima) had closer relations with Noricum and 
Dalmatia. 

On the basis of such geographical reasons and nat only, it was 
supposed that the vernacular Latin spoken in Pannonia was an inter
mediate form between that from which Raeto-Roman evolved, and 
those from which Dalmatian and Romanian evolved. 7 The mast 
urbanized and Romanized area was located in Pannonia Prima and 
Savia, near Noricum and the highly urbanized western Dalmatia. 
The Roman Pannonian population survived especially there, in the 
western Transdanubia, near the Balaton Lake. The difference between 
western Pannonia and the area clase to the empire became greater 
and greater when the barbarians began to settle between these regions. 

Like for other Romance peoples, the ethnogenesis of the Ro
manians was achieved in the gm_9m centuries. 8 The area where this 
process took place was established according to the size of the Roma
nized territory. Constantin Jirecek, the first scholar who tried to delin
eate this area with the help of the Latin inscriptions, included Moesia 
Prima and south-eastern Pannonia (i.e. Pannonia Secunda) in the 
ethnogenetic area ofthe Romanians.9 His conclusions were confirmed 
and developed by Alexandru Philippide, for whom the South
Danubian part of the ethnogenetic area meant Dobrudja, Bulgaria 
between the Danube and the Balkan Mountains, Kosovo, Serbia east 
of the Drina, and "the Austrian province of Syrmien."10 The latter 
is in fact Pannonia Secunda between the Sava and the Danube, the 
territory stretching from the Sava-Drina confluence to the Sava-Da
nube confluence. Recent researches confirm that the Drina valley was 
the borderline between the genesis areas of the Dalmatian and 
Romanian languages. 11 In his theory, Al. Philippide alsa took ioto 
account the boundary between the northern Thracians and Illyrians, 
which was later redefined by I. I. Russu. 12 More circumspect, Emil 
Petrovici considered that the western border of the ethnogenetic area 
was the Morava valley, 13 but it was demonstrated that his argu
ments are nat conclusive enough. 14 

The position of south-eastern Pannonia between the Sava and the 
Danube as a prolongation of Moesia Prima justifies its inclusion in 
the Romanian ethnogenetic area. Both provinces shared a com
mon fate in the centuries when the new Romance people evolved. lt 
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was the territory around the city of Sirmium, the region known as 
Srem. The preservation of the name of the town can be explained 
by the survival of the native Romanized population, which later trans
mitted it to the Slavs and to the Hungarians. 15 The region near 
Sirmium was a marginal one in the ancient Roman Pannonia and 
after the end of the 4"' century it was separated from Transdanubia 
by a zone settled by barbarians. Thus, the surviving Romans from 
Transdanubia were isolated from the main body of Oriental Romania, 
where the Romanians emerged. The divergent evolution of west
ern Pannonia means that this region could nat be included in the area 
where the ethnogenesis of the Romanians took place. Only the 
Romance population settled south of the Drava and cast of 
the Drina can be considered Rornanian, because it was "in terri
torial continuity with the Daco-Rornanian group," as Aurel Decei 
said. 16 The presence of the Romanians outside their ethnogenetic area 
during the Middle Ages was the resuit of further migrations, which 
lasted several centuries. 

Taking into account these preliminary remarks, we will exam
ine now the circumstances of the evolution of the Pannonian Roman 
population after the third quarter of the 4"' century. The large rural 
estates continued to exist in the 4"' century and even developed amid 
the ruralization of the Late Roman society. During the reign of 
Valentinianus I (364--375) some restoration work was dane in some 
camps on the limes; new forts were built at Tokod and Pilismar6t. 
The strengthening of the frontier was necessary, because the dan
ger of the barbarian inroads was increasing. In 374, Pannonia was 
attacked by Quadae and Sarmatians ( defeated the following year 
by Valentinianus I). In some open cities located on interior strate
gic roads perimeter walls were built in the same period ofValentinianus 
I, or even under Constantine the Great (307-337): Keszthely-Fenek
puszta = Va/cum, Hetenypuszta = Iwia, Sagvir = Tricciana, Kisarpas 
= Murse/la, Kornye. They had a partially urban character and served 
as refuge places for the rural population, and as economic centers. 17 

This partial stability ended with the great victory of the Visigoths 
against the Roman army at Adrianople (378). In the aftermath, many 
barbarian waves invaded various regions ofthe Balkans. In 379, a 
coalition of Goths, Alans and Huns, led by Alatheus and Saphrac, 
entered Pannonia after a victory against the new emperor Gratianus 
(367-383), at Castra Martis, in Moesia Prima. Gratianus was forced 
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to clase in 380 a peace treaty with Alatheus and Saphrac, who received 
some territories (in the southern Pannonia Secunda and Savia). In 
the first years, these faederati ravaged Mursa and Sopianae; other 
Germanic invasions occurred in 395 and 401. In 402, the Visigoths 
led by Alaric settled in Savia; another chieftain, Athaulf, occupied 
a part of Pannonia Prima in 405. Both groups departed for Italy in 
408, like another Ostrogothic tribe led by Radagaisus, which entered 
northern Pannonia in 405. In this troubled period the emigration 
from the Pannonian cities to Dalmatia and Italy began. 18 

During the second decade of the 5th century, the Hunnish power 
center moved from the Lower Danube to the area between the Danu
be and the Tisza. The Huns occupied in the following years the 
Pannonian provinces, but as faederati, like the coalition of Alatheus 
and Saphrac. The alliance closed in 433 between Theodosius II 
and qan Rua meant in fact the abandonrnent of Pannonia Secunda 
and Savia (transferred in 424-425 to the Eastern Roman Empire). 
Sirmium was occupied in 441, during the Hunnish offensive toward 
the Lower Danube. The town became a refuge place for the p9pu
lation of the neighboring area. 19 

Even if, theoretically, the Pannonian provinces continued to be 
a part of the empire, they were in fact under Hunnish occupation. 
In this way, the Roman domination disappeared north of the Sava 
River. 20 After the end of the Hunnish coalition occurred after the bat
tle ofNedao (454), the Pannonian provinces remained under barba
rian control, namely under the domination of three Ostrogothic groups, 
led by Valamer, Theodemer, and Vidimer, foederati of the empire 
(they closed a treaty with Emperor Marcianus, in 456). These new 
masters of Pannonia withdrew in 472, but their place was taken by 
the Gepids, who settled the Sirmium region. The Gepids were later 
defeated by the Ostrogothic Italian kingdom in 504, and Pannonia 
Secunda (including Sirmiurn) entered under Ostrogothic domination. 
In the next years, the Ostrogoths were at war with the Byzantine 
Empire. In 510, Emperor Anastasius was forced to give to Theo
doric the city of Sirmium and most of Pannonia Secunda; only the 
south-eastern corner of Pannonia with the small town of Bassianae 
continued tobe kept by the Byzantines, with the help of the Heruli.21 

After the death ofTheodoric (526), the Lombards occupied west
ern Pannonia (in 527), and the Gepids conquered again Sirmium, 
in 536 (in the previous year the town had been liberated for a 
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short time by the Byzantine army). For three decades, the former 
Pannonian provinces remained under Germanic domination, until 
the victory of the Avars and the Lombards over the Gepids, in 567. 
In the aftermath of this victory, the Avars began a series of wars 
that had as the final resuit the collapse of the Danubian limes. The 
city of Sirmium, recovered by the Byzantine Empire in 567, was !ost 
again in 582, together with the last relics of the Roman adminis
tration in Pannonia. 22 

One could believe that all these invasions destroyed or expelled 
the entire Roman population of Pannonia. As it was remarked, "at 
times historians and archaeologists are too ready to believe in the 
destructions of barbarians and to deny the possibility of a stub
born persistence of'native' settlement."23 Such a catastrophic vision 
is not suitable, because life returned to normal conditions after the 
invasions. The nomad masters needed sedentary subjects who could 
supply them with food. If the sedentary population was small, it was 
supplemented with prisoners. 

In the former Pannonian provinces, the Roman population sur
vived better in the presence of elements left from the superior civi
lization of the Roman world. The preservation of these remnants of 
civilization was favored by the necessary symbiosis between the 
barbarian masters and the subjects who practiced agriculture and var
ious crafts. Walter Pohl called these Roman people from Noricum, 
Pannonia and Dacia a Grundbeviilkerung, without whom the bar
barian warlords could not live. 24 

The mere preservation of some elements of material culture was 
not in itself a condition for the resistance of those Romans, who 
become fewer and fewer in Pannonia. As well as in other areas of the 
Oriental &mania, Catholic (Orthodox) Christianity gave cohe
sion and identity to these communities that faced the barbarians who 
were either heathens (the Huns, the Avars, the Slavs), or heretics (the 
Germanic tribes). The assimilation of the population of Roman 
origin became possible only when many newcomers shared the 
same religion, in direct proportion with the demographic sit
uation. This happened in the 9m century, as a consequence of the 
western missions in Pannonia and then of the Christianization of the 
Pannonian Slavs by St. Methodius. On the other hand, the Church 
was involved in their survival by its social work. Starting with the 4m 
century, the bishops and the clergy assisted the poor with supplies. 
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In the Pannonian cities, the proximity of the grain depots to the 
churches may suggest that the Church took the place of the official 
administration in the distribution of food. 25 

The survival of the Roman population in Pannonia during the 
barbarian invasions is now proved by archaeological researches. This 
continuity consisted of: 

1. the survival of the ancient open or fortified settlements; 
2. the cultural continuity (preservation of language, customs, tech

niques and other elements of the Roman civilization). 

From the chronological point of view, survival becomes a problem 
after the first decade of the 5m century, when the first emigrations 
of the natives in Dalmatia and Italy are attested. Archaeological inves
tigations have shown continuous habitation in ruralized forms in 
the cities and in the camps that were turned into civilian settle
ments after the withdrawal of the military: Like in other provinces, 
ruralization began at the end of the 3'J century, when town dwellers 
moved in the clusters of rural settlements that appeared around 
the cities. 26 Amang the features of the transformation of the way 
of life we can mention: the burials between the ruins, the end of 
the coin circulation, the transformation of the public buildings in
to groups of private houses. 27 Even in a large town like Sirmium 
6rh century huts were found inside a church. 28 

Ruralization was accompanied by a breakdown of the structu
res of the Roman state. The imperial power became a fiction after 
380; however, some frontier camps continued to be garrisoned by 
foederati, uncii the second or third decade of the 5'h century.29 In other 
cases, the camps destroyed during the reign of Valentinianus I or 
in the following years became shelters for civilians. At Tokod (in 
the north-east of Valeria), the refugees macle some buildings with 
rudimentary walls without foundation, that did not follow the reg
ular plan of the camp; this last phase is dated in the 5m century: 30 

The best shelters were the fortified cities from the better defend
ed area of western Transdanubia (Pannonia Prima and Sa via). Amang 
them, the fortress of Keszthely-Fenekpuszta (Valcum), located in the 
south-western corner ofBalaton Lake, is the most important. Its sur
vival was due to its topographical position, surrounded with swamps 
on three parts. The access to this peninsula was blocked by an 
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earthen wall, whose date of construction is not certain. 31 The fortress 
was placed at a crossroads; one of the roads was the shortest toward 
ltaly; in these circumstances, the population was able to keep some 
contacts with Dalmatia and Italy. 32 

With a surface of377 X 358 m, a perimeter wall 2.6 m thick and 
44 towers, the fortress of Keszthely-Fenekpuszta kept some urban 
features, among which a large stane basilica, indicating the conti
nuity of the Christian faith. Basilica no. 2 from Fenekpuszta ( dimen
sions: 17 X 27 m) !ies beneath a civilian building erected at the same 
time with the perimeter wall, in the 3 70s, or even towards the 
middle of the 4m century. The first phase of the church was dated 
by the author of the excavations at the end of the 4'h century, but 
recent interpretations moved its beginning at the middle of the 6rh 
century. Two more apses were added around 600. The church was 
destroyed during the war between the Avars and the Kutrigurs in 
631--632.33 A 6m century cemetery was discovered inside the fortress, 
near this basilica. The rich inventory of the graves shows they belon
ged to the elite (the common people continued to use the ceme
tery outside the walls). The funeral rite and some objects indicate the 
presence of the Roman population (besides Ostrogoths, Lombards 
and Franks) within this ruling group. This population was equipped 
with weapons (spearheads, arrowheads, stane balls for the cata
pults).34 After a peaceful cohabitation with the Avars, the inhabi
tants of Fenekpuszta were expelled from the fortress in 631-632. 
The Avars did not settle inside; they occupied some places in the 
surrounding region (their cemeteries were found at Dobog6, Also
pâhok, Dias etc). 35 

The continuous habitation in the old Roman towns is alsa proved 
at Sopianae (Pecs), the former capital of the Valeria province. In 
the first two decades of the 5m century (or, according to some, at 
the beginning of the 6m century) the so-called cella septichora chapel 
was built in the area of the Christian cemetery that continued to 
be used until the 9"' century.36 The medieval name of the town,Qµinque 
Ecclesiae, comes from the ancient nameAd quinque (sanctorum) eccle
siae, which seems to refer not to buildings, but to different Christian 
communities.37 An interesting case is Savaria (Szombathely), which 
preserved its name unchanged until the Middle Ages, and where 
researchers demonstrated the continuous use of a canal built in the 
Roman period38-a fact that proves the survival of a kind of local 
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power. At Scarabantia (Sopran), the settlement's continuity is indi
rectly proven by the existence of a bishop, Vigilius from Scaraban
tia, who took part in a council in 5 72-5 79. 39 Basilica no. 2 from 
Lauriacum (Lorch, in eastern Austria), built towards the middle of 
the 5m century, remained in use in the 6m_7m centuries.40 

The continuity of the Roman habitation in the former Pannonian 
towns was specific for places far from the limes, namely west of the 
Savaria-Valcum-Sopianae line. In that area there are many Roman 
finds, but no Lombard relics. 41 A different situation is that of the 
frontier camps, which were in many cases occupied by barbarians. 
For instance, the Lombards settled the former amphitheater of Aquin
cum, whose gates were walled up in the 4m century, becoming thus 
a small fortress.•2 However, this does nat mean the disappearance 
of the Romans an the limes, because they are attested in the civil
ian settlements established after the withdrawal of the army in the 
former camps ofTokod,43 lntercisa (Dunaujvaros), Castra Constantia 
(Szentendre),44 and others. Even a basilica was built at Aquincum 
at the beginning of the 5m century.45 

The Roman origin of the inhabitants of these settlements is in
dicated by the funeral rite, by some specific objects, by the preser
vation of techniques of Roman origin, therefore by what we can 
call cultural continuicy. Some of these objects were already mentioned 
for Fenekpuszta. We can add from the same place a very important 
discovery, which proves that the inhabitants continued to speak Latin 
in the 6m century. A gold hairpin of local manufacture found in the 
6m century cemetery bears the inscription BONOSA. 46 Alongside many 
minor objects with Christian character, other finds from the 5m_7m 
centuries testify to the existence of religious buildings: fragments 
of sculptures, altarpieces, chandeliers (at Gorsium-Tac, Savaria, 
Intercisa, Felsădorgicse, Brigetio). 47 

The Keszthely culture dated in the 6m-8m centuries is a cluster 
of sites defined by disc-shaped brooches, earrings with basket pen
dants, stylus-shaped hairpins, and bracelets ended with snake heads.48 

Long ago, Andras Alfoldi observed that these objects prove the con
tinuity of the Roman workshops in the Keszthely area and that these 
workshops produced objects for the Avars.49 These objects of Roman 
origin have analogies in the whole area of the Early Byzantine civi
lization, but in Pannonia they are local products, macle in the work
shops located near the Balaton Lake and near Sopianae (Pecs). Mast 
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of them are concentrated in these two distinct areas. The Keszthely 
culture can be ascribed to a mixture of Roman natives and prison
ers taken by the Avars from the Byzantine Empire, who lived under 
the Avarian domination. 50 The Pannonian workshops kept relations 
with the production centers from Italy, Dalmatia, and even Con
stantinople. The trade and the circulation of craftsmen were not hin
dered by the Avarian domination. On the contrary, the inroads in 
the Byzantine Empire enhanced the Byzantine influence in Pannonia, 
because some of the prisoners taken from the empire were craftsmen 
who continued to work for their new masters. 51 Very significant 
are the finds from the CserkUt and Romonya I cemeteries, located 
near Pecs. They prove the presence here of the Roman population 
relocated from Sopianae to the surrounding areas in the 7r11 centu
ry, alongside the Slavs and the Avars.52 

The use of objects specific to the Keszthely culture is not in 
itself proof of Roman ethnicity. The real proof is given by the exis
tence of the workshops where these objects were macle, because 
the techniques were Roman. Some of these objects were produced 
according to the Avarian fashion by the local craftsmen who inher
ited their technique. Their products displayed a synthesis between 
the Byzantine and barbarian styles, illustrated for instance by sev
era! types ofbelt buckles like "Pecs," "Boly-Zelovce," ''Nagyharsany" 
and "Papa,"53 created in the Pannonian workshops after Byzantine 
models, or by a large number of belt decorations. 54 A type of pen
dant found in the 9"'-10"' centuries cemetery of Fenekpuszta inher
its the 6"'-7"' centuries discus-shaped brooches (this suggests the sur
vival of the local workshops uncii the 9"' century55

). This cemetery 
belonged to a group of soldiers in Frankish service, of Slavic, Avarian 
and maybe Romance origin.56 

The continuity of habitation in the ancient Roman settlements and 
the continuity of the Roman civilization explain the preservation 
of some ancient place-names uncii the Middle Ages or even up to the 
present. They were transmitted by the Romance population to the 
Slavs and to the Hungarians. The following river names were pre
served: Danubius (Duna), Arrabo (Raba), Mursella (Marcat), Salla 
(Zala),Mura (Mur),Dravus (Drapa), Savus (Sa11a), Colapis (Kulpa). 
Amang the place-names: Siscia (Sisak), Poetwio (Ptuj), Sa11aria (Sa
baria), Vindobona (Vienna), Carnuntum (mentioned with this form 
in the 8"' century). The name Sirmium was inherited by the region 
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Map 2. Pannonia in the s•h-10th centuries. 
Archaeological finds and inherited place and river names 

1 = Budapest (Aquincum) 
2 = Celje (Celeia) 
3 = Deutsche Altenburg 

(Carnuntum) 
4 = Donji Petrovci (Bassianae) 
5 = Dunaujvaros (Intercisa) 
6 = Fenekpuszta (Valcum) 
7 = Hetenypuszta (Iovia) 
8 = Kisarpas (Mursella) 
9 = Kornye 

10 = Ljubljana (Emana) 

LEGEND 

11 = Pecs (Sopianae) 
12 = Pilismar6t 
13 = Sagvar (Tricciana) 
14 = Sopran (Scarabantia) 
15 = Sremska Mitrovica (Sirmium) 
16 = Szentendre (Castra Constantia) 
17 = Szombathely (Savaria) 
18 = Sz6ny (Brigetio) 
19 = Tac (Gorsium) 
20 = Tokod 
21 = Zalavar (Mosaburg) 
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Srem. 57 There are some Hungarian and Serbo-Croatian place-names 
derived from Latin castellum: Kcszthely, Knstel, Knztel, Knstol, Kcsztolc, 
Knstolac-al1 of them important because they prove the continuity 
ofthe ancient fortresses umil the period ofthe linguistic contacts bet
ween the Romance population and the Slavs. 58 

In conclusion, the archaeological and linguistic data shows that, 
despite the barbarian inroads and the emigrations to more peace
ful regions, a part of the Romance population survived în Pannonia 
at least witil the 7'h century, în the area where the barbarians did 
not settle for a long rime. 59 Because no highlands and wooden areas 
were available, the single refuge places were the existing fortresses. 
Unlike post-Roman Dacia, these fortresses were the essential 
condition of the survival of the autochthonous population. 
The natives established relations with the barbarian masters who 
needed craftsmen and farmers. The regions where the Romance pop
ulation survived were small and isolated. The open spaces macle con
tinuous habitation of the whole territory impossible, as it happe
ned in the large area from the northern Carpathians to the Pindus 
Mountains where the Romanian ethnogenesis developed in severa! 
kernel areas.60 

Few as they were, the Romans from Pannonia had a great advan
tage: the preservation of the fortresses. After the disappearance of 
the state authoriti.es, leadership of the local communities was assumed 
by the priests. The Church remained the single institution able to 
support the survival and the cohesion of the autonomous Roman 
communities that perpetuated the ancient Roman civitas. These com
munities called by Nicolae Iorga "popular Romaniae"61 were fortres
ses like Fenekpuszta, where the ruralization did nat entirely destroy 
the old type of civilization. In this respect, Pannonia represents an 
intermediate case between Dalmatia or Noricum, and Dacia. In post
Roman Dacia, ruralization was complete, and the idea of "popular 
Romaniae" could be applied only to the groups of village commu
nities, organized around river valleys.62 

The superior church organization, which was a factor of cohe
sion for the Romans, survived in Pannonia until the end of the 6"' 
century. The last known Pannonian bishops are Patricius of Emona 
(Ljubljana)-in 580-590, Videnius of Siscia and Vigilius of Sca
rabantia-in 579-580, and John of Celeia-in 599.63 The fall of 
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Sirmium in 582 alsa meant the end of the superior church orga
nization in Pannonia Secunda. The same happened in Noricum at 
the end of the 6'h century. This involution made necessary a new 
Christianization of this territory after the Frankish conquest.64 

The Christian objects dated in the 8rh century found in Pannonia 
are fewer than those from the previous centuries, but they still prove 
the existence of Christian communities in the last period of the Avarian 
domination. 65 

In his work published in 1808, Romanian historian Gheorghe 
Şincai66 wrote that a certain Ursus, bishop of the church of the "Ava
ritians" participated in the 7'h Ecumenica! Council of Nicaea in 
787. His source was a reference work for that age, written by Michel 
Le Quien,67 where the name 'Aj3ap1navrov was interpreted as a wrong 
transcription of the name Abrittus (a town in Moesia Inferior). 
The same identification was shared by other historians.68 According 
to another opinion, Ursus was the bishop ofthe Christians from the 
land ofthe Avars.69 The documents ofthe council feature the forms 
'Aj3ap1navrov and 'IJ3aptnavrov, which, in the Latin translation, were 
transcribed as Avaritianensium, Hibaritensium and Baritianorum.70 

However, Byzantinist Jean Darrouzes71 remarked that Ursus was men
tioned between the bishops of "Safuntiniane)) and <~sartianoi. )) These 
names can be easily identified with Salona and Apsara ( today, Ozor 
Island). This means that the name 'Aj3apmavrov represents theArba 
(Rab) Island, located on the Dalmatian shore, and that the old idea 
that Ursus was a bishop from Avaria should be rejected.72 

Evidence of this Pannonian Christianity is provided by the mun
cii (conventus episcopornm ad ripam Danubii) organized in the encamp
ment set somewhere on the banks of the Danube, in order to decide 
on the conversion of the conquered people, following the victory 
of Pippin ( son of Charlemagne) against the Avars in 796. During 
the debates between Bishop Am of Salzburg and Patriarch Paulinus 
of Aquileia, the latter said that baptism could be given only after a 
serious preparation of the catechumens, made by competent priests. 
In this circumstance they mentioned the existence among the peo
ple of Pannonia of some Christians who were baptized by clerici 
illiterati, priests who ignored the right baptism ritual. 73 This infor
mation was interpreted as evidence of the existence of some Christian 
communities deprived of well-instructed priests. They were identi-
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fied with the population of Roman origin from Transdanubia, who 
kept the Christian faith, but not also the superior church organiza
tion, after the disappearance of the bishoprics.74 

In fact, the expressions clerici illiterati and sacerdotes idiotae were 
applied to priests who knew only the vernacular languages and not 
Church Latin; such cases are attested in France and England.75 We 
should remember that this council took place during the Carolingian 
Renaissance, when knowledge of correct Latin "stood for an entire 
view of a world restored to order," this Latin being the vehicle of the 
right faith. 76 The council of 796 expressed in fact the religious side 
of the Frankish conquest of Avaria. 

The priests mentioned in the debates of the council spoke only 
the Romance language that evolved in isolation in Pannonia. They 
were not subordinated to a superior hierarchy. Christianity was 
tolerated by the Avars, but the Church as a well-organized institu
tion did not resist. As well as the North-Danubian Romanians, 
this Romance population was forgotten by Rome and Constantinople. 
The Christians encountered in Pannonia by the Frankish mission
aries were the descendants of the people who created the Keszthely 
culture, and who remained under Avarian domination as distinct 
communities. 77 

Because these Pannonian Christians had no superior church organ
ization, we cannot share the opinion that Vita S. Methodii (written 
at the end of the lOm century) recorded some Romanian mission
aries (from Pannonia?) who operated in Moravia in the first half 
of the 9"' century. The text said that severa! missionaries came "iz 
Vlach, Grk i iz Nemei.'' Some researchers believed that the 'CV/ach" 
were the Romanians,78 but it was demonstrated that the right trans
lation is "from ltalians, Greeks and Germans.";-v A missionary action 
implies the existence of a hierarchy and of some politica! interests, 
both not present in the case of the Pannonian Romance popula
tion. On the contrary, Pannonia was a space where the missionary 
activity was notable, after the Frankish conquest.80 

Two saints born in Pannonia in the 9•h century, Adrianus and 
Monanus, were active in Scotland between 870 and 874.81 According 
to a Breviarium written in Aberdeen in 1509, whose content was 
reproduced inActa Sanctorum, St. Adrianus came from partibus Hun
gariae, regionisprovinciae Pannoniae; he was born in a royal family [?) 
(hicsanctusvirregiastirpegenitus). St. Monanus was tooPannoniapro-
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vincia regionis Hungariae genitus. Arrived in Scotland in unknown 
circurnstances, one of them (Adrianus) becarne archbishop of St. An
drews, and the other one archdeacon. Both were k.illed by the hea
thens in the May Island. 82 Their age is not specified, but it can be 
inferred that St. Adrianus was a quite old man and that he was 
bom around the beginning ofthe 9m cenrury. Jean Carnaudet expressed 
doubts in his commentary about their Pannonian origin, support
ing the idea of the Scottish or Irish ori gin. 83 The source is indeed 
doubtful, because it is late and singular. Hagiographic texts have 
many mistakes and exaggerations. However, the information about 
the origin of the saints was not liable to bias, because it had no 
symbolic or propagandistic meaning. In fact, their distant origin 
was the very unusual thing that ensured the oral preservation of 
the information, in the sermons. The Pannonian origin of saints 
Adrianus and Monanus remains disputable, as well as their Romance 
ethnicity. We can add that the popular narne of St. Monanus-Minain 
or Minnam84---could be derived from the narne Mina, cornrnon only 
in Byzantine Christianity. The worship of St. Menas (Minas) is attest
ed in Pannonia by the flask with his representation dated between 
560 and 610, found at Savaria (Swmbathely), brought from Aquileia.85 

Such objects were frequent in the Byzantine civilization area, but. very 
rare in the West. The Pannonian origin of three monks from the 
Disentis monastery (southern Germany), all of them calledPannonius 
(in a document from 810) 86 is uncertain. Their names could be 
explained by a presurnable mission in Pannonia. 

A major change occurred in the 9m century, when Christianity 
began to spread arnong the Pannonian Slavs. Their rulers were bap
tized and began to build churches (for instance, Pribina, at Zalavar). 
In these circumstances, the 9m century Christian relics are no longer 
evidence for the existence of the Romance population in Pannonia. 
On the other hand, the Christianization of the Slavs made possible 
the assirnilation by intermarriages of the Christian Romance popu
lation by the Slavs, who were much more nurnerous. The Slavs arrived 
in Pannonia in the 6m century, especially after the Avarian conquest 
(567), increasing the manpower of the Avarian confederacy.87 

The Romance population was not recorded in the most impor
tant source about 9'h century Pannonia, Conversio Bagoariorum et 
Carantanorum (written in 870-871). This work that speaks about 
the Christian missions in the territory conquered from the Avars 
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includes instead two fragments on the ancient Romans, expelled 
by the Huns from Pannonia. They mention the Roman role in Pan
nonia and the fact that the Roman ruins were still visible in the 9"' 
century. The text continues by telling how this territory was con
quered by the Goths and Gepids. The source makes a confusion 
between the real Huns and the Avars, but also with the coalition 
ruled by Alatheus and Saphrac, because it is stated that the Huns 
conquered Pannonia in 3 77 and that they were defeated by Char
lemagne. About these Huns the author said they expulerunt Romanos 
et Gothos atque Gepidos. De Gepidos autem quidem adhuc ibi resident 
(" „. they expelled the Romans, the Goths and the Gepids, but 
some of the Gepids continue to live here even today"). In the peri
od when the text was written, the "Huns" (Avars) and the Slavs con
tinued to live in Pannonia. 88 

The data about the ancient times brought by this text are nebu
lous, but not also those about the 9m century, which are credible 
enough. The Pannonian Romance population was ignored even by 
the 9m and lQlh century Frankish and German annals that recorded 
data about Pannonia. These sources do not speak about Romani or 
Pannoni (the name that we expect tobe used for the inhabitants, 
by analogy with Galli, Rhaeti, Itali etc.). The Pannoni were men
tioned only in a work that presented events from the 6'h century, 
Historia Langobardorum, written by Paulus Diaconus in the 9m cen
tury: when the Lombards departed for Italy in 568, other popula
tions emigrated together with them: Gepidos, Vulgares, Sarmatas, 
Pannonios, Suavos, Noricos (II. 26). These Pannoni were identified with 
the Romance population. 89 

Except for a brief reference in Annales Fuldenses a. 884, the sin
gle 9m_1om century text that remembers the term Pannoni for the 
contemporary period is the Chronicle of Regino (finished in 908), 
one of the most important sources for the first Hungarian inroads 
in Europe. In the paragraph about the year 889, the puszta between 
the Danube and the Tisza is called Pannoniorum et AParum solitudines. 90 

We cannot be sure that by Pannoni Regino meant a certain ethnic
ity. The term was purely geographic. The significance "natives of 
Pannonia" is encountered only in the medieval Hungarian chroni
cles andin a work inspired by these (Descriptio Europae Orientalis), 
but this meaning evolved in the later historical tradition, in the same 
way as the tradition of the Hunnish origin of the Hungarians. 
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Therefore, the sources produced during the Frankish domination 
did not record Romani or Pannoni among the inhabitant~ of Pannonia. 
On the contrary, the Slavs were often mentioned, because they suc
ceeded to acquire their own politica) organization starting with the 
first two decades ofthe 9'h century. In 819, Croatian prince Liudevit 
of Sisak who controlled southern Pannonia between the Drava and 
the Sava rebelled against the Frankish Empire. In eastern Pannonia, 
four Slavic princes are mentioned in the first third of the 9m centu
ry as Frankish vassals. Later, in 838-840, the Moravian prince Pribina 
received an estate at Zalavâr (Mosaburg), near the fortress of Fe
nekpuszta. His son Kocel was baptized by St. Methodius in 867.91 

Pannonia remained a Frankish possession umil the Moravian con
quest of 883-884, but the Slavs were still a military and politica) fac
tor that could not be ignored by the contemporary sources. Unlike 
them, the Romance population was too insignificant and this explains 
the silence of the same sources (a situation similar to that of the 
North-Danubian Romanians, who were deprived of any superior 
form of poli tical and religious organization). 

Severa! researchers accepted the idea of a Roman survival at Fe
nekpuszta andin other places from Pannonia until the 9"'-lOrh cen
turies, and, quite surprisingly, among them there are some who deny 
the credibility of GH, like E. Mo6r, L. Tamâs, J. Defr.92 lt is obvi
ous that the large number of the Slavs led to the assimilation of 
the Romance population. The latter transmitted some elements of 
civilization, becoming a part of the Hungarian substratum, like 
the Slavs and the Germanics. The assimilation was the destiny of sev
era! groups of population from Oriental Romania. A good exam
ple is provided by a large part of the descendants of the Moesian 
Romans, Slavized after the establishment of Bulgaria, when they did 
not escape to remote areas. 

One could ask ifthe Hungarian aggression and settlement in west
ern Pannonia led or not to the migration of the native Slavic and 
Romance population. The alleged migration of the Pannonian Ro
mance population to the Balkans was already discussed in the pre
vious chapter (the "tradition" recorded by Kekaumenos and by Andre
as Hungarus is not real). We do not have any reasons to exaggerate 
the consequences of the Hungarian invasion. The 9m century ceme
tery from Fenekpuszta continued to be used in the 1 om century, while 
the fortified settlement of Zalavâr-Mosaburg ( the residence of the 
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Slavic princes) was inhabited until the 11 m century. The archaeolo
gists observed that the Hungarians did nat settle near Zalavar in 
the first years after the conquest, and that no interruption occurred 
in the life of that community.93 Generally speaking, the catastroph
ic image of the invaders that destroyed everything is an obsolete idea 
derived from historical mythology and from the propaganda based 
upon stereotypes and nat upon historical realities. In fact, the grad
ual disappearance of the Roman civilization in Pannonia was not 
caused by the violence of the invasions. It was the resuit of the 
sedentarization and of the conversion to Christianity of the Slavs 
and then of the Hungarians, with whom the native population 
gradually merged in the centuries that followed.94 

French medievalist Lucien Musset wrote that "la survie d'une serie 
d'obscurs îlots 'valaques' (BÂ.axot, l#ilchen) dans tout l'avant-pays 
danubien, de la Souabe a la Transylvanie, doit etre consideree comme 
un tout. Les plus occidentaux furent finalement germanises, ceux du 
centre submerges par l'invasion magyare. Seuls se maintinrent ceux 
de l'Est et du Sud. La vraie enigme ne serait pas tout leur survie 
que l'extraordinaire fortune demographique des îlots de Transylvanie, 
alors que ceux des Balkans n'ont guere fait que deperir lentement."95 

The fate of the Romance communities was decided by the demo
graphic factor, namely by the large number of Slavs or Germans 
settled among them, who managed to assimilate the natives in many 
regions fallen under the barbarian domination. 

We can conclude that a small part of the Romance population 
survived in a few places in Pannonia, west of the Danube, until the 
Hungarian conquest, when its last members were assimilated. This 
population was nat Romanian. It was only a lost branch of the eas
tern Romance family. 96 This means that the medieval Hungarian 
chroniders (the Anonymous Notary, Simon of Keza and the 
authors of the later chronides) were right when they recorded 
a Romance population at the time of the Hungarian conquest. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Romanians in Pannonia 

The Romance communities that survived in Pannonia until the early 
Middle Ages were descended from a !ost branch of the eastern Roman 
world, a different population than the Romanians. The Romanian 
area of ethnogenesis only included south-eastern Pannonia (the region 
of Srem). Historical linguistics shows that the south-western !imit 
of this area was the Drina valley. The presence of the Romanians 
in northern Pannonia should be explained by later migrations. 

The existence of Romanians in medieval Hungary was admit
ted even by some of the historians who denied the Daco-Romani an 
continuity north of the Danube (they claimed that the Romanians 
carne there after the 15"' century). 1 For the late Middle Ages, the doc
urnents are beyond any doubt. There is a great arnount of testimonies, 
significant especially for the northern counties of medieval Hungary, 
today part of Slovakia. Some of these documents specified that the 
Romanians had been living here for a long rime. For instance, a priv
ilege given by King Matthias Corvinus in 1474 to the ''Walachs" from 
the Arva County (in Slovakia) shows that they had a military organ
ization under the rulership of the "voivodes", and that they had some 
rights and exemptions "since ancient times" (ab antiquo). If in 1474 
these Romanians were living in Slovakia since "ancient times," it can 
be supposed that they had arrived there at least two centuries before. 
A village mentioned in the document had been previously record
ed in 1323 under the name Valaskd Dubova.2 

This work deals only with the migration of Romanians in Trans
danubia, one of the regions where the medieval Hungarian chroni
cles recorded the Blachi arnong the peoples conquered by the Hun
garians. The Romanians who migrated to the northern Tisza basin, 
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in Slovakia and Moravia, are not relevant for our chosen topic. The 
available data is provided by the place and people names with Ro
manian features attested in Hungarian medieval documents, first used 
by Ovid Densusianu,3 and extensively researched by Nicolae Drăganu. 
It has been pointed out that many of the interpretations put forward 
by Drăganu are not plausible, because some names were certainly 
of other origin than the Romanian one.4 Sometimes, N. Drăganu 
made confusions. For instance, the village.Katun (1210) was not locat
ed in Zala County, near Balaton, but near Skopje (Drăganu mis
read the index of a collection of documents). 5 Istvan Kniezsa wrote 
a very criticai study about Drăganu's book, trying to demonstrate 
that no Romanians had lived in Hungary before the 15"' century. 
It is curious that one of the few Romanian place-names admitted 
by Kniezsa was mentioned in the above mentioned document of 
1474: the village called Knyesy (Knyasza), Ârva County.6 The narne 
is important for the social and military Romanian organization. If 
the Romanians from this village were recently arrived, in the 15"' cen
tury, as Kniezsa wished to convince his readers, how can we explain 
the statement from the same document, that they habuissent ah antiquo 
libertates? 

Kniezsa's study makes other debatable claims. Although his 
purpose was to criticize all the material gathered by N. Drăganu, he 
left aside some place and person names presented by the Romanian lin
guist. An interesting case is a man, Bereve, de genere Negul (year 1247), 
from Baranya County, near Pecs.7 1. Kniezsa did not find any etymo
logy for the narne Bereve (which recalls an old Romanian name, Be
ri"Poi), and consequently he ignored it, as well as the village Chobanka 
(attested in 1267 near Buda), which is obviously derived from Rom. 
cioban.8 Finally, another name omitted by Kniezsa could illustrate the 
existence of some Romanian noblemen in Slovakia: Laurentius Butura, 
a former castellan ofLewa, in the Bars.'.fekov County (year 1480).9 

Buturii is a Romanian word of Dacian origin which means "tree 
stump."10 

We can see that the minute study drawn up by I. Kniezsa is not 
perfect. This does not mean that many of his objections are not legit
imate. Only some of the names discussed by N. Drăganu were indeed 
of Romanian origin. To be sure, we will take ioto account only the 
narnes recorded in the l l "'-13'h centuries, because the recent ones 
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could have belonged to the Romanians arrived in Hungary and 
Slovakia after the 13m century. 

The first category is represented by the names of Latin origin. 
They are recorded in texts that mentioned the rest of place-names 
in the vernacular language (Hungarian or Slavic); therefore, Kniezsa 
was not right when he claimed that they were translations in the offi
cial Latin of some Hungarian names. 11 For instance, in the founda
tion deed of St. Adrian's church from Zalavar (1019), they men
tioned the donation of the small lake Alba (Alba piscina, cum 50 
piscatoribus, in villa Pogrod), located in the environs. 12 In the deed 
issued in 1055 for the Tihany Abbey (alsa near Balaton), it is writ
ten that est in eodem lacu [ Bolotin] locus qui vocatur Petra ( the same 
asin the 1211 document). 13 Other names in the document were writ
ten down in the spoken language, in Hungarian: Huluoodi, Hagymas 
etc. Such Latin place-names from the area of the Bala ton Lake could 
be inherited from the Romance Pannonian population, as well as the 
name of the Zala River. The same can be said about people names 
like Porc, a cook in the Pannonhalma Abbey (1235-1270). 14 

Other names are Latin words that can be ascribed only to a Ro
manian-speaking population. A village calledBoul (recorded in 1367) 
was located in the Baranya County (in 1235, the name is Bool).. 15 lt 
recalls the Romanian word bou ( ox). A place from the Hagymas 
village, Valk6 County (on the bank of Drava), was called in 1272 
Terra Samaria. Later documents give the form Zenthmaria, which 
can suggest that the older name can be understood as Sancta Maria. 
The phonetics is not Slavic or Hungarian, but old Romanian: see 
Sâmedru < Sfântul Dumitru (Saint Demetrius). 16 

Some place-names can be linked with Romanian words of Dacian 
origin. Amang them, very important are the names composed with 
-mal, because they reflect the borrowing of Rom. mal ("high place") 
in the Hungarian language: Zevlevmal (year 1219),Beseneumal (year 
1229), Kerekmal (year 1249) and many others, in later documents. 
The meaning of "mount, promontory" is excellently illustrated by 
the explanatory translation from a document dated 1409: Ad quen
dam montem magnum Nagmal. (Hung. nagy = "great.") 17 The Ro
manian word baci ("head shepherd") is the origin of many place
names spread all over Hungary since the 13m century. 18 The Romanian 
origin19 of the place-names Kopach (in Baranya, 1264, and Vas, 1323) 
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is doubtful, because the link with Rom. copac ("tree") is not cer
tain (it can be derived from Slavic kopae, "pits").20 

Villa Vlach (Valk6 County, 1275) andAqua Valachycza (in 1292) 
were both located between the Drava and the Sava, west of Srem.21 

Not far from there a village calledRadulfalva mentioned late in 1406 
is interesting because the ending -ul can be Romanian, although 
the name Radu itself is Slavic.22 Much more important is the name 
of a forest, silva Murul, from Zala County (recorded very early, in 
1024). The ending -ul, frequent in the medieval Balkan Romanian 
place-names, tells us that the name was created by Romanians; a 
village namedMurul existed in the region of Zarand in 1292.23 

Another interesting name isfluvius Zec, attested in 1157 in the 
Vas County, near Szombathely (a creek later called Szekpatak). 
N. Drăganu considered that its name reflected the Romanian word 
sec ("dry'').24 We suppose that it is the same with the river recorded 
in a Frankish document from 860 with the name sicca Sabaria.25 This 
confirms the significance of the name and the fact that Zec was a 
name of Romanian origin. 

The cases presented in these pages are showing that some place 
and person names recorded since the 11 m century in Pannonia, 
west of the Danube, were of Romanian origin. 

Romanians lived in Pannonia during the Middle Ages, and had 
been doing so at least since the 1Qih century. Their expansion outside 
the ethnogenetic area was not a conversion to nomadism. Pastoralism 
was a major reason for the spreading of the Romanians over a large 
area, but this only sometimes meant nomadism. The absence of a 
feudal state organization during the Migrations Period in this part 
of Europe made possible the free circulation of shepherds, but also 
of peasants, over large areas. Because agricultural techniques were 
rudimentary, the fields were abandoned after a short rime, as peo
ple moved to other places with virgin soils. 

Transylvania was a kernel of expansion toward Hungary, Slovakia 
and Moravia.26 Another region involved in this expansion was the 
territory between the Timok and the Morava rivers, which belonged 
to the south-western part of the ethnogenesis area, together with 
Srem. This region, located close to the territory where the Romanian 
place-names are attested, had in ancient times strong relations with 
Pannonia north of the Drava River. Nicolae Drăganu27 and Silviu 
Dragomir28 took in consideration this direction of migration, argu-
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ing that the penetration of Rornanians in Pannonia was part of the 
wider process of expansion towards the west and the north-west 
of the Balkan Romanians. The Romanian groups that rnigrated frorn 
present-day Serbia to the west in the Middle Ages are known in 
the literature as Western Romanians. Nurnerous until the 17rh-18'h 
century, they were gradually Slavized; the last rernnant are the Ro
rnanians from Istria. The expansion toward the west and north
west of the Balkan Peninsula began in the 1 Qrh-ll m centuries, when 
the Romanians are attested on the Dalmatian coast, in the Istria 
Peninsula and even in north-eastern ltaly. 29 

The Romanian migrations were alsa caused by the Bulgarian 
aggression in the Timok-Morava area in 818, when a part ofthe pop
ulation took refuge in Frankish Pannonia ( they were called Timociani 
in the Frankish sources). 30 The region of Srem and the eastern part 
of the area between the Sava and the Drava were occupied by Bulgaria, 
in 827-828. After the peace rnade in 832 with the Franks, Bulgaria 
continued to control Srem. 31 

The regions of Tirnok-Morava and Srem belonged to the Ro
rnanian ethnogenesis area. For this reason it can be supposed that 
some of the refugees were Romanians. I. Bona maintained that ţhese 
refugees were only of Slavic origin,32 but nothing rules aut the pre
sence of Romanians arnong thern. 

In conclusion, we consider that the Romanian penetration in 
Pannonia could be dated to the 9m century. The Pannonian Ro
mance population and the Rornanians were absorbed in the Hungarian 
people ernerged frorn the confederation ofTi.irkic and Finno-Ugric 
tribes that conquered Pannonia at the end of the 9'h century. This 
kind of assimilation took place in severa! regions of eastern R.omania, 
where the Romanians were Slavized, and assimilated into what would 
becorne the Bulgarian and Serbian peoples. In Pannonia, the process 
was virtually the sarne. 

This means that the data recorded in GH about the presen
ce of the Romanians in Pannonia in the period of the Hungarian 
conquest is reliable. 

The tradition transmitted by the Anonyrnous Notary and Simon 
of Keza can be surnmarized as follows: after the breakdown of the 
empire ruled by Attila, Pannonia remained inhabited by Blachii, the 
shepherds of the Rornans, umil the arrival of the Hungarians. The tra
dition says nothing about their fate after the Hungarian conquest. 
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We must emphasize that the tradition does not prove the descent 
of the Romanians settled in Pannonia from the old Romanized pop
ulation of this former Roman province. The tradition was invent
ed by the medieval writers, who needed an explanation for the exis
tence and origin of the Romanian shepherds in Hungary. As indicated 
by a Romanian historian, the fact that the Blachi had decided to 
remain in Pannonia after the Hungarian conquest was seen by Simon 
ofKeza as a way to legitimize the Arpadian domination over the Ro
manian population. 33 In his mind, the Romanians were subjects of 
the Crown because they had bowed to Attila in the past, Attila being 
for the same author the source of legitimacy for the Hungarian k.ings. 
Even so, the tradition has remarkable historical significance, because, 
had the Romanians been newcomers in Pannonia, such a tradition 
would have been preposterous for the readers of that rime. 

The Blachi of the Anonymous N otary and of Simon of Keza 
are not the Pannonian Romance population that survived among 
the ruins of the former towns, because they would not have been 
described as "shepherds of the Romans." This expression reflec
ted the way of life of the Romanians with whom the Hungarians 
came into contact in Pannonia. Shepherding was the main occupa· 
tion of the medieval Romanians. Thus, the notions of "Vlach" and 
"shepherd" became almost synonymous. This stereotypical image of 
the Vlachs as shepherds assures us that those Blachi ac pastores Roma
norum could only have been the Romanians. 34 lt is interesting 
to observe that even in the l 6'h century, German author Hans 
Dernschwam believed that the Transylvanian Romanians descend
ed from the "shepherds and brigands of the Romans.ms 

The tradition preserved by the Hungarian Gestae made a con
fusion between the Romanians and the Pannonian Roman popu
lation from the Hunnish period, no longer in existence when the
se texts were composed. The Romanians were anachronically 
transferred to the age of Attila, because their existence during the 
reign of Arpad was remembered. 36 Except for these confusions, 
the tradition written down by the Anonymous Notary, by Simon of 
Keza, and by other chroniclers reflects a real fact: the existence of a 
Romanian population in Pannonia in the early Middle Ages. One of 
the controversial pieces of information transmitted by GH is truthful. 
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CHAPTER 1 
The credibility of the relation 

about the conquest of Transylvania 

Most of the work of the Anonymous Notary was dedicated to the 
clashes that led to the conquest of regions that composed the nnure 
Hungarian kingdom. The account concerning the conquest of the 
land ruled by Gelou is a digression inserted in the larger narrative 
dedicated to the conflict with Menumorout (interrupted inc. 23 and 
resumed in c. 28). This means that the story about Gelou, discus
sed in the third part of our book, occupies a secondary position in 
the work. 

After the conquest of the fortress of Satmar, captain Tuhutum 
remained for a while at the Meseş Gates in order to consolidate his 
gains (c. 23). The story continues with the exploits ofTuhutum, pre
semed in chapters 24-27: 1 

XXIv. De Terra Ultrasilvana 
Et dum ibi, diutius morarentur, tune Tuhutum pater Horea, sicut erat 
vir astutus, dum cepisset audire de incolis bonitatem terre Ultrasil-JJane, 
ubi, Gelou quidam Blacus dominium tenebat, cepit ad hoc hanelare, 
quod, si posse esset, per gratiam ducis Arpad domini sui terram Ul
trasilvanam sibi et suis posteris acquireret. Quod et sic factu>n, fuit 
postea, nam terram Ultrasilvanam posteritas Tuhutum usque ad tem
pus sancti regis Stephani habuerunt, et diucius habuissent, si minor 
Gyla cum duobus filiis suis Bivia et Bucna Christiani esse voluissent et 
semper contrarie sancto regi non fecissent, ut in sequentibus dicetur. 
("And while they tarried there a little longer, Tuhutum, the father 
of Horea, being an as tu te man, on hearing from the inhabitants 
of the richness of the land beyond the forests, where Gelou, a cer
tain Blac held sway, began to aspire to it. Had it been possible, 
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he would have acquired the land beyond the forests for himself 
and his descendants through the grace of the lord Arpad, his mas
ter. And this in fact transpired later. For the descendants ofTuhutum 
occupied the land beyond the forests until the time ofKing Stephen 
the Saint and would have ruled it longer, if Gyla the Younger and 
his two sons Bivia and Bucna had been willing to accept Chris
tianity, and had nat always acted against to the holy king, as 
will be mentioned in what follows. ")2 

XXV. De prudentia Tuhuti 
Predictus vero Tuhutum vir prudentissimus, misit quendam virum 
astutum patrem Opaforcos Ogmand, ut furtive ambulans previderet 
sibi qualitatem et fertilitatem terre Ultrasilvane, et quales essent habi
tatores eius. Q;«Jd si posse esset bellum cum eis committerret, nam vole
bat Tuhutum per se nomen sibi et terram aquirere. Ut dicunt nostri 
ioculatores: omnes wca sibi aquirebant, et nomen bonum accipiebant. 
Qµid plura? Dum pater Ogmand speculator Tuhutum, per circuitum 
more vulpino bonitatem et fertilitatem terre et habitatores eius inspexis
set, quantum humanus visus valet, ultra, quam dici potest, dilexit 
et celerrimo cursu ad dominum suum reversus est. Qui cum venisset, 
domino suo de bonitate illius terre multa dixit: Qµod terra illa irri
garetur optimis jluviis, quorum nomina et utilitates seriatim dixito et 
quod in arenis eorum aurum colligerent, et aurum terre illius opti
mum esset, et ut ibi foderetur sal et salgenia, et habitatores terre 
illius viliores homines essent tocius mundi, quia essent Blasii et Sclavi, 
quia alia arma non haberent, nisi arcum et sagittae, et dux eorum 
Gelou minus esset tenax et non haberet circa se bonos milites ut au
derent stare contra audatiam Hungarorum, quia a Cumanis et Pice
natis multas iniurias paterentur. 
("And the above mentioned Tuhutum, a very prudent man, sent 
an astute man, a certain Ogmand, father of Opaforcos, to go in 
secret to see the quality and fertility of the land beyond the forests, 
how are its inhabitants and if it would be possible to make war 
against them, because Tuhutum wanted to achieve for him name 
and land. As said aur minstrels: all of them gained land and a 
good name. What else? When father Ogmand, the spy of Tu
hutum, wandering like a fox, saw, so much that a man can observe, 
the richness and the fertility of the land, he enjoyed so much 
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and he returned soon to his master. After he arrived, he told many 
things about the richness of that land: that the soil is irrigated 
by the best rivers, whose names and utility the specified one after 
another, that from their sand gold is extracted, that from that land 
salt and salted materials are obtained, and that the inhabitants 
of that country are the mast hurnble rnen in the world, because 
they are Blasii and Sclavi, who do nat have other weapons except 
bows and arrows, and that their Duke Gelou is weak and he 
does nat have good soldiers with hirn, and that he would nat dare 
to challenge the braveness of the Hungarians, because he had 
rnany troubles with the Curnans and Pechenegs.") 

XXVI. Quomodo contra Gelu itum est 
Tune Tuhutum audita bonitate terre illius, misit legatos suos ad ducem 
Arpad, ut sibi licentiam daret ultra siluas eundi contra Gelou ducem 
pugnare. Dux vero Arpad inito consilio, voluntatem Tuhutum lau
davit et ei licentiam ultra silvas eundi contra Gelou pugnare conces
sit. Hoc dum Tuhutum audivisset a legato, preparavit se cum suis mi
litibus, et dimissis ibi sociis suis egressus est ultra silvas versus orientem 
contra Gelou ducem Blacorum. Gelou vero dux ultrasilvanus audi
ens adventum eius, congregavit exercitum suum et cepit velocissimo 
cursu equitare obviam ei, ut eum per portas Mezesinas prohiberet: Sed 
Tuhutum uno die silvam pertransiens ad ftuviumAlmas pervenit. Tune 
uterque exercitus ad invicem pervenerunt, medio fluvio interiacente. 
Dux vero Gelou volebat, quod ibi eos prohiberet qum sagittariis suis. 
("Then, Tuhutum, finding about the richness of this land, sent 
envoys to Duke Arpad, to ask permission to go beyond the forests 
to fight against Gelou. Duke Arpad, after a debate, praised 
Tuhuturn's proposal, giving perrnission to go beyond the forests 
to fight against Gelou. Hearing this frorn the rnessenger, Tuhutum 
prepared hirnself and his soldiers and, after he left his cornpan
ions3 there, he went beyond the forests toward the east against 
Gelou, the duke of the Blaci. Gelou, the dux of Ultrasylvania, 
hearing about his arrival, gathered his arrny, riding fast toward 
hirn to stop hirn at the Meseş Gates. But Tuhuturn, crossing 
the forest in a single day, arrived at the Alrnas River. Then both 
arrnies arrived face to face, with only the river between thern. 
Duke Gelou wanted to block thern there, with his archers.") 
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XXVII. De morte Gelu 
Mane autem facto, Tuhutum ante auroram divisit exercitum suum 
in duas partes, et partem alteram misit parum superius, ut transito 
fluvio, militibus Gelou nescientibus pugnam ingrederentur. Quod sic 
factum est. Et quia levem habuerunt transitum, utraque acies pari
ter ad pugnam pervenerunt; et pugnatum est inter eos acriter, sed victi 
sunt milites ducis Gelou et ex eis multi inteifecti, plures vero capti. 
Cum Gelou dux eorum hoc vidisset, tune pro defensione vite cum pau
cis .fugam cepit. Qµi cum .fugeret properans ad castrum suum iuxta 
fluvium Zomus positum, milites Tuhutum audaci cursu persequentes 
ducem Geloum iuxta fluvium Copus inteifecerunt. Tune habitatores 
terre videntes mortem domini sui, sua propria voluntate dextram dantes 
dominum sibi elegerunt Tuhutum, patrem Horea, et in loco illo qui 
dicitur Eseu/eu, fidem cum iuramento firmaverunt; et a die illo locus 
ille nuncupatus est Eseu/eu eo, quod ibi iuraverunt. Tuhutum vero a 
die illo terram i/,lam obtinuit pacifice et feliciter, sed posteritas eius usque 
ad tempora sancti regis Stephani obtinuit. Tuhutum vero genuit Horea, 
Horea genuit Geulam et Zubur, Geula genuit duas filias, quarum una 
vocabatur Caro/du et altera Saro/tu, et Sarolt .fuit mater sancti re
gis Stephani. Zumbor vero genuit minorem Geulam, patrem Bue et 
Bucne, tempore cuius sanctus rex Stephanus subiugavit sibi terram 
Ultrasilvanam, et ipsum Geluam vinctum in Hungariam duxit, et 
per omnes dies vite sue carceratum tenuit eo, quod in fide esset vanus 
et noluit esse Christianus, et multa contraria faciebat sancto regi 
Stephano, quamvis .fuisset ex cognatione matris sue. 
("In the morning, before sunrise, Tuhutum divided his army in 
two parts, and the second one was sent upstream to cross the river, 
in order to start the battle without giving prior warning to the 
soldiers of Gelou. And so it happened. Because the crossing 
was easy, both units arrived joined battle at the same cime. And 
they fought bitterly, but the soldiers of Duke Gelou were defea
ted, many of them killed and many more captured. When Duke 
Gelou saw this, he ran away with a few of his men in order to 
save his life. As he made haste for his fortress, located near the 
Zomus River, the soldiers of Tuhutum, following him quickly; 
killed Gelou near the Copus River. Then, the inhabitants of 
that country, seeing the death of their master, submitted willingly 
and elected Tuhutum father of Horea as their lord, and in the 
place called Esculeu they swore allegiance to him; from that 
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day the place bears the narne Esculeu, because it was there that 
they swore. And Tuhutum, fr?m t?at day, .ruled in peace and hap
piness over the country, and his heirs heid lt umil the cime of King 
Stephen the Saint. And Tuhutum was the father of Horea, and 
Horea was the father of Geula and Zubor. Geula had two daugh
ters one of them called Caroldu and another Saro I tu. 4 Sarolt was 
the 'mother of King Stephen the Saint. And Zumbor was the 
father of Geula the Younger, the father 0 fBue and Bucne in whose 
cime King Stephen the Saint occupied the Ultrasylva~ian land. 
Geula was deported to Hungary an.d ~ept in prison for al! his life, 
because he was hea~hen ~nd unwilhng to receive baptism and 
because he acted a.gamst K1~g ~te~~en the Saint, although he was 
his kinsman an h1s mother s s1de. ) 

The account of the Anonymous Notary about the Hungarian con
quest ofTransylvania.has only a comm~:m element with the other ver
sion, the one found m the Gesta of Simon of Keza and in the later 
chronicles: the fact that the conquest had two stages, the last one 
being the victory of King Stephen I ov~r buke Geula or Gyula. In 
these later sources, the enemy of the king was the heir of another 
Geula/Jula/Gyula, the thir~ capta~n o.f Arpad.5 

The later chronicles d1d nat mdicate how Geula had entered 
Transylvania when he conqu.ered this !and~ but they designated Â.lba
Iulia as the residence occup1ed by this ch1eftain. GH shows instead 
the route followed by the conquerors: via the Meseş Gates. In c. 
26, the Anonymous Notary tells how 1'uhutum, leaving the Meseş 
Gates, crossed the forest (from the Meseş Mountains) and reached 
the Almaş River, where the army ofGelou awaited. Funher, inc. 27, 
it is shown how Gelou was forced to retreat toward his residence, 
a stronghold located .an the Someş (Zomus) bank. Somewhere near 
the Căpuş (Copus) River, Gelou was ~aptured and killed. After this, 
his men swore allegiance to Tuhutum m the place called Esculeu. This 
place could be identified with one ~f the viUages known as Aşchileul 
Mare or Aşchileul Mic

6 
from Cluj County, located an the Borşa 

valley, between the ~maş and th~. C~puş riv~rs. It was supposed that 
the nameEsculeu denves from ~ T~rkic Word tc"ku ("to drink"), because 
the ritual oath implied ~e drmking of the mixed blood of the par
ticipants. 7 Between the v1llages kno~n as Aşchileu there is a hillock 
called Dâmbul Rotund (Round Hillock), where, according to a 
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tradition recorded in 1840 by L. Kăvary, the oath was taken. 
Excavations were done there in 1943, but nothing was found, except 
for a thin layer of coal.H We do not know if this tradition has some 
truth behind it or not. 

The campaign led by Tuhutum was fought in a well defined region, 
between the Meseş Gates and the Căpuş River, a tributary of the 
Someşul Mic. From the relation it can be inferred that Gelou was 
moving towards Cluj. Mast of the place-names recorded in GH 
are ofHungarian origin (Mezes,Almas, Copus, Esculeu). Only Someş 
is a Romanian narne of Dacian ori gin. This is not surprising, because 
at the time the source was written, the (')fficial Hungarian narnes had 
already replaced the old Romanian ones.9 

The occupation of Transylvania (more precisely, of the region 
around Sălaj and Cluj) was presented in GH as the resuit of a war. 
On the contrary, the later chronicles stated that Duke Geula (Gyla, 
Jula, Gyula), one of Arpad's captains, discovered during a bunt the 
fortress that received his narne. 10 1b.is a mythical pattem, with many 
analogies in the Eurasian cultures. The source of inspiration was 
mast probably the legend ofHunor and Magor, the founding heroes 
of the Hungarians, recorded by Simon of Keza. 11 

The later chronicles preserved another tradition about the arrival 
of the Hungarians in Transylvania before the conquest of Pannonia: 
Exinde montes descenderunt per tres menses et deveniunt in confinium 
regni Hungarie, scilicet in Erdelw invitis gentibus memoratis. Ibique ter
reis castris septem preparatis pro uxoribus et rebus suis conservandis ali
quamdiu permanserunt. Quapropter Teutonici partem illam ab illo die 
Simbu'lf, id est septem castra vocaverunt . .. Almus in patria Erdelw occi
sus est, non enim potuit in Paflnoniam introire. In Erdelw igitur quieverunt 
etpecora sua recreaverunt. ("After that, they descended the mountains 
in three months, reaching the boundaries of the Hungarian land, that 
is, in Erdelw, without the approval of the above mentioned peo
ples. There they prepared seven earthen fortresses for their wives and 
for the preservation of their goods, remaining there for some time. 
Therefore, from that day onward, the Teutons called that region 
Simburg, that is 'seven fortresses' ... Almus was killed in Erdelw 
land, so he could not reach Pannonia. Remaining in Erdelw to rest, 
they restored their livestock ... ") 12 

This legend was created by the distortion of a tradition written 
down in the Gesta of Simon of Keza, which tells that Almus gave the 
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power to Arpad after the conquest of the Hung fortress, located in 
the region called ErdO ("forest"); its name and the name Erdeuelu 
(Transylvania) were mixed up. Moreover, Simon ofKeza further said 
that the Hungarians founded seven fortresses near Hung: ... et deinde 
in fluvio Hung vocato, ubi castrum fundavere resederunt. A quo, quidam 
fluvio Hungari a gentibus occidentis sunt vocati. Cumque et alia sex 
castra post hunc fundassent aliquamdiu in illis partibus permansere ( and 
next they settled near the Hung River, where they established a 
fortress. After this river, they were called Hungarians by the west
erners. 13 Because other six fortresses were made after that, they re
mained for a while in that region). 14 

The 14"' century chroniclers made a confusion between these seven 
(one plus six) fortresses and Septem Castra or Siebenbii'lfen-anoth
er name for Transylvania, in use in their period. The alleged initial 
penetration in Transylvania is a legend born from a confusion, 
without any foundation in the historical tradition recorded by the 
earliest Hungarian sources. 15 

A story about the Hungarian conquest preserved in the work 
of the 16"' century historian Aventinus (Johannes Turmair) Annales 
Boiorum tells that the warriors led by Arpad occupied Dacia (i.e. 
Transylvania) in 893. 16 Although this author used !ost sourcel>, we 
cannot place much trust in his assertions. The legend of the pri
mary penetration in Transylvania has no archaeological support. Yet, 
some historians accepted it. 17 The route followed by the Hungarians 
from Atelkuz to Pannonia as it was described by GH, namely, pass
ing by Kiev,18 is confirmed by the Russian sources, not available to 
the Anonymous Notary, and accepted by historians. 19 

Therefore, while GH presented the conquest of Transylvania in 
a realistic manner, the later chronicles included this event in a myth
ical narrative, or even invented a new legend, although these texts 
do not have, generally speaking, a legendary character. This means 
that their authors did not use the data available to the Anonymous 
Notary, except that about the victory of Stephen I over Duke Geula. 
They provided only a vague explanation (but plausible for the read
ers) for the way in which Transylvania had been conquered. GH dif
fers as concerns the name of the conqueror: Tuhutum, instead ofJula 
(Gyula). The !ist of the six captains (seven including Arpad) is entire
ly different with the Anonymous Notary: Eleud, Cundu, Ound, Tosu, 
Huba, Tuhutum. (In Simon ofKeza, the six captains are: Zobol, Jula, 
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Urs, Cund, Lei, Verbukhu.) 20 Moreover, GH enumerates the heirs 
of Tuhutum, up to the one who was defeated by Stephen I. There 
are, obviously, many details ignored by the other sources. Axe they 
invented or real? 

One could claim that the Anonymous Notary invented all or some 
of the events and persons from c. 24-27. In this case, the forgery 
would have had a specific purpose, related to the propagandistic agen
da of the work. For Transylvania, this purpose was only to demon
strate the legitimacy of the Axpadian dominion over this principal
ity, which was a distinct country from the Hungarian kingdom. 
The Hungarian domination over Pannonia was justified by the 
idea that Axpad was considered the inheritor of Attila, who was 
the true master of that land. But this k.ind of argument was not valid 
for Transylvania.21 So, the Anonymous Notary proposed another rea
son for the sovereignty of the Hungarian k.ings over Transylvania. In 
c. 24, he stated very clear that Tuhutum had received Transylvania 
per gratiam ducis Arpad domini sui. 

According to the Anonymous Notary, Arpad gave to Tuhutum 
the right to conquer and rule Transylvania, but one of the heirs 
of Tuhutum, Geula, betrayed Stephen I, who was the inheritor of 
Arpad. In these circumstances, the felon lost his rights over 
Transylvania. This is why Stephen I moved against him. If Pannonia 
was ruled by Stephen I because it was a legacy from Attila inherit
ed by Arpad, possession ofTiansylvania was claimed by the Hungarian 
crown because Geula had nat been faithful. The forgery could con
cern exactly this delegation of dominium to Tuhutum, because this 
would be the single validation of the presumable rights of Stephen 
I over 'lransylvania. 

On the other hand, the same dominium over Transylvania 
was recognized to Gelou, who appears to be an independent 
ruler. 22 This right (dominium) passed on to Tuhuturn, by the free will 
of Gelou's subjects.23 Dominium is aterm specific for Western feu
dalism, expressing the vassalage relationship, which shows that the 
Anonymous Notary recognized this title to Gelou in relation with 
his people. There is no evidence that Gelou himself was entitled domi
nus, although nothing could exclude this (the Latin word dominus 
was inherited in Romanian as domn, as a title for the rulers of the 
medieval states). 
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Chapters 24-27 speak about the conflict between Tuhutum and 
Gelou and are a digression from the main narrative.24 The main 
topic of GH is the description of the conquest of the Hungarian king
dom, but Transylvania was a distinct territory. Even the Anonymous 
Notary said very clearly in c. 22 and 23 that the border of the 
Hungarian kingdom was at the Meseş Gates. This means that the 
conquest ofTransylvania was outside the scape ofthe work. It was 
still presented, because it was necessary to justify the dependence 
of Transylvania from the Hungarian Crown. C. A. Macartney con
sidered that the interpolation was due to the recourse to another 
source (a genealogica! tradition of the Gyula family). 25 

We consider that the legitimacy of the Hungarian domination 
over Transylvania was based upon three reasons: 

1. The free acceptance of Tuhutum as dominus. 26 Interestingly 
enough this fact has no equivalent in the other conquered 
territories presented in GH. This exception highlights the par
ticular position of Transylvania in relation with Hungary, as 
it was perceived by the Anonymous Notary. 

2. Arpad's heirs' right of sovereignty over the territory assigned 
to Tuhutum. · 

3. The infringement of the oath of fealty by Geula the Younger, 
which cost him his rights over Transylvania. 

Thus structured, the propagandistic discourse was probably con
vincing enough for the contemporaries of the Anonymous Notary, 
even if it was based on some false statements. But such forgeries must 
be plausible, built on real facts, known and accepted by the read
ers. As it was remarked, "Anonymous could not have falsified his
tory because he could not have deceived his educated readers who 
knew much of the oral tradition as the 'simple people,' and were 
familiar with the dynastic history of the Arpad family. ni

7 Even 
C. A. Macartney, usually skeptical about the credibility of GH, accept
ed that "it is certainly more likely that the original Gyula tradition 
included Gelou and the Vlachs, as early as the 11"' century," although 
he also considers that the details and the words Blasii, Cumani and 
Picenati might have been borrowed from a relation of the fourth 
Crusade.28 
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The Anonymous Notary had no reason to invent the pres
ence of the Romanians or the existence of their ruler, because 
these facts did not have a propagandistic significance. 29 The 
ancientness of the Romanians in Transylvania was nat denied in that 
period, because the legitimacy of the Hungarian dominion was given 
by the victory itself, nat by the right of the "first come," as in mod
ern times. No medieval chronicler rejected the autochthony of the 
Romanians in Transylvania, although their attirude toward this peo
ple was often scornful. 30 

The relation from c. 27 is in contradiction with the informa
tion from two other chapters. C. 27 indicates that Tuhutum had two 
sons, Geula and Zumbor. Geula had two daughters, Caroldu and 
Saroltu, the second being the mother of the future King Stephen 
I. The son of Zum bor was Geula Minor, who was defeated by Stephen 
I, at the beginning of the 11"' century.31 Instead, in c. 6 and 20 we 
find another genealogy for the heirs ofTuhutum: "Tuhutum, father 
of Horea, grandfather of Geula and Zumbor, from whom descends 
the Moglout family.m2 So, there are two distinct genealogies: 

I (c. 6, 20) 
ÎUHUTUM 

I 
HORCA 

~ 
GEULA ZUM BOR 

I 
MOGLOUT 

li (c. 27) 
X 

~ 
GEULA ZUM BOR 

~I 
CAROLDU SAROLTU GEULA 

I 
STEPHEN 

The second genealogy is confirmed by the place-names Teteny 
(Tuhutum), Horea, Maglod, both from the Pest County, located an 
the estates of the Gyulazombor family. They indicate the area con
trolled by Tuhuturn and Horea. There are no such place-names in 
Transylvania. 33 IfTuhutum and Horea were indeed the conquerors 
of north-westem lransylvania, then some place-names recalling 
their names would have survived in that region, just lik.e the place
names derived from the names of Geula, Zumbor, or Gelou.34 
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Extremely important is that two of thc faur place-names Zombor 
from Transylvania are in the area of the Someşul Mic River, exactly 
where the territory mastered by Gelou is located: Zâmbor, on the 
Almaş valley (right where the battle took place!), attested since 1332 
as Zumbur, Sombor, and]imbor, near Gherla (attested since 1320, 
as Sumbur, Zumbur, Sombor). 35 In the same area, on the Borşa val
ley (near the Dăbâca fortress), !ies the village of Giula, attested 
since 1307 as Gyula. 36 We alsa notice thatAşchileu (Esculeu) is locat
ed between Giula and Zâmbor. This concentration of place-names 
cannot be a coincidence. Victor Spinei noticed the absence of place
names related to Tuhutum and Horea and contended that the tribe 
of Tuhutum did nat establish its pasturage area along the Transylvan
ian rivers, and that this fact happened only by the middle of the 
1 O'h century. 37 If we accept the credibility of the story about Tuhutum, 
then we should alsa admit the settlement of this chieftain in north
western Transylvania, where he became ruler by the free consent 
of the natives. The actual explanation is probably different. Most 
likely, the place-names remembering Tuhuturn and Horea do not 
exist because these chieftains did nat control this region. On the 
contrary, the place-names Zombor and Gyula prove the pres
ence of those persons from the second generation. 

We consider that all started from a mistake macle by the Ano
nymous Notary. He mistook Geula (the nephew ofTuhutum and the 
brother of Zombor, from whom the Moglout family descended) 
for another Geula. Thus, he ascribed the conquest of the land of 
Gelou to the family of Tuhutum, although this one had nothing to 
do with Transylvania. 38 From the other Geula descended the moth
er of King Stephen I. The chronicles said that Geula, the uncie of 
Stephen I, was the heir of another Jula/Geula/Gyula, third among 
Arpad's captains. 39 Therefore, we contend that the descent from 
Tuhutum of that Geula who was defeated by Stephen I is nat true, 
and that the country ofGelou was conquered by another Hungarian 
chieftain. Our conclusion agrees with that expressed by C. A. Ma
cartney, who demonstrated that the Anonymous Notary ascribed 
to Tuhutum all the exploits of Gyula, because he transferred all the 
events to the age of Arpad. 40 

The conclusion is that the real conqueror of 'Iransylvania was 
Jula/Gyula, the hero mentioned in the later chronicles (the father 
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Map 3. The place-names Aşchileu, Gilău, Giula, Jimbor, Zâmbor 
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of Sarolta and the grandfather of Stephen I). U.szl6 Makk.ai reached 
a similar conclusion, namely, that Transylvania was conquered by that 
leader who was the father of Sarolta and who bore the title ofgylas. 
He identified him with one of the Hungarian chieftains recorded 
by Liudprand in 921, Bugat (Bogat). Accurate or not, this inter
pretation means that Makk.ai believed that the first Hungarian pen
etration in Transylvania should be dated in 921-927.41 

The name ]ula recalled the title of gylas, a high dignity with the 
Tiirkic peoples.42 The Anonymous Notary could nat ascribe the con
quest of Transylvania to so great a leader (gylas was second only to 
the supreme Hungarian chief, kende), because such a ruler did not 
need the approval of Arpad for his action. This approval was absolute
ly necessary in GH, because only in this way the rights of Arpad's 
successors over Transylvania were justified. lt seems that the Anony
mous N otary still knew the significance of the ti tle gylas, forgotten 
by the later chroniclers. Therefore, he ascribed the conquest to a 
less important chieftain, Tuhutum, who was a contemporary of 
Arpad. 43 This means that we cannot be sure that the oath of the 
subjected population toward the conqueror was real. It can bţ: an 
invention macle in order to justify the rights of the Gyla "dynasty." 

Therefore, the real conqueror was a chieftain holding the title 
ofgylas, who was not one of Arpad's captains. lt is not sure whether 
Gyula was his real name or not. Many historians identified him with 
that Gylas who was baptized at Constantinople in 953 and who 
brought Bishop Hierotheos to his lands. 44 We cannot endorse this 
interpretation, which places this ruler in Transylvania. A Christian 
mission implied a significant Byzantine culrural and economic pen
etration (the source45 specified that Gylas received great payments), 
which should be reflected in the archaeological evidence (gold coins 
and other treasures). There are no such finds in Transylvania that can 
be put in relation with the mission of Hierotheos. On the contrary, 
there is a significant concentration of gold coins issued by Constantine 
VII Porphyrogenirus (who baptized Gylas) in the area around the 
Mureş-Tisza confluence. Most of them are dated between 948 and 
959. In the same area many 1Qth cenrury Byzantine pectoral cros
ses were also found at Algy6, Arad-Feldioara, Bekescsaba, Gyula, 
Mak6, Mindszent, Nagylak, Szeged, Szentes-Nagytoke, Szentes
Szentilona, and Szentes-Szentlaszl6.46 
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It is possible that Gylas had his residence in the place of the pre
sent day town of Gyula (Giula, in Romanian), in the Bekes County. 
In the neighborhood, at Făvenyes, a church dated in the ll rh cen
tury, maybe in the lQth century was discovered. Other churches 
that could be link.ed with the miss ion of Hierotheos are those from 
Morisena (Cenad) and Kis-Zombor, but their construction towards 
the middle of the lQ<h century is not yet certain. The round chapel 
from Alba-Iulia does not prove the location ofGylas, because it could 
also be dated in the second half of the 9in century. In fact, the terri
tory mastered by that Gylas who was baptized in 953 included north
western Banat, the Arad plain and the present Hungarian counties 
of Csongrâd and Bekes.47 

Therefore, the Gylas christened in 953 could not be the same with 
thegylas who ruled Transylvania and who was the father of Sarolta. 
If Sarolta was a Christian, this does not necessary mean that she 
was baptized by Hierotheos, since Transylvania was already peo
pled by Christians. This Jula/Gyula/Geula from Transylvania and his 
heirs remained unknown to Constantine Porphyrogenitus and they 
were not recorded in other sources than the Hungarian ones. lt is 
very important that the so well-informed work of Constantine Por
phyrogenitus does not mention anything about Transylvania. This 
means that nothing really important was there at the middle of the 
10in century. 

A peculiar viewpoint was expressed by I. Bona and K. Mesterhâzy, 
who ascribed the round chapel of Alba-Iulia to another Gyula, moved 
in Transylvania after 971, the moment when the restoration of the 
Byzantine administration on the Lower Danube stimulated the re
ligious contacts. 48 This idea is also difficult to support, because no 
Byzantine gold coins testifying to such relations were ever found 
in Transylvania. 

We can conclude that: 

1. The Jula from the work of Simon of Keza (called Gyula in 
the later chronicles), who was defeated by Stephen I, was 
the heir of another Jula (Gyula), who conquered Alba-Iulia so
metime in the 10in century; he was also the unele of Stephen I; 

2. The conqueror was another persan than the ruler baptized 
in Constantinople; 
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3. Being the father of Sarolta, the conqueror was nota contem
porary of Arpad; 

4. The Anonymous Notary madea confusion between Geula, son 
of Horea, and the real conqueror of Transylvania; because it 
was not suitable to ascribe the conquest to a ruler who was a 
gylas, he introduced Tuhutum in the narrative built up on 
the basis of some oral sources. 

In conclusion, the traditions recorded by the Anonymous Notary 
and Simon of Keza are in agreement, since both claimed that Tran
sylvania was conquered by a ruler bearing the title of gylas. The 
date of this event remains to be established. 

Even if they accepted the general credibility of GH and the pre
sence of the Romanians in Transylvania before the Hungarian inroads, 
some historians expressed doubts as to the existence of Gelou, the 
events described in the chapters 24--27, and their chronology. In 
1885, Dimitre Onciul considered that the name ofGelou was invent
ed and, on the other hand, that the conquest ofhis duchy during the 
reign of Arpad was unlikely. 49 Yet, in further works, he accepted 
the existence of Gelou. 50 Aurel Decei was alsa skeptical as concerns 
the name of Gelou, but he considered the persan and the events to 
be real. 51 

Against the authenticity of the name Gelou and, as·a consequence, 
against the existence of this character, it was said that the name 
was invented by the Anonymous Notary who was inspired by the 
place-name Gilău. This supposition, expressed by J. Melich,52 was 
endorsed even by some historians who supported the Romanian con
tinuity in Transylvania, like Nicolae Drăganu53 and Aurel Decei,54 but 
with the remark that the persan really existed, although his name was 
invented. 

The relationship between Gelou and Gilău is obvious and it was 
remarked by mast researchers. Only the derivation is disputed: from 
the place-name to the persan name, or vice versa? A. Decei was right 
to say that name Gelou was common with the Romanians. This name 
entered the Romanian onomasticon very late, under the influence of 
a poem by George Coşbuc. This is why researchers tried to explain 
the name as a derivation from Gilău. About the latter, V. Bogrea 
explained its origin as coming from the Rom. Dealu, alsa pronounced 
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Gialu; some old maps (not specified by Bogrea) recorded the forms 
Dealu Mare and Gealu Mare. Gilău, a more recent form, was in his 
opinion taken again by the Romanians from the Hungarian lan
guage. 55 In his turn, N. Drăganu made reference to a Slavic proto
type D 1e/,ou, D 1i/,ou ("hill"), the root of Rom. Gilău. 56 These hypothe
ses look credible at a first glance, but if we study the ancient records 
of the place-name, we notice that the forms Gyalov, Dyalow, Gyalu, 
Gyalu Mare are late, appearing after 1334. The most ancient are: 
Go/,ou (1246), Gylo (1282), Galou (1294), and Gyow (1298).57 This 
means that the first forms were closer to the person name Gelou, and 
that the place-name changed by assimilation with the word deal 
("hill"), leading Gyalov, Gyalu, Gyalu Mare. 

The Latin and Gepidic etymologies proposed long ago for the 
name Gelou are excluded. 58 J. Melich and G. Gyorffy found anoth
er explanation for the name Ge/,ou. They derived the place-name Gilău 
from a Tiirkic person name,Jolig.59 In another study, G. Gyorffy noted 
that a similar name,]elech (the second son of Arpad) was inherited 
by the place-namesJeleu and]elec from Slovakia (attested since 1156 
and 1211).60 The same phonetic evolution explains the appearance 
of two similar place-names, Go/,ou ( = Gilău) and]eleu. D. Pais, who, 
unlike them, accepted that the name of Gelou was inherited by the 
place-name Gilău, proposed a similar etymology, from the Tiirkic 
wordjalug ("to shine," "to burn"),61 while L. Rasonyi took into con
sideration the Tiirkic person name Yolug ("sacrifice"), as the root for 
the name Ge/,ou. Rasonyi accepted the credibility of the entire story 
about Gelou, but, as we have seen in chapter I. 2., he tried to demon
strate that Blaci were a Tiirkic population.62 Another hypothesis 
derived the name Gelou directly fromgylas (the dignity),63 follow
ing the idea that the Anonymous Notary invented the name Gewu 
because he knew that Transylvania was controlled by Gyula (Geula) 
during Stephen I. J. Melich and C. A. Macartney denied this sup
position, because phonetic rules cannot sustain it.64 Fromgylas comes 
instead the name Giulea, belonging to a Romanian noble family from 
Maramureş. 65 

The Tiirkic origin of a Romanian name is not unusual for that 
period, since many names of Romanian noblemen recorded in l 4th 
century sources are of Cuman or Tartar origin. On the other hand, 
the survival of the name of a ruler as a place-name was the rule in the 
case of the Hungarian chieftains.66 This was demonstrated in a remark-
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able way by G. Gy0rffy, but it is strange that he macle an exception 
when he studied the name Gilău, for which he supposed without any 
proof that the derivation had taken place conversely.67 

The explanation for the Tiirkic ori gin of the name of a Romanian 
ruler is not that provided by L. R:isonyi, who did not agree that Blaci 
were Romanians. After 881, a Tiirkic population arrived in the region 
west of the territory mastered by Gelou: the Kavars. They are the 
Cumans with whom Gelou was at war.68 A borrowing from them 
is not unlikely. Even if the name of Gelou was Tiirkic, his ethnic 
origin was Romanian, according to GH. Despite this evidence, 
G. Gyorffy supposed in one of his last writings that Gelou was a 
Hungarian or Kavar chieftain.69 The same historian, in other works, 
claimed that Gelou was not a real person. We can see that the pre
conceived idea that Romanians could not be present in Transylvania 
before the Hungarian conquest led to contradictions in the opinions 
expressed by one of the supporters of this biased view. 

Another theory on the origin of the name Gelou was recently 
put forward by Stelian Brezeanu. Based on the Dacian origin of the 
river names Jiu, Gilurt, and Gilpil (Crişul Negru, at Jordanes), he. sup
posed that Gelou comes from the same rootgel-, whose meaning was 
"unrestrained," "powerful." The name has an analogy in medieval 
Serbia: a document from 1220 recorded a Romanian called Gela.70 

Whatever the truth, it is certain that the place-name Gilău came 
from the person name. The place-name preserves the memory of 
Gelou, who probably <lied there ( on the valley of the Căpuş River, 
as it is mentioned in GH). We think that we can be sure about the 
authenticity of the name Gelou, borne by the ruler of the Romanians 
and Slavs from the Someş basin. Because the Blaci were Romanians, 
it could be supposed that the name of their dominus was recorded 
in the Romanian form. Virgil Ciocîltan considers that this form 
was Gelău, because in other cases, ă was transcribed as o in the sources 
(for instance, Copus for Căpuş).71 We agree with this viewpoint. 
The authenticity ofthe data recorded by the Anonymous Notary 
is confirmed by the place-name Gilău. 

The historians who denied the reliability of GH used in their argu
mentation the absence of any information about this Gelou in other 
sources. There is, however, a less known source that makes a short 
and indirect reference to Gelou. It was published in 1894, but it was 
not remarked by the researchers who studied GH. The document 
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was mentioned only in the monograph of Ştefan Pascu, but in anoth
er context, in relation with the description of the fortifications of 
Alba-Iulia,72 and, more recently, in a valuable work ofloan-Aurel Pop 
about the Romanian medieval nationhood. The document is a letter 
ofhumanist Anton Verancsics ( 150~1573),prepositus of Alba-Iulia, 
addressed in 1540 to a certain Petrus More. 73 It is possible (but 
not certain) that the Romanian addressee was a member of the noble 
family More of Haţeg, which acquired high lay and ecclesiastic dig
nities in Hungary; in the 15m-16m centuries. One ofthese Romanians, 
Filip More, was bishop of Pecs (he died in the battle of Mohacs, 
in 1526).74 About Petru More we know he was the master of an estate 
near Vinţul de Jos, Alba County, in 1552.75 

We do not know what Petru More had written to Verancsics. 
Anyway, Verancsics rebuked the Romanian nobleman. He did not 
agree with a statement of Petru More, that: Qţtod si Gelam Albae pro
ponis, toto caelo ac terra erras. Hinc enim episcopatus cognomen, hinc 
titulus est. Hic episcopi sedes, hic jus ecclesiarticum, hic authoritas geri
tur cumque semper praesulem suum Transylvani agnoscunt, vocant, ve
nerantu'lj quemAlba tenet. ("I swear by the sky and the earth that you 
are wrong ifyou put [the city] of Gelu above Alba [-Iulia]. Because 
the name and the rank of the bishopric come from here; here is 
the see of the bishop, here is the seat of the ecclesiastical court, 
here is the authority, and the Transylvanians always recognize, call 
and respect as their bishop the man who stays at Alba [-Iulia]" ( trans
lated after the Romanian translation of I.-A. Pop). 

According to Ioan-Aurel Pop, the fortress of Gelou could be iden
tified with Gilău, by then a possession of the Bishop of Transylvania. 
It seems that Petru More had proposed this castle as a new resi
dence ofthe bishop. Verancsics opposed the idea of moving the bish
opric to a city considered to have been built by a Romanian, Gelou. 
This piece of information is very interesting for the knowledge of 
the ideas of the first Romanian intellectuals from medieval Transyl
vania, bringing at the same time an unexpected confirmation' of 
the tradition preserved in GH. 76 

It is not true that the narne recorded by Verancsics concerned 
Gyula (Geula), because, as it was shown, the place-names derived 
from Gyula- are not attested in the Latin documents with the form 
Gel-.77 There is a small chance that Petru More knew the writing of 
the Anonymous Notary, since this work was mentioned in some 
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books before the first edition ( see chapter I. 1.), but it is likewise 
possible that he had a different source, written or oral. Anyway, even 
without this confirmation provided by the letter of Verancsics, we 
can conclude that the name Gelou was not invented on the basis of 
a place-name. On the contrary, Gilău remembers the Romanian duke 
killed in that place, on the Căpuş valley. 

It is usually accepted that the events narrated in GH, c. 24-27 
occurred in the first years of the 1 O'h century, more precisely before 
907, when it is considered that Arpad died. Some Hungarian his
torians dated the conquest of the entire Transylvania even earlier, 
in 892-896. 78 If we take the source tale-quale, then there would be 
no doubt in this respect, since GH tells that the action happened dur
ing the life of Arpad. But, if we examine the source with more 
care, we notice that all events are ascribed to that period, being focused 
around the Hungarian founding hero, sometimes by mistake (see 
chapter I. 2.). Therefore, we cannot trust the chronological frame
work resulted from GH.79 

On the other hand, because it was based on oral sources trans
mitted by the noblemen and on some elder gesttu which used such 
traditions, GH was inevitably biased because ofthe anti-chronological 
character of this kind of source. As we have mentioned in chapter 
I. 2., the rime of the collective oral memory distorts the real chronol
ogy and moves events from different moments around featured 
persons, like Arpad in this case. 80 It becomes obvious that we can
not be sure that the fights against Menumorout, Glad and Gelou 
took indeed place during the reign of Arpad, that is, in the 
first decade of the lOm century. In the next chapter we will see that 
the first Hungarian archaeological remains found in Transylvania 
could be dated up to the middle of the 1Qth century. 

The Hungarians left the so-calledAtelkuz (the region between 
Dnieper or the Bug and the Danube), occupied by them in 889,81 

because they were defeated in the war with Bulgaria and the Pechenegs. 
They settled in the puszta between the Danube and the Tisza, in 896. 
Bulgaria was repeatedly attacked by Hungarians (in 934, 943, 948, 
955, 959), and so was the Byzantine Empire, its ally during the reign 
ofTzar Peter (927-969). The first recorded Hungarian inroad against 
Bulgaria and the Byzantine Empire took place in April 934. Until 
then, the Hungarian warriors had been much more interested in plun
dering the Central and Western European towns. The annual raids 
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that reached even France and southern ltaly did nat face serious 
resistance from the Western knights, nat accustomed with the Hun
garian fighting manner. Only after the defeat of Riade (933) did 
the Hungarians change the direction of their attacks towards the 
south-east and east. In these circumstances, it seems more likely 
that the offensive against Transylvania occurred only after 927, 
and more precisely, after 934. 82 

Vasile Pârvan-the author of one of the mast comprehensive stud
ies about the Romanians mentioned in GH-reached the same 
conclusion, namely, that the penetration of the Hungarians in 
Transylvania could nat have happened happen before the death of 
Tzar Symeon. 83 Following an idea suggested by his mentor Dimitre 
Onciul, 84 he dated this event during the time of Duke Zoltan ( c. 
907-c. 945), the son of Arpad. The later chronicles85 recorded that 
Transylvania was alsa named Erdeeli Zoltan, the "Ardeal of Zoltan," 
but they explained this name in a wrong manner, claiming that King 
Stephen I gave this land to his forefather Zoltan ( deceased long 
before!). The statement of G. Gyorffy, that Stephen I replaced Gyula 
as voievode of Transylvania with one of his relatives, Zoltan, 86 is 
nat founded, because this persan is nat attested. Based on the dat
ing to the time of Zoltan, Pârvan considered that the real con
queror of north-western Transylvania (up to the Mureş) was Horea, 
nat Tuhutum. We can retain the important idea that the analysis 
of the events denies the tradition that Tuhutum was the chief
tain who defeated Gelou. Nor was Horea the real conqueror, 
since his name was nat preserved by the place-names in the area 
said to be occupied by him. If we suppose that the Hungarian pen
etration in Transylvania occurred only after 927, then the absence of 
place-names related to Tuhutum and Horea is easy to explain, because 
they refer to individuals from a previous period. 

Moving in the age of Arpad the conquest of ''Terra Ultrasilvana," 
the Anonymous Notary ascribed this exploit to Tuhutum, who was 
more suitable for this imaginary chronology. The reason for choos
ing Tuhutum was the confusion made between Geula, the heir of 
Tuhutum, and the other Geula, the real conqueror of 'fransylvania, 
recorded by the other chronicles. 

In conclusion, we contend that the events described in GH, c. 
24-27 should be dated in the 930s, nat at the beginning of the 
10"' century, as historians usually believe. The campaign against Gelou 
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was only a part of a general Hungarian offensive east of the Tisza, 
caused by the changes in the power balance on the Lower Danube 
and by the first defeat suffered by them in the west. It should be 
noted that the Avars entered Transylvania with a significant delay 
after the conquest of the region between the Danube and the Tisza 
(after 630, maybe even later). 87 They were nat initially interested 
in the salt mines, because in the first decades they had enough resour
ces provided by the booty from the Byzantine cities. When these raids 
ceased and many prisoners escaped (after 626), their way of life 
required a larger exploitation of the salt resources for cattle breed
ing. 88 The same evolution seems to be true for the Hungarians after 
the end of the invasions in the west. Arrived in Transylvania, they 
occupied the same places like the Avars, near the salt mines in the 
middle basin of the Mureş River (see the next chapter). 

Laszlo Makk.ai expressed a similar conclusion. He supposed that 
the Hungarians conquered in a first stage the territory dominated by 
Bulgaria in southern Transylvania, around 921 and 927, in order 
to extend their control over the salt traffic on the Mureş valley.89 In 
one of his latest studies, Gyula Krist6 accepted that the Hungarian 
group that conquered Transylvania settled there only after the mid
dle of the lO'h century, as it happened in other wooded regions, 
like northern Transdanubia.90 This new theory on the Hungarian 
conquest takes into consideration the fact that sedentarization was 
nat possible as long as the inroads were so frequent and successful. 
The first moment when the pace of these invasions slowed down was 
933. The immediate consequence was the change of direction toward 
a region whose environment was proper for a sedentary way of 
life, nat for nomadism: Transylvania. 

Generally speaking, the account from chapters 24-27 could be 
considered a reliable one. The name of the leader of the Romanians 
from the Someşul Mic region is undoubtedly real. However, the 
Anonymous Notary made some mistakes, among which the mast 
important was the name of the Hungarian conqueror of northern 
Transylvania. The existence of the Blaci (the Romanians) at the 
moment of the Hungarian aggression could nat be denied. The 
Anonymous Notary had no interest to invent the presence ofthe 
Roinanians in Transylvania in the lO'h century, because ifRoma
nians had indeed arrived there in the 12'h century, his readers 
would not have believed this assertion. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The archaeological evidence 

of the first Hungarian penetration 
in Transylvania 

One of the topics of the narrative from GH, c. 24-27 is the pene
tration of the Hungarian warriors in Transylvania during the lOm 
century, before the conquest accomplished by King Stephen I at 
the beginning of the 11 m century. 

The way or the ways of penetration, the territories taken under 
control, and the chronology of the events could be established with 
some probability with the help of archaeology, which means in fact 
the interpretation oftwo processes: the end of the cultural group rep
resented by the Blandiana A and Alba-Iulia II cemeteries,1 and the 
appearance of the first Hungarian graves and artifacts. For the time 
being, we will not discuss the chronology of the fortified settlements 
(see the following chapter). 

The research of the Hungarian remains from the first period after 
the conquest of Pannonia has developed considerably in the last 
decades. One of the achievements was the periodization of the 
Hungarian graves, on the basis of their inventory, through a dis
tinction between the Old Hungarian and the Bjelo Brdo type ceme
teries. The Bjelo Brdo cultural group was divided into two stages. 
The first one could be dated between 960/970 and the middle of the 
11"' century. The main specific artifacts are: the lock-rings with an S
shaped end, the torque bracelets, the half-moon pendants, the grape
like earrings, and the pottery decorated with alveolae made with 
the fingernail. This culture was polyethnic (Hungarians, Slavs, 
Germanic and Pannonian Romance population remnants). 2 

The first Hungarian penetration in Transylvania is attested by a 
group of finds that belong to the Old Hungarian type of cemeteries, 
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defined by artifacts brought from the Eurasian steppe. Mechthild 
Schulze-Dărrlamm3 classified and established the chronology of 
the Old Hungarian funeral finds from Central Europe, defining three 
ethnocultural groups involved in the emergence of the Hungarian 
confederation: 

• A: artifacts specific for the steppe horsemen (Khazars, Peche
negs, Bulgarians); 

• B: artifacts originated in the area between the Kama and the 
middle Volga, ascribed to the Ougrians; 

• C: artifacts brought from the area between the Volga and the 
Dnieper, ascribed to the Kavars arrived in 881 in the Tisza basin. 

These Old Hungarian objects from Central Europe are dated rough
ly between 862 and 930/940. (The first inroad ofthe warriors called 
Ungari is recorded in 862.) The first phase (I a) of the Old Hungarian 
relics from Central Europe preceded the arrival of the tribes led by 
Arpad. The phase I b is dated between 896 and the fourth decade 
of the lQth century. The single discovery from Romania dated by 
M. Schulze-Dărrlamm in phase I a is grave no. 5 from Biharea. Phase 
II was a transition period toward the Bjelo Brdo I cultural group, 
developed in the last third of the 10 ... century. 

In the following pages we will examine the Old Hungarian finds 
from Transylvania, dated before the penetration of the Bjelo Brdo 
culture. Such discoveries alsa exist in Crişana and Banat (the mast 
important being Biharea, Şiclău, Arad-Ceala). 

The mast important Old Hungarian Transylvanian cemetery is 
that from Cluj-Napoca. Eleven inhumation graves oriented W-E 
were found in 1911and1941-1942 on Zapolya (today, Gen. Traian 
Moşoiu) street. Seven graves belonged to men and faur to women. 
Their inventory is typical for the Old Hungarian graves: faur sabres 
with oblique handles, a lyre-shaped buckle, fragments of bows and 
romboidal arrowheads, stirrups plated with silver or with gilded cop
per, gilded silver grapelike earrings.4 Another Old Hungarian ceme
tery discovered in 1985-1986 in the same city, in the Gheorgheni 
quarter, is still unpublished, but it is known to include 26 graves 
(men, women and children), with pieces of Asian origin. 5 A leaf
shaped bronze belt accessory of Old Hungarian origin, dated at 
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the middle of the 10"' century, was found in another place of the city, 
at Mănăştur. 6 

Twelve graves of men and women from an Old Hungarian ceme
tery were found between 1895 and 1912 at Gârnbaş. Their inven
tory presents analogies with those from Cluj, except for the horses 
and the harness pieces specific to the oldest graves. This means 
that the cemetery is a bit later, but still from the Old Hungarian peri
od (from grave no. 1 comes a sabre similar with those from Cluj).7 

Another group of Old Hungarian graves, dated in the transition 
period to the Bjelo Brdo culture, was unearthed at Lopadea Nouă 
(Alba County). The use of this cemetery began in the second half 
of the lOm century and continued until the 11"' century.8 

In the cemetery of Blandiana A (see chapter III. 3. 6.), dated 
in the second half of the 9'h century and at the beginning of the 
10"' century, archaeologists found an inhumation grave oriented W-E 
that displayed unusual features. The inventory included the complete 
skeleton of a horse, another horse skull, ox and sheep bones, three 
lyre-shaped buckles, a Roman gem, a bone object adorned with an 
elephant, a small silver tube, and the harness ( two stirrups, the bit, 
fragments from the iron pieces of the saddle). The inventory is not 
specific for a warrior. The objects with magic and symbolic charac
ter suggest that the buried persan was a shaman. Since the dating 
in the first half of the 1 O"' century is certain, the presence of this grave 
could be linked with the first Hungarian penetration in Transylvania. 
The shaman was perhaps a Kavar, because the graves with com
plete horses are not specific for Hungarians.9 

Eleven Old Hungarian graves (eight men, three women) were 
discovered at Alba-Iulia, within the area of cemetery no. II of the 
local population, but they have not yet been published. Some data 
(provided by Horia Ciugudean) was published in the posthumous 
study of Radu R. Heitel: graves with an inventory typical for the 10"' 
century Hungarians (cordiform belt accessories, romboidal arrow
heads, bow pieces, stirrups, and bits). Because no sabres were found, 
the date can be placed after the middle of the lQrh century. 10 Another 
Old Hungarian grave was identified within the 9"'-lOm centuries set
tlement from Alba-Iulia, destroyed precisely by the Hungarian attack. 
One of the dwellings (H. 10) was penetrated by the pit of an inhu
mation grave whose ravaged inventory contained the fragment of 
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horse skull and a cordiform bronze harness accessory ornated with 
a stylized palmette. This piece is typical for the Old Hungarian graves 
from the first half of the 1 O"' century. 11 

From Benic (Alba County) comes a bronze bracelet decorated 
with animal heads, specific for the inventory of the Old Hungarian 
graves. This artifact ind.icates the existence of a 1 O"' century ceme
tery still used in the 11"' century, as indicated by the lock-rings found 
in the same place. 12 There is no clear data about the two graves 
from Dârjiu (Harghita County),13 ascribed to the lO'h century 
Hungarians; it is nat certain that they belong to the old phase, 
from the second third of the 10"' century. 

It can be observed that almost all of the Old Hungarian relics 
were found near the salt mines from the middle Mureş basin and 
from the Someşul Mic basin: Sic, Turda, Cojocna, Ocna Dejului 
(all of them in Cluj County), Uioara-Ocna-Mureş and Ocnişoara 
(Alba Cou_nty), and Ocna Sibiului (Sibiu County). 

This is nat a coincidence. Salt was vital for the Hungarians, as for 
any cattle-breeders. We should remember that the spy told Tuhutum 
about the rich salt mines of the land ruled by Gelou, one of the inter
esting things for the conquerors. The geographic location of the first 
Hungarian sites in Transylvania reflects the reason of the conquest 
(or one of the reasons): control over the salt mines area from west
ern Transylvania. The same location shows that Hungarians came 
from the north-west, that is by the Meseş Gates, or through the Crişul 
Repede and Căpuş corridors. 14 The finds from Alba-Iulia and Blandi
ana could be explained by a penetration from the same direction of 
the conquerors that first entered the area of Cluj. Therefore, it is nat 
sure that a second penetration route did really exist, as supposed 
by some researchers, who took into consideration the Mureş valley. 15 

From the relation of Simon of Keza we found that J ula had estab
lished his residence at Alba-Iulia, but the route he followed toward 
this point is nat specified. Since the archaeological evidence suggests 
that the Hungarian warriors came from north, it could be sup
posed that the same group advanced south from Cluj. In these cir
cumstances the settlement from Alba-Iulia was conquered,16 and 
became the new residence of the Hungarian chieftain, because of 
its strategic location. It should be emphasized that the Anonymous 
Notary did not say that Tuhuturn occupied the fortress of Gelou 
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Map 4. Old Hungarian cemeteries and graves 
in Transylvania 

O = Hungarian graves 
+ = Salt mines 

1 = Alba-Iulia 
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6 = Lopadea Nouă 
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8 = Ocna Dejului 
9 = Ocna-Mureş 

10 = Ocna Sibiului 
11 = Ocnişoara 
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located on the Someş River. On the other hand, the residence of 
Geula the Younger, the enemy of Stephen I, is not specified in GH. 

We consider that the conqueror of Alba-Iulia-J ula in the 
work of Simon of Keza and in the later chronicles-arrived there 
from northem Transylvania. The concentration ofOld Hungarian 
finds around Alba-Iulia confirms the data provided by these liter
ary sources, namely that the residence of the first Hungarian ruler of 
Transylvania was Alba-Iulia. The penetration through the Meseş 
Gates, specified only in GH, is alsa supported by archaeology, since 
the oldest discoveries were those from Cluj. From the archaeologi
cal point of view, the chronology of the arrival of the first Hunga
rian warriors in Transylvania does not contradict our opinion expres
sed in the previous chapter, because the objects could be dated up 
to the middle of the 1Qth century. On the other hand, the absence 
of Arabian coins in the graves from Transylvania is another argument 
for a later date of the Old Hungarian cemeteries, after 930, when 
the pieces brought by Hungarians from Atelkuz ceased to be put 
in the graves (the last participants in the conquest died around that 
year). 17 
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CHAPTER 3 
The duchy 

from the Someşul Mic basin. 
The fortresses. The population 

In the duchy from the Someşul Mic basin we usually include the 
fortresses of: Dăbâca, Cluj-Mănă.ştur (both in Cluj County), Moigrad, 
Ortelec (Sălaj County), Şirioara (Bistriţa-Năsăud County). Sometimes 
others are also included here, such as Moreşti (Mureş County), Mol
doveneşti (Cluj County), Cuzdrioara (Cluj County), Chinari (Mureş 
County), Dedrad (Mureş County) .1 No data is in fact available about 
the latter two. The fortress of Moldoveneşti ( near Turda) is cer
tainly later, from the 11 •h century. 2 That from Moreşti was not in 
use during the 9m_lO"' centuries and it is anyway too far from the 
area studied in this work. 3 Other fortresses were identified in the 
Someşul Mic basin, at Someşul Rece (near Gilău), Ugruţiu (Dragu 
commune, Sălaj County), Gheorgheni (south of Cluj-Napoca). The 
popular tradition ascribed them to Gelou, but all of them are Iron 
Age fortifications. 4 

1. Dăbâca 

The idea that the fortress from Dăbâca was the residence of Gelou 
is now common. Expressed first with some caution by the authors 
of the excavations done in the l 960s, 5 this view became later a cer
tainty for almost all historians, accepted in school textbooks. Located 
1 O km west of the Someşul Mic River, in the Lonea valley, the Dăbâca 
hillfort matches only partially the description from GH, c. 27 (iuxta 
fluvium Zomus positum). Ştefan Pascu and Mircea Rusu ascribed 
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this fortress to Gelou on the basis of the proposed chronology, macle 
according to the stratigraphy and to the interpretation of the finds. 

The fortress had four building stages. It was used uncii the 15rh 
century. Interesting for the present study are only stages I and II. 
Their chronology was disputed by those researchers6 who do not 
share the historical interpretation proposed by Şt. Pascu and M. Rusu. 
Only the end of the second stage is certainly related with the Pecheneg 
invasion of 1068.7 In the second stage, the Dăbâca fortress was the 
seat of the county with the same name.8 

We can trust the stratigraphic description and the relative chronol
ogy established by the authors of the excavations for the building 
phases,9 but the absolute chronology and the historical interpreta
tions put forward by Şt. Pascu and M. Rusu require a thorough 
discussion. 

The first stage was a fortress composed of three precincts (I, III, 
and IV), set along the triangular platform called Cetate ("fortress") by 
the inhabitants. The enclosures were macle of earthen walls 5-10 m 
thick. Walls I and III sported a palisade, and were separated from 
the ditches by berms. Precinct no. IV (the largest) had no palisade 
and no berm. A watch way paved with wood was identified behind 
wall no. I. Precinct no. I was restored at a certain point, but not 
because of prior damage. The earthen wall was macle taller, the watch 
way was restored with stane slabs, the ditch was enlarged, and the 
berm was eliminated. These changes represent the second phase 
of the first stage. Researchers remarked the likeness between wall 
no. I (in the second phase) and wall no. IV Therefore, they con
sidered that the building of precinct no. IV took place at the same 
rime with the restoration of precinct no. I. In this case, phase 2 would 
represent a considerable extension of the fortress area. Another pos
sible interpretation is that precinct no. IV was macle in the same rime 
with no. I and no. III, as the outer !imit of a space used for dwelling. w 

Stage I ended with the burning of the entire fortress. The habi
tation was for some time interrupted, as shown by the black humus 
levei without archaeological remains set over the earth that slided 
from the wall in the ditch of precinct no. I. The fortress was restored 
after some time, in a different technique. In stage II, wall no. I 
was replaced with a "complex palisade" with transversal beams set 
between the walls. Precinct no. II was built in the same manner. Stage 
II also ended with a general fire. 11 
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The objects found in the dwellings identified on the plateau are 
less useful for the chronology of the first stage of the fortress, since 
we cannot be sure they were contemporary with the fortification. 
The excavation report specified that mast of the dwellings are con
centrated in the space between precincts no. III and IV 12 But, as 
we have already seen, it is possible that precinct no. IV was built 
in phase 2, which would mean that the dwellings were not con
temporary with phase 1. They could be either older than the forti
fication (remains of a not fortified settlement), either contempo
rary with phase 2. The existence of an undefended settlement before 
the fortress was taken into consideration. 13 

Under these circumstances, the mast certain chronological indi
cation is provided by the -objects found just under the burned levei 
that appeared after the destruction of the palisades. On the watch 
way of phase 2 from precinct I severa! fireplaces were discovered, 
covered with burned soii collapsed inside after the burning of the 
palisade. The fireplaces are contemporary with the end of phase 2. 
In these fireplaces archaeologists found potsherds, some fragments 
of forks and pails, 14 and faur bell-shaped pendants macle of gilded 
silver with filigree. The investigators proposed a date in the 9'h 
century for these pendants, 15 but this is impossible, because such 
pieces were found only in sites dated between the last third 0f the 
lO'h century and the first half of the ll'h century (for instance, at 
Preslav-in Bulgaria, at Drassburg-in eastern Austria, at Maszewice
in Poland). 16 Therefore, these pendants show that the first stage last
ed until a moment that could be placed between the last third of 
the lQ•h century and the first half of the ll'h century. By no means 
can we accept the opinion expressed by Şt. Pascu and M. Rusu, 
that the first stage ended at the beginning of the 10"' century. 17 On 
the contrary, Petru Iambor supported the existence of precinct no. 
I (in the second phase of the stage I) during the 10"' century, bur 
without giving a more precise date. 18 

On the other hand, stage II is defined by some artifacts specific 
to the first and second thirds of the 11 rh century. On the circula
tion levei of the palisade from precinct no. II (built in stage II) a coin 
was found, issued by the Hungarian King Peter I (1038-1041, 
1044-1046). 19 A half-moon shaped bronze pendant was discov
ered in a hut located just near precinct no. II,20 dated by the exca
vators, according with the analogies from Bjelo Brdo I sites, "in 
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the second half of the lQ•h century, perhaps even at the beginning 
of the 11"' century. "21 They specified that the pendant appeared in the 
superior part of the filling soii of the hut, at meter 120.5 of sec
tion no. I, at the depth of 1.84 m. The data concord with the pro
file of the section, published in better conditions in a further study, 
in 1971.22 The pendant was indeed found in the filling soii of the 
hut, but this was in fact a levelled stratum that starts under precinct 
no. II (this results from the published profile). Therefore, this stra
tum does not start "right from the palisade," as claimed by the inves
tigating archaeologists. He was superposed by the palisade; this means 
that the hut was filled and levelled when precinct no. II was erect
ed. In conclusion, the pendant is older than precinct no. II, and 
this precinct was built during or even after the period when the half
moon shaped pendant was used. In the same Bjelo Brdo I period 
is dated the necklace and the bracelet found under the burned soii 
collapsed from wall no. I, after the destruction. 23 

Because the end of stage I could be placed between the last third 
of the 1 O"' century and the first third of the 11"' century, and because, 
on the other hand, stage II is defined by objects dated during the 
first and second thirds of the 11"' century, it can be concluded that 
the destruction that ended the first stage occurred around the begin
ning of the 11"' century. This means that the historical event that 
could be associated with this archaeological evidence is the attack 
of King Stephen I against the 11-ansylvanian dulce, happened 
in 1002 or 1003. After a while (a decade, maybe two), the fortress 
was restored. 

The destruction of stage I had no relation with the conflict in 
which Gelou was involved. No earlier destruction was observed. This 
fact does not rule out a dating of stage I during the time of Gelou, 
because the fortress could have remained untouched, since, accord
ing to GH, the men of Gelou surrendered to the Hungarians after 
his death. 

The contemporaneity of stage I with the period of Gelou is not 
excluded, and we can even suppose that phase 2 represented a build
ing moment dated after the conflict related in GH. The contempo
raneity would be certain only if artifacts dated strictly before the first 
third of the 10"' century were tobe found there. But such objects are 
missing, or, if they exist, they are not published. The spurs said to be 
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dated in the 9'h century24 could alsa be dated in· the 10"' century,25 

while the hilt of a X-Petersen sword is an artifact from the 10"' cen
tury and the beginning of the 11"' century. 26 According to the exca
vation report, these objects appeared in the settlement from precinct 
no. IV, namely in its upper levei, defined by groWld dwellings with 
wooden walls propped on stane slabs.27 The settlement placed between 
precincts no. III and IV is dated in the phase 2 of the first stage, 
but it is possible that some dwellings were made before the first 
precincts, when the settlement was not fortified. Therefore, the spurs 
and the sword hilt come mast probable from dwellings dated at 
the end of the 1 O"' century. Moreover, in the earliest levei of the Dăbâca 
settlement fragments of grooved rim pottery were discovered, a type 
brought by the Kavars from the Volga-Don region, spread by them 
in north-eastern Hungary and eastern Slovak.ia, in 10"' century sites.28 

This kind of pottery was alsa used by Hungarians in the first half 
of the 10"' century.29 Its presence at Dăbâca in the first phase of the 
fortified settlement reflects thus the Hungarian or Kavar penetrarion, 
being at the same rime a good chronological indicator. Other types 
of pottery from Dăbâca have no such precise chronology. 30 

It is nevertheless true that the plateau of the fortress had been 
inhabited since the 8"' century. A cremation cemetery of the Mediaş 
type (8"'-9"' centuries) was foWld in the area enclosed by precinct no. 
4. An Avarian bronze belt accessory, dated in the 8"' century was dis
covered within this cemetery. 31 However, these finds do not prove 
the existence of a fortified settlement in that period. 

Therefore, the existence of the Dăbâca fortress since the 9"' cen
tury is not yet proven by the archaeological evidence, but it is still 
possible, since some excavations results were not published. On 
the other hand, if the events related by GH occurred, mast proba
bly, in the 930s, a date during the rime of Gelou remains possible. 
Taking into account that stage I had two phases and that the set
tlement from phase 2 had two or three levels, it could be supposed 
that stage I lasted for about a century, which means that its begin
ning could be placed before the Hungarian conquest. However, there 
are no certain archaeological arguments for this idea. Adrian Andrei 
Rusu highlighted the problems involved by the chronology of the 
Dăbâca fortress, which became the apple of discord between the 
Romanian and Hungarian archaeologists. Because there are no ob-
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jects with a precise chronology, "each historian from both conflict
ing sides (Romanians and Hungarians) could claim the convenient 
period for the 'patriotic' chronology of the fortresses. mz On the other 
hand, "it remains unclear whether or not [ the earliest phase] alsa 
coincided with the first fortification of this site."33 

Even if it was contemporary with Gelou, the fortress from Dăbâca 
cannot be identified with the residence mentioned in GH. From 
the relation ofthe conflict (c. 2t:r27) it results that Gelou, after being 
defeated somewhere on the Almaş valley, went back to his fort locat
ed on the Someş River. Since he was killed near the Căpuş River, 
mast probably at Gilău, it can be inferred that the target ofhis retreat 
was Cluj, not Dăbâca. Had he wanted to go to Dăbâca, he would 
have chosen another way, a shorter one, over the hills between Alrnaş 
and Dăbâca. 

The origin and the chronology of the Dăbâca fortress could be 
sornewhat clarified on the basis of the etymology of its name. The 
place-narne Dăbâca comes from the Slavic dluboku, dluboka ("blind 
alley," hollow place"). lt was remarked that this fits well with the look 
of the place, and the nearby village is cal led Fundătura, which means 
"blind alley."34 Another village Dobâca (Doboka in the medieval doc
urnents), from Hunedoara County,35 is located in a mountain area, 
on the narrow valley of the Cerna River, in a position that alsa match
es the rneaning of the Slavic word. Consequently, we consider unlike
ly the idea expressed by G. Gyărffy, who thought that the fortress 
inherited the narne of the Hungarian chieftain Dobuka, recorded 
in GH, c. 11 (he was the father of Sunad/Chanad, the commander 
who betrayed and defeated Achtum). 36 Because Sunad was entitled 
"nephew of the king," it was supposed that Dobuka was the son 
ofCaroldu, the aunt of Stephen l.37 This is indeed possible. G. Gyărffy 
considered that Stephen I had appointed Dobuka as steward of 
this fortress, while G. Krist6 claimed that Dobuka commanded 
Stephen's army in the war against Geula, and that the king gave him 
as a reward the region organized as the Doboka County.38 These asser
tions had no support in documents. The name of the county was 
derived frorn the name of the fortress, an important center called urbs 
in 11 "'-13"' century sources. 

G. Gyărffy argued that the place-narne Dăbâca cannot be derived 
from the Slavic dluboka, because this word evolved in Rornanian as 
Glâmboca. lt was however demonstrated39 that this phonetic evolu-
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tion took place only in the southern area of the Romanian language, 
influenced by the Bulgarian Slavs. For this reason, there are similar 
names in Transylvania that display the same preservation of the nasal
ization feature. Besides Dăbâca from Cluj County ( the fortress) 
and Dobâca from Hunedoara County, we alsa have Doboka ( disap
peared village near Căpruţa, Bârzava commune, Arad County, attest
ed since 1471)40 and Doboca, near Bacău, in central Moldavia.41 

The latter is very important because it is located outside Transylvania. 
Therefore, Dăbâca could be derived from the western Slavic word 
Duboka, and that the character Dobuka received his name after the 
fortress that came under his command. 

The fact that the Dăbâca fortress bears a Slavic name is very impor
tant. If it had been built by Hungarians, its name would have alsa 
been Hungarian, like Şirioara and Cuzdrioara. Besides, we know that 
a place called Ţiligrad (which means "complete fortress") exists 
1.6 km away from the fortress. 42 Dăbâca belongs to the group of early 
medieval Transylvanian fortifications with Slavic, pre-Hungarian 
names: Bă/grad (Alba-Iulia), Ţiligrad (Blandiana), Moigrad. Since 
none of these names has any meaning in Romanian, it results that 
they were created when the Slavs were not yet assirnilated. 

The building of the Dăbâca fortress during the 9'h century is 
not yet demonstrated, but remains possible.43 Even if this fortified 
settlement actually existed before the Hungarian attack, the iden
ti.fication with the residence located on the Someş is contradicted 
by its location, too far from the warzone described in GH. 

2. Cluj-Mănăştur 

Another fortress considered to have been in use during the duchy 
of Gelou is that of Cluj-Mănăştur, located on a promontory on the 
right side of the Someşul Mic River. The shape is oval (220 X 98 
m). The researches started in 1970 established faur fortification phas
es. (The last two are not impartant for this study, since they are dated 
after the Pecheneg invasion of 1068.) In the first phase they built 
an earthen wall 4.75 m 'thick and 2 m tal!, made of successive stra
ta of sandy soii, rubble and black trampled soii. The sides of the wall 
were covered with longitudinal beams, propped with pillars. In phase 
II, the wall was raised with more than 1.30 m, without being 
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destroyed. A palisade was added on the top of the wall. Phase II 
ended in a fire, mast probably caused by the Pecheneg attack of 1068. 44 

A settlement identified inside the fortress was superposed by a 
cemetery from the 11 "'-12"' centuries, contemporary with the third 
phase of the fortress. This means that the settlement existed before 
the destruction of phase II. The end can be placed around 1068, 
because three Hungarian coins issued in 1063-1074 by King Solo
mon were discovered in a burned dwelling,45 but the beginning of 
the settlement is not so easy to establish. 

The settlement was composed only ofhuts. The larger dwellings 
with a rich inventory from Dăbâca are missing here. The inventory 
consists almost exclusively of potsherds. lt is obvious that, in the first 
two phases, this site was only a refuge fortress. (ln phase III, the for
tification defended the Benedictine monastery founded at the end of 
the 11 m century). As a matter of fact, the settlement was larger 
than the precinct, as suggested by the discovery of some 9m_ 11"' cen
turies remains outside the wall and on a neighboring hill. 46 

The pottery indicates that the settlement could be dated in the 9"' 
century, but with the observation that no pieces dated only in the 
9"' century were found; therefore, it is much more probable that 
the settlement began in the lom century, as indicated by the grooved 
rim pottery discovered in the mast ancient levei ( in Transylvania, 
this type could not be dated before the beginning of the lQ•h cen
tury) .47 

The single metal artifact with a precise dating is the upper half of 
a leaf-shaped bronze belt accessory. Unfortunately, the piece was 
found in the earth that filled a later pit, not in a clase context.48 

The accessory was unearthed in a sector used as a cemetery, and it 
is known that such pieces were usually found in graves. For this 
reason it is possible that the accessory belonged to a destroyed grave, 
namely to an Old Hungarian grave, because this kind of object is 
dated only in the first third or the first half of the 10"' century.49 

Because the earth used to build the wall of the first phase does 
not contain 9m_1om centuries pottery,50 it could be argued that this 
wall was erected just when the habitation began, or shortly after
wards. 

The evolution of the fortress was thus the following: 

• phase I: defended settlement; 
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• phase II: defended settlement; 
• phase III: monastery within the fortification and cemetery. 

Phase I is defined by an archaeological levei 10-15 cm thick, which 
contains 9"'-10"' centuries handmade and fast wheel macle pottery 
specific for this period. The next levei (phase II) includes 11"' cen
tury pottery ( clay cauldrons and pots adorned with incisions macle 
with a small wheel).51 The mast ancient medieval levei was set direct
ly on the Roman levei, without intermediary remains. This means 
that the field was leveled and the Roman debris was cleaned, with 
the exception of some foundations. 52 The absolute chronology could 
be established with certainty only for phase III and partially for phase 
II (only the end of phase II is certain: 1068). Since no pottery 
decorated with the small wheel was found in phase I, it results that 
this phase could be dated in the 10"' century.53 The excavators pro
posed a broad chronology for phase II, during the lO'h and ll'h 
centuries,54 or that the phases I and II are dated between the 9'h 
century and the second half of the 11"' century. 55 The leaf-shaped belt 
accessory could belong to a grave contemporary with phase I, because 
it is dated in the first half of the 10"' century. However, we cannot 
be sure of that, since it is a stray find. 

The only destruction suffered by the Cluj-Mănăştur fortress 
during its two first phases was that of 1068. This corresponds with 
the destruction of stage II from Dăbâca, which was contemporary 
with phase II from Cluj-Mănăştur. In both sites, the levels are defined 
by pottery decorated with the small wheel and by clay cauldrons. The 
destruction of stage I from Dăbâca has no analogy at Cluj-Mănăştur. 
On the other hand, the pottery from Cluj-Mănăştur, phase I, is 
similar with that discovered at Dăbâca, stage I (pots worked on 
the fast wheel, decorated with waved lines, and handmade pots). 
Phase no. I from Cluj-Mănăştur seems tobe dated in the same 
rime as stage I from Dăbâca, in the lQ•h century, maybe also in 
the 9th century. 56 

In this light, it could be inferred that phase II from Cluj-Mă
năştur was posterior to the second Hungarian penetration of 
1002-1003. It has tobe emphasized that this event did not affect 
the refuge fortress from Cluj-Mănăştur. If around 1000 Dăbâca 
was the residence of a ruler, Cluj-Mănăştur was only a refuge fortress 
used by the people from the surrounding region. 
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3. Şirioara 

Another fortress was discovered at Şirioara (Bistriţa-Năsăud County), 
on a terrace placed between two small rivers. In medieval document~, 
Şirioara is called Sarwar.57 1bis Hungarian narne means ''white fortress." 
Quite possibly the narne is the translation of the Slavic/Romanian 
narne Bălgrad. The trapezoidal hillfort is 55 X 45 X 82 X 80 m in 
size. Like at Dăbâca, a ditch 3 m deep and 25-30 m wide sepa
rates the fortress from the rest of the hill. Because the other sides 
are steep enough, the walls were built only on the western and north
ern sides.58 The excavations started in 1963 revealed that the refuge 
fortress had three building phases. In the first phase, the earth wall 
was made in the sarne technique as at Dăbâca, narnely by superposing 
severa) levels of trarnpled yellow clay. The sides of the wall were cov
ered with transversal and longitudinal beams. Behind the wall was 
a watch way paved with stones. Phase I ended with a fire. Like at 
Dăbâca, the restoration (phase II) was made after a certain rime (there 
is a deposit 5-10 cm thick on the watch way). 59 A palisade similar 
with that from Dăbâca, stage II, and a new watch way were built 
in phase II ( which also burned down). After the destruction of phase 
II, the burned soii from the palisade remained untouched over the 
watch way. The pottery found on the watch way becomes thus a 
chronological indication for phase II. These sherds are typical for the 
11"' century.60 

Based on the analogies with Dăbâca, archaeologists (Mircea Rusu 
and Ştefan Dănilă) considered that phase II from Şirioara ended in 
1068, when a great Pecheneg invasion is recorded. A major battle 
took place at Chiraleş, 2 km away from this fortress. 61 Even if we ag
ree with this interpretation, we cannot support their second point of 
view, which says that the first phase could be dated, boadly, in the 9"' 
and 10"' centuries. There are no objects that could indicate the begin
ning of the fortress in the 9'h century. Most probably, the chronolo
gy is the sarne as at Dăbâca and Cluj-Mănăştur. The destruction of 
phase I could be linked with the second Hungarian conquest (1002), 
but its beginning remains unknown. 

The fortress from Cuzdrioara (Cluj County), located a few kilo
meters away from Şirioara, is considered to be dated in the 9'h-l l rh 

centuries, but the data about it is not enough to allow for a con-
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clusion. Kurt Horedt supposed that it was built in the ll'h centu
ry.62 The Hungarian name of the village, Kozdrvdr (mentioned since 
1205 as Knzar) 63 means "the fortress of the Khazars." Few data were 
published about another possible lQ•h or ll rh century fortress with 
a palisade from Viile Tecii (Bistriţa-Năsăud County), in the vicini
ty of Şirioara.64 

4. Moigrad, Ortelec, Şimleul Silvaniei, Zalnoc 

Another fortress was discovered in 1968 at Moi grad (Sălaj County), 
on the hill called Cămin (elev. 350 m), on the Pomăt valley.65 (Al
though located in the Jac commune, it is known in the bibliogra
phy as "the Moigrad fortress"). The fortress with a triangular shape 
(like Dăbâca) had an earthen wall with a palisade on the western 
side and in the north-western corner, and a palisade without a ditch 
on the southern side. The maximum dimensions of the enclosed area 
are 240 m and 270 m. The western wall, 4 m thick, had a 2.5 m berm 
and a ditch 4 m wide and 2 m deep. Its core was strengthened with 
beams. The southern palisade was built in the same technique used 
at Dăbâca in stage II (at precinct no. I and II). Both palisades burned 
down (like at Dăbâca, stage II). 

Mircea Rusu considered that the building technique and the 
few ceramic remains indicate that "this fortress was in use in the 
9m_u•h centuries," like Dăbâca and Şirioara. However, a new exam
ination of the pottery gives a more precise date for the beginning 
of the fortress, in the lQ•h century, or even at the beginning of the 
11 m century.66 This means that the Moigrad fortress was erected at the 
same cime with Dăbâca, stage II, after the war of Stephen I against 
Geula (1002-1003). In this case, its end was caused by the Pechenegs 
in 1068, about whom we know that they destroyed the fortifications 
(indagines) from the Meseş Gates. lt is possible that another forti
fication existed in the same place before the second Hungarian 
conquest, because the Slavic name Moigrad67 suggests the existence 
of a fortress bui!t by Slavs or by Romanians and Slavs. N. Drăganu 
supposed that the name derived from the Slavic words moj ("mine") 
andgrad ("fortress"), but he also thought that Moj- could be the 
abbreviation of a person name like Mojmir or Mojslav. 68 Mojmir 
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was the name of two Moravian rulers (830--846 and 894-906). The 
precise place in Moigrad were faur 8"' and 9"' century earrings with 
star-shaped pendants were discovered is not known.69 It is alsa pos
sible that the wordgrad referred to the ruins of the nearby Roman 
city of Porolissum. 

The existence of a fortress near the Meseş Gates in the period 
when Gelou ruled is out of the question. This alsa results from the 
relation of the war between Tuhutum and Gelou, which does not 
mention such a fortification. On the contrary, the account suggests 
that the area was already conquered by the Hungarians, and that it 
belonged to the duchy from Crişana, whose natural border 
was at the Meseş Gates. 

GH, c. 22 tells how the Hungarian warriors fortified the Meseş 
Gates before the attack against Gelou: " ... Zobolsu, Thosu and Tu
hutum, consulting together, decided that the border of the kingdom 
of Duke Arpad should be set at the Meseş Gate. Then, the inhabi
tants of the country [ incolae ten-e], at their command, built stane 
gates [portar lapideas edificaverunt] and made a large wooden enclo
sure [clausuram magnam de arbori.bus] at the boundary of the king
dom. "70 These events took place somewhere near Zalău, but not only 
in Zalău, because in the previous fragment it is said that: " ... Tuhutum 
and his son Horea, leaving Ziloc [de Ziloc egressi sunt], came in the 
region of Meseş [in parter Mezesinas], at Zobolsu and Thosu." The 
place Zalău is attested in medieval docwnents since 1220 as Ziloc 
or Zylach. 71 

Adrian A. Rusu supposed that the fragment presented above con
cerned the restoration of some Roman fortifications72-something 
common in the Middle Ages. (Ar Alba-Iulia, for instance, the perime
ter wall of the Roman camp was reused.) Io the mast narrow place 
of the Meseş Gates, in the point known as "La Strâmturi," at Ortelec 
(a village now included in the town of Zalău) researchers identi
fied a Roman bU'lfUS with an area of 50 X 65 m; an earthen wall 
250--300 m long was built from its western corner, in order to defend 
the passage. There are alsa other small fortresses in the area of the 
Meseş Gates, but this one is located at the westernmost point of 
the defensive complex established around Porolissum.73 Important 
discoveries made in 1994 show how the Romans controlled the 
access through the pass: by a stane wall approx. 4.5 km long, defend-
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ed with several towers. The wall had agate allowing access to the 
province, which was afterwards blocked. 74 Future researches will 
establish if these Roman fortifications were used or not in the early 
Middle Ages. 

In the same former village ofOrtelec, in the point "Cetate" locat
ed 1.5-2 km west of"La Strâmturi," archeologists excavated an early 
medieval oval fortress with an earthen wall ( 170 X 80 m). This fortress 
was placed right on the way that controlled the access toward Tran
sylvania.75 The recent researches made by Călin Cosma established 
that the fortress had a double palisade sometime darnaged by fire. 
After the destruction, the palisade was built again, after a short rime. 
After a second burning, the area of the hillfort was used as a ceme
tery, dated after the second half of the 11 m century. The erection of 
the fortress can be placed around the rniddle of the 1 om century. 76 The 
fortresses from Ortelec and Moigrad operated together, at the east
ern exit of the Meseş Gates. Ortelec is the sarne with Ziloc from GH, 
c. 22, burned during the Pecheneg invasion of 1068.77 

Recently, two more early medieval fortresses were identified at 
Şimleul Silvaniei (Sălaj County), in the points known as "Cetate" 
and "Observator." The first one was superposed by a 13m century 
castle, which destroyed mast of the previous evidence. However, the 
pottery indicates human occupation since the second half of the 
1Qth century. In the second site, the discoveries suggest too the exis
tence of a fortification with palisade from the lOm-11"' centuries. 78 

This pair of fortifications was located west of the Meseş Gates, 
symmetrically with Moigrad and Ortelec. 

The fortress from Zalnoc (Sălaj County) belonged perhaps to the 
same fortification system. Located at the western exit of the Meseş 
Gates, it could be identified with Solnoc, the seat of a county. lts 
shape presents analogies with Dăbâca. No excavations have been con
ducted so far. 79 

This group of fortresses (Moigrad, Ortelec, Şimleul Silvaniei, per
haps Zalnoc) was placed at the eastern edge of the territory ascribed 
to Menwnorout, and we can suppose that they belonged to this poli
ty, whose center was the fortress of Bihor (Biharea).8° From the typo
logical and chronological points of view, they are similar with Dăbâca 
and Cluj-Mănăştur, but they were not included in the sarne duchy. 
The Meseş Gates were a natural frontier between Crişana and the 
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"land beyond the forests." The fortification of the access point was 
required by the salt traffic. The document from 1067 that attested 
for the first time Sălacea (Zoloch) as a transit point calls this road 
magna via. 81 Sălacea, like Zalnoc ( Solnoc) and Zalău, was located on 
one of the roads that linked the Transylvanian salt mi nes with Central 
Europe, a route that followed the Roman road between Porolissum 
(Moigrad) in Dacia and Aquincum (Budapest) in Pannonia. The 
Roman roads often remained in use in the Middle Ages. The place
names Sălacea (recorded since 1067 as Zoloch) and Solnoc are derived 
from the Slavic sol = "salt," just like the Hungarian so. 82 A royal store
house and a customs point were located at Sălacea in the Middle 
Ages.83 

The salt traffic explains the presence in this area of a type of 
artifacts that testify to commercial relations with a remote area. In 
the inhumation cemetery unearthed south of Zalău, quite clase to 
the Moigrad fortress, they found, among other pieces, a half-moon 
shaped earring typical for the Kăttlach culture, present in Croatia, 
Slovenia and Austria in the 9'h- lQth centuries. On the basis of this 
object, the small cemetery was dated in the lO'h century, perhaps in 
the last part of the 9m century. 84 The Kăttlach earrings are very rare 
in Transylvania, Crişana and Banat (Deta, Timiş County,85 Sălacea, 
Bihor County),86 and almost absent in Hungary (the single piece was 
found at Tape, near Szeged, on the salt road along the Mureş River).87 

The earring from Sălacea comes from a cemetery dated at the end 
of the 9m century, consisting of 12 inhumation graves, namely, from 
the double grave no. 4. The anthropological study of the skeletons 
indicated that the dead people from this grave were western Slavs
a fact that agrees with the origin of the earring. 88 No archaeologi
cal research is available for the skeletons from Zalău. The presence 
of these foreigners and the penetration of objects specific to the 
Kăttlach culture can be explained by the position of both cemeter
ies on a much circulated salt road. 89 

In conclusion, the fortification system around the Meseş Gates 
was built in the lOm century, but by the duchy centered at Biharea, 
in order to defend the salt road that linked the Transylvanian salt 
mines area with Pannonia. 

The following table presents the chronology of the fortresses that 
could be contemporary with the events described in GH: 
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Periodization Dăbâca 
Cluj-

Şirioara Moi grad Ortelec 
Şimleu I 

Mănăştur Silvaniei 

9" c. - first Stage I, Phase I(?) Phase I No No No 
half of the phase 1 (?) 

10" c. (?) 

Second half Stage I, Phase I Phase I Yes Yes Yes 
of the 10" c. phase 2 
(Bjelo Brdo I) 

1002-1068 Stage li Phase li Phase li Yes Yes Yes 
(Bjelo Brdo li) 

1068-12'h c. Stage III Phase III Phase III No No 
(Bjelo Brdo li) (monastery) 

The building of the fortifications in this northern part of Tran
sylvania was considered the result of Moravian influence. 90 The fortress
es of Dăbâca, Ortelec and Şirioara display indeed similarities with 
the Burgwall-type Moravian fortresses, but there is no clear evidence 
for their building before the downfall of Svatopluk's state (907). Such 
analogies do not necessarily mean a Moravian presence, since simi
lar contemporary fortresses are known in areas certainly not domi
nated by Moravia (for instance, in Bukovina). 

The Moravian state expanded quite late in the areas clase to Tran
sylvania, narnely in 881 or 882, when its King Svatopluk defeated 
Bulgaria. The resuit was the expansion of Svatopluk's rcalm in the 
region between the Danube and the Tisza.91 It was supposed that 
Moravia alsa acquired "the left-bank along the Middle-Tisza territory 
including the salt route on the lower Maros River," an area called 
"unbaptized Moravia" by Constantine Porphyrogenitus, whose posi
tion is defined by the rivers mentioned in De Administrando Imperio, 
chapter 40.92 This would mean that the western Banat and Crişana 
were included in Moravia, but we cannot be sure about that. No arti
facts testifying a Moravian influence were found until now in these 
regions, although many 9m century settlements and funeral sites were 
researched. The single fact that can suggest the extension of Mora via 
in Crişana is the narne of ruler Menumorout. 

Even if it is not yet proven that the fortresses from Dăbâca, Cluj
Mănăştur and Şirioara were erected in the 9'h century,93 it is still 
possible that this fact happcned before the first penetration of the 
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Hungarians in Transylvania, if this event occurred in the 930s. In 
tllis case, maybe the first phase of stage I from Dăbâca represented 
the levei that existed before the Hungarian attack against Gelou, and 
the fortress was completed (phase 2) after the establishment of the 
rulership of a Hungarian chieftain over the hillfort. This second phase 
did nat follow after a destruction. Another conclusion is that the res
idence of Gelou cannot be identified with Dăbâca because its loca
tion does nat match the description from GH, while the fortress from 
Cluj-Mănăştur was only a place of refuge. In this case, where could 
tllis residence have been located? 

5. Castrum Clus 

From GH it results that Gelou retreated toward a fortress located on 
the banks of the Someş River. He was heading towards Cluj ( GH 
tells he was killed near the Căpuş River, mast likely at Gilău-the 
place that inherits his name). This means that the castrum of Gelou 
should be searched somewhere around Cluj, nat at Dăbâca, a fortress 
which is nat located on the Someş. The discovery of the fortress from 
Cluj-Mănăştur macle some researchers argue that this was the resi
dence ofGelou (or one ofthem).94 As we have seen, the fortress from 
Cluj-Mănăştur could be dated in the time of Gelou, in the first half 
of the 10"' century. The problem is that this site was only a refuge 
place that cannot be considered the residence of a ruler. 

The medieval documents recorded since 1173 a fortress called 
castrum Clus. 95 This is the future city of Cluj, but the precise location 
is disputed. Some identified it with the fortress from Cluj-Mănăştur,96 

but this is nat possible, because castrum Clus was mentioned at the 
same rime with the Benedictine monastery existing there.97 It is more 
likely that the fort was located in the valley, in the narrow place 
between the hills on both sides of the Someşul Mic. 98 The name Clus 
speaks exactly about this closure of a way. Severa! medieval place
names are derived from clusa (or clausura), which means "fortifica
tion or gate that closes an access route.'>99 However, the etymology 
Lat. clusa > Rom. Cluj, Hung. Ko/,ozs was denied by N. Drăganu, 
who proposed as a root the Slavic persan name .Kl,us (diminutive 
of Nicolaus). 100 Whatever the etymology, it is certain that the Romanian 
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name Cluj transmitted an ancient name, nat borrowed from 
Hungarian ( otherwise, it would have been Co/oşoara). 101 

A new hypothesis was expressed by Virgil Ciocîltan. Taking in
to account the existence of a Muslim population in Hungary and 
Transylvania in the ll "'-13"' centuries (Chalisi or Busurmani), he 
connected the name Colos, Clus with the Arabian word khalis ("illus
trious," "bright"), borrowed by the Hungarians. 102 However, this 
supposition is nat able to explain the existence of many medieval 
geographical names derived from Lat. clus that are obviously relat
ed with narrow and defended places, in Hungary and elsewhere. 

Architect Paul Niedermaier103 studied the topographic evolu
tion of medieval Cluj, reaching the conclusion that the so-called 
"ancient town" (Ovar) from the area of the present day Museurn 
ofHistory is the same with cartrum Clus. Its enclosure, partially iden
tified, reused the walls of the Roman camp that existed here before 
the establishrnent of the municipium of Napoca, in the north-west
ern corner of the Roman city perimeter. 104 Kurt Horedt105 agreed and 
developed this idea, supposing that the residence of Gelou was in the 
area ofthe former Roman city of Napoca. In the following subchapter 
we will see that another Roman city, Apulum, becarne in the same 
10"' century the center of another polity. 

Supporting evidence for the location of the residence of Gelou at 
Cluj could be provided by the Old Hungarian graves, contemporary 
with the events described in GH. They belonged to the warriors who 
conquered Cluj. The fact that this cemetery was found at Cluj, and 
nat at Dăbâca, suggests that Cluj was the center of the duchy. 

Finally, the location of this residence in the valley and nat on 
the hill could be explained by its function: the defence and the con
trol of the salt road that crossed the narrow place between the hills. 
Only in the valley was this control possible, which rneant in fact tak
ing customs taxes for the salt. This was the source and the reason 
of the power of the duchy ruled by Gelou, which included the salt 
rnines from Ocna Dejului, Sic, Cojocna, and Turda. The establish
ment of a polity in northern Transylvania reflected the control over 
the salt road. On this road, Cluj was a strategic point. 

In conclusion, we sustain the idea advanced by Kun Horedt, that 
the residence of Gelou was at Cluj-Napoca. Unfonunately, the ex
cavations (hindered by the present buildings) did nat provide until 
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now useful evidence for this. For this reason, Petru Iambor expressed 
serious doubts about the supposition advanced by Kurt Horedt. 106 

6. The duchy 

The duchy ruled by Gelou was located in the basin of the Someşul 
Mic River. Its exact surface cannot be established, but it was not 
very large. Mast probably, it included the present Cluj County and 
some parts of the neighboring counties Sălaj, Bistriţa-Năsăud, and 
Mureş. The fortress from Şirioara was perhaps on the north-east
ern !imit of the duchy, if it really belonged to it. The borders of 
the duchy are defined by the place-names coming from the linear for
tifications made of wood, earth and stane called indagines, inherit
ed and developed by the Hungarians after the conquest. Access 
through these lines was possible via defended gates, called kapu 
(Vaskapu, Copus) in Hungarian, or, in Romanian p011i (transcribed 
Porcz in the Hungarian documents). 107 The power of the duke was 
exerted not only over the people, but alsa over the salt mines from 
Turda, Ocna Dejului, Cojocna, and Sic. The salt was transported 
by road to Pannonia, along the Someş valley and through the Meseş 
Gates. No residence and no church that could be ascribed to this 
duchy were yet found. The fortified settlement from Dăbâca was ini
tially a refuge place that acquired the status of a residence only in the 
second stage. 

According to GH, the duchy was peopled by Romanians and 
Slavs. lbis assertion was nat repeated for the polities from Banat and 
Crişana. The Anonymous Notary did so because he was aware that 
only this duchy was ruled by a Romanian. Radu Popa remarked that 
only for Gelou "we find in this source a reason for the discussion 
about the existence of a Romanian polity around 900."108 

Which were the circumstances that made possible the emergence 
of this duchy? The victories of the Frankish armies over the Avars 
in the late 8"' century opened a new era in the history of Central 
Europe. The qaganate was divided between the Frankish Empire and 
Bulgaria; new Slavic peoples and polities came into being in the 
peripheral regions free from Avarian control (Moravia, Croatia, 
and Serbia). The history of the Middle Danubian basin in the <}'11 cen-
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tury will be the history of the shifting power balance between the 
Frankish Empire, Bulgaria, and Moravia (a new state born on one 
of the former fringes of the Avarian qaganate). 

The subjection of the local sedentary population of Slavic and 
Romance origin by the Avarian masters meant the payment of a trib
ute, but nat only. There are some indications that a local military 
force appeared in gm century Transylvania within the Avarian qaganate. 
The cooperation of Slavic chieftains with the Avars is attested else
where (especially in Slovakia). In Transylvania, two spurs dated in 
the gm century (found at Şura Mică and Medişoru Mare) 109 could tes
tify to the existence of a military force that was nor of Avarian ori
gin (the Avars did nat use spurs), but still under Avarian control. 
Both sites are located near salt mines (Ocna Sibiului and Praid). The 
end of the Avarian domination brought freedom to these small 
local chieftains, but for a short rime, because southern Transylvania 
entered under another domination, the Bulgarian one. 

The same Bulgarian domination was extended in the lower Tisza 
basin andin Banat, after the end of the Avarian qanate (see chap
ter I. 2.). Downstream on the Danube, Bulgaria occupied another 
region. The precise date when an area from Wallachia came under 
the Bulgarian domination is nat known, but it certainly happened 
before 813, when Krum deported there thousands ofprisoners taken 
from Adrianople and Macedonia. The Byzantine sources recorded 
that they were settled in the so-called "Bulgaria beyond the Danube."110 

The location of this territory caused many discussions that cannot 
be detailed here. The right solution was given by the archaeologi
cal evidence: 9'h century artifacts of Byzantine urban origin (clay 
water pipes, bricks, and a kind of pottery specific for the Byzantine 
towns) were found especially in severa! points west and north-west 
of Olteniţa, but alsa in other places from Wallachia. They can be 
ascribed only to these Byzantine people moved north of the Danube, 
on the road to the salt mines of the present day Prahova and Buzău 
Counties. Similar objects were found în some places near the mouth 
of Siret River, the final destination of other salt roads. The brick 
fortress of Slon (Prahova County) was built for Bulgaria by these 
Byzantines resettled beyond the Danube. The fortress was located in 
the Prahova salt area to defend the Tabla Buţii pass (an important 
gateway to Transylvania). 111 The North-Danubian territories from 
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Wallachia and southern Moldavia were conquered for the salt resour
ces (vital for any medieval society), but also for strategic reasons (de
fence against the Khazars, and later against the Hungarians and 
the Byzantine outpost installed at the Danube's mouths). The By
zantine sources show that this North-Danubian region was ruled 
by its own commanders, but their control was not very strong. 
The prisoners escaped quite easily in 838, because the Bulgarian 
forces were weak. 112 

This westward expansion implies that Transylvania was also at 
the core of the Bulgarian interests at least since the reign of Omurtag. 
Bulgaria had the same reason as the Avars to master this territory: 
the salt (and perhaps gold) resources. An extension ofthe Bulgarian 
control over Transylvania, a land so rich in salt, was the natural 
continuation of this expansionist policy. If Bulgaria mastered the 
Tisza-Mureş confluence, it can be supposed that the Mureş valley 
was a way of penetration toward Transylvania. 

The main argument for a Bulgarian domination in Transylvania 
is given by an event occasioned by the Frankish-Moravian wars. In 
892, Emperor Arnulf asked the Bulgarian Tzar Vladimir to stop 
the salt export to Moravia. This was a condition of the new alliance 
treaty. 113 To be effective, this embargo required the existence of 
total Bulgarian control over the salt resources in the areas close to 
Moravia, otherwise the German demand would have been mean
ingless. Of course, the salt was transported from Transylvania, which 
suggests that this region was controlled by Bulgaria. Some histori
ans thought that Bulgaria was able to set this embargo only because 
it exerted control over the mouth of the Tisza, or over its middle val
ley.114 This opinion ignores the fact that even in this case the Moravians 
could have received salt, by the road that reached Slovakia along 
the Someş valley and via Szolnok. We consider that only a Bulgarian 
domination over the Transylvanian salt mines could explain the clause 
included in the treaty of 892. 115 

The Bulgarian domination over the salt mines area is illustrated 
by archaeological facts. The fine gray polished pottery discovered 
in some 9th century sites concentrated around Alba-Iulia (Alba
Iulia,116 Blandiana,117 Câlnic,118 Sânbenedic,119 Sebeş) 120 indicates the 
existence of a cultural enclave (this pottery is not specific for the 
rest of the Transylvanian cemeteries and settlements, but is common 
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in the Lower Danubian area, where it is known as the Dridu B type). 
A similar pottery was alsa found in the south-eastern corner ofTran
sylvania, at Poian and Cernat, but in small quantities. 121 

The "runic" inscriptions made on some stones at Ditrău (Harghita 
County) are not necessarily of Bulgarian origin,122 since they could 
have been made by the Szeklers, who possibly inherited perhaps 
the Ttirkic runic script, 123 and who were alsa influenced by the 
signs used by Romanians on tallies. Simon of Keza noted that the 
Szeklers had learned their writing from the Romanians (Blacki) .124 

In fact, it is possible that the Hungarian chronicler had in mind 
nota real writing, but a tally script used by the shepherds. A Romanian 
ethnographer found significant analogies between the Szekler inscrip
tions and the signs used by the shepherds on their tallies. 125 Similar 
signs were alsa found on rocks from other places, including north
ern Moldavia, which suggests they were not necessarily Bulgarian. 126 

In the Transylvanian sites presented above researchers alsa found 
amphoroidal jugs, specific for the Dridu culture, but not for the Sal
tovo-Majack culture, which is alsa defined by the same gray pot
tery. This means that the settlements from Transylvania belonged 
to the Dridu culture. Severa! archaeologists have emphasized that the 
presence of the fine gray polished pottery and especially of the am
phoroidal jugs into an isolated area in Transylvania testifies to the 
penetration of the Dridu culture in that area. 127 

Contrary to a quite common idea, the Dridu culture was not 
spread al! over Romania, because the B type pottery was not found 
in Moldavia or in mast parts ofTransylvania. Only the existence of 
this type defines this culture, because the A type (with carved dec
orations) is a local form of the Donau-'JYpus pottery. 128 The Dridu 
culture was specific for the Lower Danubian area. Its sources were 
Roman, Slavic and Protobulgarian, but the resuit was a poliethnic 
culture, under the influence of the Byzantine civilization. The Dridu 
culture was not Romanian or Bulgarian. lt was the archaeological 
expression of a certain levei of civilization and economic life, spread 
in the area where the products of the pottery workshops located in 
the lower Danubian area could penetrate. This is the reason why this 
pottery was not found south of the Balkan Mountains (where the 
Byzantine influence was much stronger and the economy was bet
ter developed). We consider that the penetration of the pottery 
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produced in the Lower Danubian area into a well-defined area around 
Alba-Iulia (and to a lesser extent in south-eastern Transylvania) could 
demonstrate clase contacts with Bulgaria. Both areas belong to the 
regions with a high density of salt mines. 

Two cemeteries found at Ciumbrud and Orăştie are very signif
icant for the problem of the Lower Danubian influences in this 
central part of Transylvania. The cemetery from Ciumbrud con
sists of 32 W-E oriented graves, set in rows. The inventory includ
ed earrings, pendants, beads, knives, but not pottery or weapons. 129 

The argument for the Moravian origin of the people buried at 
Ciumbrud was the similarity between some earrings found in the 
graves and a kind of earrings said to be specific for the Moravian 
sites. Based on this archaeological evidence, many researchers inferred 
that the Ciumbrud cemetery belonged to a Moravian colony set
tled here for the salt traffic or to a group of refugees, expelled from 
Mora via because of their faith or as a consequence of the Hungarian 
inroads. 130 

When the Ciumbrud cemetery was published, the knowledge 
about the Moravian earrings was not well developed. The Nitra type 
(which is indeed a clase analogy for the Ciumbrud pieces) had not 
yet been defined by B. Chropovsky (in 1962). More recent studies 
have shown that the so-called Nitra type earrings were indeed pro
duced in the area around Nitra, but their models were borrowed from 
northern Serbia. They are different from the usual adornments found 
in northern Moravia and Slovakia and, as supposed by Tatiana Ste
fanovieovâ, they could indicate an immigration of a southern Slavic 
group in the Nitra area, sometime in the second half of the 9"' cen
tury; after the troubles occasioned by the expansion ofMoravia under 
Svatopluk. 131 The analogies between the Nitra earrings and several 
pieces found in northern Serbia (Vinea, Kurvingrad, Prahova) were 
alsa remarked long ago, and explained as the resuit of the cultural 
unity shaped by the Great Moravian state. 132 Other earrings of the 
Nitra type were found in cemeteries from Wallachia (Obârşia Nouă, 
Sultana), Moldavia (Arsura, Răducăneni), and Bulgaria (Trojan, 
Galice). m This shows that the earrings discovered at Ciumbrud 
are not necessary Moravian imports. They belong to a cultural area 
that included Bulgaria and Greater Moravia, two areas influenced by 
the same Byzantine civilization. For this reason some researchers con-
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sider that the cemetery of Ciumbrud is Bulgarian, not Moravian, and 
that the earrings testify to a Bulgarian influence. 134 The anthropo
logical analysis indicated that mast of the skeletons were of Medi
teranoid type, 135 which fits better with a Lower Danubian origin. 

A similar cemetery was found at Orăştie-Dealul Pemilor, point 
X8. Ten inhumation graves with a W-E orientation were found in 
the excavations dane in 1991-1994. The bones were so badly pre
served that an anthropological analysis was not possible. Only the 
inventory can suggest the gender and the age of some skeletons. Seven 
graves have an inventory, consisting ofbronze lock-rings (KDpftchmuck
ringe), glass beads, silver earrings, lead and bronze pendants, bronze 
necklaces, and an iron knife. 136 The chronology and the typology 
of the lock-rings show that the cemetery was used in the 9m centu
ry, by a population that had relations with the area of the Kăttlach 
culture, i.e. with the West Slavic environment. The inventory pres
ents many similarities with that of the Ciumbrud cemetery, and for 
this reason the excavators called their discovery a "necropolis of 
the Ciumbrud type." The mast interesting pieces are five silver ear
rings, found together in grave number 7 (the richest in the ceme
tery). They have hammered crescent pendants with small ovoicţ sub
pendants. This type of earrings is in the Byzantine fashion (evolved 
from the earrings with a star-shaped pendant), but it was found in 
many sites in the area of Moravia. Similar earrings are alsa known at 
Ciumbrud, but alsa at Sultana. As well as those from Orăştie, they 
were hammered and not cast, like the crescent-shaped earrings typ
ical for the Kăttlach culture. 137 

Such crescent-type earrings were alsa found in the cemetery Alba
Iulia II, 138 a site defined by a significant presence of the fine gray pol
ished pottery and by a large amount of graves with Christian fea
tures. These earrings were associated with the pottery of Lower 
Danubian fashion, not present in Moravia or Slovakia. The Dridu 
B pottery coexisted with crescent-type earrings in the 9m century 
cemetery Alba-Iulia II. In the same cultural group we can include 
the cemetery of Ghirbom-Gruiul Măciuliilor, dated in the 9m cen
tury on the basis of the gold earrings that can be included in the Nitra 
type.139 

Another artifact specific for the Lower Danubian area but alsa 
for Moravia is the lead interlaced circular pendant. These pendants 
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were found at Ciumbrud and Orăştie. 140 Another one comes from 
Berghin (near the cemetery of Ghirbom-Gruiul Măciuliilor). This 
kind of pendants was used between the 9t11 and the 11 th century, most
ly in north-eastern Bulgaria. The new piece from Berghin seems to 
be later than those from Ciumbrud and Orăştie, because its orna
mentation indicates a relationship with the pieces dated in the last 
decades of the lQth century and in the 11 m century. 141 Even so, the 
pendant from Berghin suggests that the contacts between the area 
around Alba-Iulia and the Lower Danubian region continued after 
the restoration of the Byzantine administration. 

The earrings and pendants found around Alba-Iulia indicate 
the inclusion of this area into a space of cultural exchanges that en
compassed the Lower Danubian region and Moravia. The circula
tion of these prestige goods in all these areas was a consequence of 
the trade that link.ed them, namely, the salt trade. The above-men
tioned salt embargo affected a significant amount of this trade and, 
therefore, an outcome that meant exchange of other goods. 

The sites that provided artifacts with Bulgarian analogies can 
be ascribed to a population originated from Bulgaria or with strong 
relations with this kingdom. 142 However, it is highly probable that 
Bulgaria exerted its domination with the help of the local population 
paying tribute, Romanian and Slavic. This indirect control seems 
tobe a general feature for all the North-Danubian regions dominated 
by Bulgaria. It involved the delegation of the power to subjected 
or allied populations settled in the peripheral areas. Some researchers 
consider that the North-Danubian territories were ruled by a kind 
of governors that enjoyed a certain autonomy (for instance, Glad). 143 

The same could be true for Transylvania. 
The pair of9th century Frankish spurs from Tărtăria (Alba County) 

were nat necessary brought from Mora via; 144 they belong to a group 
of pieces arrived in Transylvania from the eastern Frankish posses
sions, just like the Kottlach type earrings from Sălacea and Zalău. 145 

The same grave discovered at Tărtăria included weapons of Frank.ish 
origin: a sword, a spearhead and a javelin head. 146 The grave was 
located a few kilometers from the settlement of Blandiana. Other 
9t11 century spurs were found in the settlement from Iernut (Mureş 
County), together with horse gear and weapons and, very signifi
cantly, with pottery made on the fast wheel. 147 It must be said that 
Iernut is nat tao far from another salt area ( the mines of Praid and 
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Ocland). This association between salt mines and spurs is significant 
for the relation between salt trade and warfare. 148 We have already 
seen that a local military elite appeared in Transylvania during the 
Avarian domination. These sedentary warriors introduced the use of 
spurs. After the Bulgarian expansion, they turned to the new mas
ters, preserving their position and military skills. The Frankish spurs 
were imported in this area as a consequence of the good Frankish
Bulgarian relations. The grave from Tărtăria can be ascribed to one 
of those warriors who defended the salt road on the Mureş valley. 
It seems that a control point was established between Blandiana 
and Tărtăria. 149 

The center of the Bulgarian Transylvanian enclave was the for
mer Roman city of Apulum (Alba-Iulia), where two cemeteries with 
graves dated in the 9m and lO'h centuries (Alba-Iulia II and Iuliu 
Hossu Street150

), and a settlement from the same period were resear
ched. Around this center are concentrated other cemeteries with 
graves that respected the Christian rite (Blandiana A, Ciumbrud, 
Orăştie, Sebeş), which represent another group than the Mediaş type 
of cemeteries, defined by the prevalence of cremation. 151 These ceme
teries can he seen as a distinct cultural group, called by us Alba
Iulia-Ciumbrud. Unlike K. Horedt and R. R. Heitel, we consid
er that the cemetery from Ciumbrud can be included in the same 
group with Alba-Iulia II and Blandiana A, although it has no 
pottery. 

The survival of the Roman fortress wall at Apulum was the rea
son why this place became the center of the polity. The street net
work of the Roman city was alsa preserved 152 in the settlement dated 
between the second half of the 9m century and the first decades of 
the 1Qth century, located inside the former camp and which yielded 
a large amount of Dridu B type pottery. lts cemetery (Alba-Iulia 
II) includes many graves with Christian features. The mast inter
esting discovery from Alba-Iulia is the round chapel or baptisteri
um (rotonda), identified underneath the 12m century church during 
excavations macle by Radu R. Heitel. This monument shows the exis
tence of a power center, whatever the ethnic origin of its ruler. 153 lt 
was ascribed first to the Byzantine mission carried out in 948 by 
Bishop Hierotheos, but we have shown that the area where he prea
ched was located elsewhere, which means that the monument from 
Alba-Iulia could have had another origin. Taking into account the 
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Frankish model of this kind of chapel and the archaeological con -
text, 154 the building of the monument could also be placed in the 
9"' century, during the Bulgarian domination. 

The old Romanian narne of Alba-Iulia was Bălgrad. lt was sup
posed that this narne of Slavic origin was given because the ancient 
ruins macle of white stone still existed in the Early Middle Ages. 155 

Of course, this can be true, but we know that other such Roman 
ruins were still visible (for instance, at Sarmizegetusa) and they were 
not called in the sarne way. Nobody thought umil now that a rela
tion can be established between this narne and the other Belgrade, 
the former Singidunum. Belgrade was in the 9m century a Bulgarian 
border town. If we admit that the Transylvanian Bălgrad also belonged 
to Bulgaria, then we can suppose that this pair of narnes is nota coin
cidence. The color white can refer to the position of the cities, because 
for the Tiirkic populations, the West was symbolized by this color. 156 

The Bulgarians continued to preserve Tiirkic traditions and insti
tutions even after their Christianization. Our opinion is that both 
fortresses received their narne because they were placed in the west
ern corners of the Bulgarian state. 

The Transylvanian Bălgrad was the residence of the ruler who 
exerted power on behalf of Bulgaria. lt is possible that this power 
center emerged just after the breakdown of the Avarian qaganate, 
as a polity organized by the local Romanian and Slavic population, 
subjected by Bulgaria after some time, most probably in the 830s. 157 

The Mureş River was the northern !imit of the territory domi
nated by Bulgaria in Transylvania. 158 The most advanced point was 
perhaps Ocna-Mureş, the salt mine located near the Ciurnbrud ceme
tery. There is a significant concentration of Old Bulgarian place-narnes 
in the area between Mureş and the Southern Carpathians. 159 A small 
creek called Preslav on the territory of Ohaba village160 is located just 
a few kilometers east of the cemeteries ofBerghin and Ghirbom. This 
unusual place-narne that recalls the narne of the Bulgarian capital was 
therefore preserved in the area that yielded artifacts with close Bulgari
an analogies. The cemetery and the settlement from Blandiana are 
located in a place called Ţeligrad or Ţiligrad, whose narne comes from 
the Old Slavic word celi "whole." The sarne place-narne is attested in 
two other cases in Transylvania, near the medieval fortress of Cetatea 
de Baltă and at Dăbâca. 161 We do not know why the inhabitants gave 
this name to the hill of Blandiana, since no fortress exists there. 
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Map 5. The fortresses from north-western Transylvania 
and the Alba-lulia-Ciumbrud group 
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However, the existence of a name derived from the Slavic word 
that means "fortress" suggests that the settlement was considered 
quite important in the period when the name was given. 

lt results that the Bulgarian domination was not extended 
to the region ascribed by GH to the Romanian ruter Gelou. lt 
was remarked that Gelou "has no master and no relation with some
body else, and he did not come for elsewhere.m62 This results from 
GH, c. 24-27, and there is no reason to doubt this conclusion, which 
is corroborated by what we know about the limits of the territory 
dominated by Bulgaria. As we pointed out in chapter III. I, the 
Anonymous Notary said that Gelou was adominus (dominium tenebat). 
This can be interpreted as sovereignty over the people and the ter
ritory. ( Only Arpad is also referred to as dominus.) The author of GH 
wished to give thus some legitimacy to Tuhunun, considered by him 
the rightful successor of Gelou. The title of dominus was used for sov
ereign rulers, but we cannot assume that it also reflected the medieval 
Romanian institution (domn, derived from Lat. dominus), although 
it is possible that Gelou was indeed calleddomn by his subjects. Under 
these circumstances, the assertion that Gelou had no good fighters 
(c. 25) could mean that his vassals abandoned him, and that the army 
remained only with the common peasants, less equipped with wea
pons. 163 

The analysis of the data recorded by GH in comparison with other 
sources and with the archaeological finds allowed us to prove that 
a Romanian and Slavic polity emerged in the region of the Someşul 
Mic valley, around Cluj, sometimes in the 9"' century. Its birth and 
development were made possible by the salt traffic. This free terri
tory was perhaps inhabited by what Alfred the Great called "Dacians," 
in his geographical description written in 890: "east of the coun
try of Carinthia, beyond the wilderness [ westenne, 164

] is Bulgaria, and 
east ofit is Greece; and east of Moravia is the Vistula country, and 
east ofit are the Dacians, who were formerly Goths.m6s Of course, 
this population was not the same with the ancient Dacian one. The 
name was geographic, and it was given by the author according to 
its source, Orosius. The existence of a distinct "Dacian" polity results 
from the explanation provided by Alfred: "the Dacians, who were 
formerly Goths. "166 For the early medieval authors, such ethnic labels 
reflect the rule over a territory and not the population itself. If the 
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Goths were the masters in the time of Orosius, things changed in the 
age of Alfred. The new masters are called with the old name of the 
province. 

The Anonymous Notary stated that the population of the duchy 
ruled by Gelou consisted of Romanians and Slavs. There is no rea
son to doubt this. A discussion about the presence of the Romanians 
in north-western Transylvania before the first Hungarian conquest 
requires the examination of the toponymy of the Someşul Mic ba
sin and of the neighboring areas. 

The Daco-Roman ian continuity cannot be proved-as many still 
believe-by archaeological finds without the support of other kinds 
of arguments. Contemporary archaeological theories emphasize that 
any attempt to distinguish ethnic features in artifacts should consider 
that the association between an object and an ethnic labei is in 
mast cases uncertain or even impossible. 167 For Transylvania, 168 the 
debate on the ethnic labels of the archaeological material concerns 
especially the pottery dated between the 7m and the 10"' century. In 
fact, we already saw that what the Romanian archaeologists are 
calling "the Dridu A type of pottery'' is a local variant of the ceram
ics made on the slow wheel, spread all over Central and Eastern 
Europe since the sm century (theDonau-1Jpus), which continues late 
Roman types. In no way can this pottery be associated with a·sin
gle ethnic group. 169 In Transylvania, just like in other regions of pres
ent-day Romania, it can be ascribed to any sedentary population, but 
nat to a particular group ( Slavs or Romanians). 

Small objects of Byzantine origin, like earrings or buckles, are 
spread over the same large area and are nat useful for ethnic iden
tification, unless they were brought here from elsewhere, by Avars 
or Hungarians. The Christian objects can indicate the presence of 
the Romanized population, but they disappear in Transylvania after 
the 7"' century. Only two Christian objects were found in 10"' cen
tury Transylvania: a pectoral cross from Dăbâca, a Byzantine import, 
whose date is nat sure (it can be from the 11"' century), and anoth
er bronze cross discovered in cemetery no. II from Alba-Iulia, dated 
in the lom century. 170 More suitable for ethnic identifications are 
the cemeteries, but even in this case the situation is delicate. The pre
ponderance of cremation graves and the small percentage of graves 
with a Christian orientation among those of inhurnation do nat fit 
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with the idea of a predominance of the Romance population in 
Transylvania. Mast cemeteries belong to the Mediaş group, a local 
variam of the funeral discovcries spread over large areas in Slavic 
Central Europe, 171 and there is no clear evidence for the existence 
of a non-Slavic population on the basis of the funeral rite or of the 
inventory of these graves frorn Transylvania. 

lt is very difficult, if not impossible, for archaeology to distin
guish between ethnic groups, if severa! peoples with similar civi
lization features inhabited the same territory. The presence of the Ro
manians in Transylvania should be investigated by other means. 
For instance, the association in the same area of archaeological arti
facts with telling features specific to that area, but absent in the 
rest of the region where the Romanian ethnogenesis is supposed 
to have taken place, can be significant for ethnic identification. The 
Roman technique of the fast wheel pottery, unknown to the Slavs 
who used the Donau-1Jpus, was preserved in Transylvania, Banat and 
Crişana (and occasionally in Oltenia and Wallachia) in 8"'-9"' century 
settlements. The recent researches of Ioan Stanciu seem to prove that 
this kind of pottery was made by the local population of Roman ori
gin.172 Long before him, Maria Comşa had observed that the conti
nuity of the Romance population explains the preservation of this 
superior ceramics. 173 The territory of the duchy ruled by Gelou is 
included in the region where this pottery was used in the 3rh_9m 
centuries. One ofthe sites with such cerarnics is Dăbâca. 174 Other set
tlements from the same area with significant amounts of pottery made 
on the fast wheel are: Ocniţa (Bistriţa-Năsăud County),175 Popeni
Cuceu (Sălaj County),176 and Suceag (west of Cluj-Napoca). In the 
latter, the pottery was associated with a star-shaped silver earring 
dated in the '?or 8"' century.177 Finally, a settlement dated in the 3m_9 ... 
centuries from the area of the former Roman camp of Potaissa (Tur
da) provided other such sherds. 178 

In the same area where this pottery was preserved are attested 
words of Latin origin like: ai < alium ("garlic"), arină < arena 
("sand"),pedestrn < pedester ("poor"),june < iuPenis ("young"),păcu
rar < pecorarius ("shepherd"), nea < niPis ("snow"), which are not 
used in other regions of Romania. They are concentrated on the ter
ritory of the former Roman Dacia, and this can reflect its continu
ous habitation. Such a coincidence can enforce the opinion that 
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the pottery macle on the fast wheel belonged to the Romance/Ro
manian population. 

Ali nonh-Danubian subdialects of the Daco-Romanian language 
originated in Transylvania, from where the speakers spread cen
trifugally. Based an this evidence, severa! scholars located an ethno
genesis kernel around the Western Carpathians, in Transylvania. 179 

This conclusion is very important for aur study, because it empha
sizes the role of the area around the Western Carpathians in the 
survival of Romanism in Transylvania. The Anonymous Notary's 
account about the Transylvanian Romanians concerns roughly the 
same area. Mast of the river names of Dacian or Latin origin inher
ited without a Slavic intermediate form are located in the west of 
Transylvania, Crişana and Banat: Griş, Timiş, Bârzava,Ampoi, Gălpâia 
(a village that recalls the rivername Gilpil, Crişul Negru), and per
haps Mureş, Someş and Olt. 

Within the area involved in GH, c. 24-27, the name Someş is 
ancient, recorded in the Roman period as a place-name, Samum (per
haps Căşei, Cluj County). Some researchers thought that the form 
preserved in Romanian displays Slavic features, 180 while others con
sidered that the derivation was macle directly from Dacian, because 
the ending -ş of the ancient river names from Transylvania and 
Wallachia could nat be explained by the Old Slavic language. 181 

Criş also has an ancient name, recorded by Jordanes (Grisia), and 
then by Constantine Porphyrogenitus (Kpicm;) .182 A village near Zalău, 
Gălpâia, bears a name similar to Gilpil, a river name attested by 
Jordanes, near Marisia and Grisia (Mureş and Crişul Repede or Crişul 
Negru). Io medieval documents, the name of the village is record
ed in forms closer to the ancient one: Galpuna or Gelponya. 183 Mureş 
is alsa attested by Jordanes and the Anonymous Geographer from 
Ravenna (8th century) asMarisia, a form that evolved intoMoriş (ren
dered by Constantine Porphyrogenitus as Mopfto~) .184 The form Moriş 
was the old Romanian one, reflected in the name Morisena, the 
residence of Achtum (Cenad). In the Western Carpathians, the ri
verAmpoi (alsa attested in the 13t11-14t11 centuries asAmpei) is alsa of 
ancient origin, Ampelum. 185 

There are alsa severa! place-names of undeniable Dacian or Latin 
origin in western Transylvania, nat recorded in ancient sources (Abrud, 
Albac, Ibru, Parâng, Cindrel). The mast ancient place-names were 
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preserved especially in the highlands. They outline a region bordered 
by the Western Carpathians, the Banat Mountains, Retezat, Făgăraş, 
Maramureş, Năsăud. 186 On the other hand, in the Western Carpathians, 
Haţeg, Poiana Ruscă, Sebeş, Cibin, Făgăraş, Rodna, Căliman, and 
Ţara Loviştei researchers identified ancient terraces for the cultiva
tion of wheat, which prove that the highlands were used for agri
culture by people settled in the same mountain areas. 187 Indeed, 
severa! archaeological finds come to confirm habitation in the high
lands, in the Western Carpathians, during the period discussed in this 
book. A kind of pottery of Roman origin and different from the com
mon ceramics also used by the Slavs (black and rough), dated in 
the 8"' and 9"' centuries, was found in the caves of Călăţea (Aştileu 
commune, Bihor County, on the Crişul Repede valley) and Sura 
de Mijloc (Crăciuneşti, Băiţa commune, Hunedoara County). 188 A 
fortification placed on a promontory of the Fărcaş ul Peak (elev. 1, 094 
m) was identified in the Gilău Mountains, in the Someşul Cald basin 
(Lăpuşteşti village). The promontory was strengthened with two 
defence ditches cut in the stane ( 4 m deep and 9 and 11 m wide). 
The excavations brought to light potherds from the Sth-9"' centuries, 
similar with that found in the caves. 189 We do not know when this 
fort was built, but it certain that it was used before the emergence of 
the duchy from the Someşul Mic basin. 

These facts are showing that discussing about continuity means 
to compare different kinds of evidence, from archaeology to linguistics 
and historical geography. The other problem is the need to change 
our view about continuity. There is no continuity without discon
tinuity.190 We agree with the theory expressed by linguist Alexan
dru Niculescu, about the so-called "mobile continuity'': a Romania 
antiqua, where the Romanized people survived, and whence Roma
nians spread in the Slavized areas. Romania antiqua was composed 
of several islands, the most important located in central and west
ern Transylvania. 191 This innovative outlook is more convincing than 
the usual statements about the Romanian continuity north of the 
Danube. Even so, we can conclude that the existence of the Romani
an population in the duchy described in GH, c. 24--27 can be con
sidered real. 

If north-western Transylvania was controlled by a polity devel
oped by the Romanian and Slavic inhabitants, the region south of 
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the Mureş entered under the domination of Bulgaria. The end ofthis 
Bulgarian domination was placed by some historians in the very 
moment of the Hungarian migration to Pannonia, 192 but this is impos
sible, since we saw that Alba-Iulia was conquered by Hungarians 
only after the 930s. 193 Ifthe Bulgarian territories from Wallachia sur
vived most probably uncii 971, those from Banat and Transylvania 
were !ost as a consequence of the Hungarian inroads started in 934. 
There is no evidence for the existence of local rulers subordinated 
to Bulgaria after Glad. 194 Both regions changed allegiance from south 
to west. It is true that the Bulgarians were still presented as the 
eastern neighbors of the Hungarians across the Danube in a pas
sage from De Administrando Imperio, c. 40, written around 950, 
but the date of the source used by Constantine Porphyrogenitus is 
not certain. For instance, it can be placed in 927, when a monk named 
Gabriel visited the Hungarians, 195 and when Bulgaria indeed stretched 
east of the Danube, in Banat and Transylvania. 

The recent idea expressed by a young Bulgarian scholar from 
the USA that the Hungarian chief established at Bălgrad accepted 
the Bulgarian sovereignty lacks supporting evidence. 196 He tried to 
extend as much as possible in space and time the Bulgarian domi
nation north of the Danube, sometimes with valid arguments, but 
sometimes with exaggerations. 197 More plausible seems tobe the 0pin
ion of F. Makk, who supposed that the local Bulgarian ruler from 
Bălgrad remained in power under Hungarian control (he located 
at Alba-Iulia the residence of Kean, the duke from the period of 
Stephen I, allied with Gyula). 198 A similar idea was put forward by 
G. Krist6: Kean was a ruler of Bulgarian origin from southern 
Transylvania, who became independent and who was subjected by 
Stephen I in 1003; on his territory the Alba County was organized. 199 

Anyhow, even ifthis Kean was indeed a duke somewhere in Tran
sylvania,200 this does not mean that his territory was still under the 
domination of Bulgaria. The campaign against Kean took place after 
the victory over Gyula. A more precise date is given by a 16m cen
tury Turkish chronicle based on older Hungarian sources: in the third 
year after the coronation of Stephen I, that is in 1003 or 1004. In 
this source, the ruler Kan is called "king of the Bulgarian province.m01 

The Hungarian conquest of the territory previously mastered 
by Bulgaria led to the penetration of the Bjelo Brdo culture in this 
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arca. The most important evidence comes, not surprisingly, from 
Alba-Iulia, where this culture is represented by the cemeteries Alba
Iulia III and Iuliu Hossu Street, located on the sites of previous 
necropolises.202 Other cemeteries dated in the same period were found 
at Blandiana (B),2°3 Orăştie-Dealul Pemilor point X2,204 and Deva.205 

They belonged to the people subjected to the Hungarian rulers 
settled at Alba-Iulia, before the conquest of King Stephen I, and con
tinued to be used after this event. 
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Conclusion 

One of the fiercest adversaries of the theory of the Romanian con
tinuity in Transylvania, Lajos Tamas, wrote in 1936: "Grace a une 
sorte de complicite tacite personne en Roumaine n'a encore songe de 
soumettre la chronique de l'Anonyme a un examen raisonne et cri
tique, leur attitude adopte a cet egard continue d'etre entachee des 
memes erreurs initiales qui, pour des raisons etrangeres a la sci
ence, en sont venues a se cristalliser en dogmes censes irrefutables."' 

Lajos Tamas was wrong, because some thorough studies·had 
already been published before 1936, by Dimitre Onciul and Nicolae 
Iorga. The latter, although a supporter of the theory of the Romanian 
continuity in Transylvania, shared a very criticai attitude toward GH, 
dismissing the data about Gelou and the other characters mentioned 
only în this source. Published în French în 1921, his study was ignored 
by Tamas. On the other hand, Lajos Tamas was right because the 
information about Romanians from GH was often seen as a kind 
of dogma by Romanian historians. Some books, especially written 
în the 1970-1980s, used it without any criticai enquiry (for instance, 
VoieJJodatul Transilvaniei, by Ştefan Pascu, 1971, or the first vol
ume of Istoria militam a poporului român, 1984). Today, this type 
of approach must disappear. The source should be carefully exarn
ined în order to distinguish what is real and what is forgery or dis
tortion. This was the purpose of aur book. 

What are the conclusions? The analysis of several fragments of 
GH has demonstrated that this work is generally credible, even if 
it ignores important events and characters and even if it makes so
me chronological mistakes. The reliable data is confirmed by the 
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archaeological evidence or by comparison with other written sources. 
One such element concerns the presence of Romanians in Pannonia 
in the age of the Hungarian conquest. But the most important con
clusion is that the account about the conquest of the "land beyond 
the forests" from c. 24-27 combines data taken from oral tradi
tions with invented facts. The inventions were introduced in order 
to legitirnize the rights of the Hungarian kings over Transylvania ( the 
conqueror and the oath taken by the local inhabitants). However, 
Gelou was a real persan and his name could be considered authen
tic. The real form of the name was Gelău or Gilău. 

The conquest of north-westem Transylvania by a Hungarian chief
tain during the 10"' century is confirmed by archaeology. The dis
covery in Cluj of a group of Old Hungarian graves of men, women 
and children shows that the conquerors first settled in this place. 
From Cluj, they advanced south, occupying the polity previously sub
jected to Bulgaria, centered at Alba-Iulia. Although Cluj is not men
tioned in GH, the relation suggests that the events took place in 
the vicinity of this city. In the same area we still find place-names that 
recall the names of the Hungarian chiefs Gyula and Zombor, and the 
place-name Gilău that recalls Gelou. The data from the c. 24-27 is 
generally confirmed by the archaeological researches. The residence 
of Gelou is not specified in GH, but the discoveries from Cluj 
could provide a clue for its location, in the ruins of the former Roman 
town of Napoca (ca.rtrum Clus). It cannot bea mere coincidence, 
as Istvan Bona believed. 2 

Our viewpoint on the chronology of the first Hungarian con
quest of Transylvania differs from the usual one, but it is not new. 
lt was first presented by Vasile Pârvan. We consider that the events 
occurred in the 930s. If our hypothesis is correct, then the fortress
es from Dăbâca, Cluj-Mănăştur and Şirioara could be dated during 
the period of Gelou. On the other hand, not a single one of them 
could be certainly dated to the 9"' century. The only certain fact is 
that the Romanians and the Slavs from the region of Cluj man
aged to develop a polity sometimes around 900, taking under their 
control the neighboring salt mines and the road toward the Meseş 
Gates. 
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Almus, 90 
Anastasius, 63 
Andrew 1, 21 
Andrew II, 19 
Arn of Salzburg, 71 
ArnulfofCarinthia, 39, 132 
Aromanians, 57 
Arpad, 22, 25-27, 32, 33, 37, 47-51, 82, 

85-93,95,97-100, 103, 104, 108, 
124, 140, 160 n. 62, 175 n. 43 

Arpadians, 21, 82, 92 
Asenids, 27, 33 
Athaulf, 63 
Attila (Athila), 17, 28, 45-51, 53, 54, 56, 

81,82,92 
Aurelianus, 57 
Avars,28,31,59,64,66--68,71-74,l05, 

117, 130--132, 137, 138, 141, 166 n. 
2, 178 n. 88, 186 n. 164 

Balkan Vlachs. See Aromanians 
Basil II, 35 
Bela (unknown king), 8, 15, 154 n. 3 
Bela I, 16 

Bela II, 16, 20 
Bela III, 16-18, 20 
Bela Iv, 16, 19, 20 
Bcreve, 78 
Berivoi, 78 
Bessi, 57 
Bisseni, 37. See a/so Pechenegs 
Bivia. See Buc 
Blachi, 9, 30--34, 40, 43, 45, 46, 48-51, 

54, 56, 57, 77, 81, 82. See a/so Ro
manians 

Blaci, 17, 18, 27, 30--34, 36, 40, 49, 56, 
83, 85, 87, 100, 101, 105. Seealso Ro
manians 

Blacki, 33, 46-48, 133. See a/so Romanians 
Blasi, 17, 30, 31, 33, 55, 56, 86, 87, 93. 

See a/so Romanians 
Blazi, 55, 56. See a/so Romanians 
Bloch, 31. See a/so Romanians 
Bohcmians (Boemi), 16, 22, 39, 40 
Borii, 19 
Boyta, 32, 33 
Bucna (Bucne), 85, 86, 88, 89 
Buc, 85, 86, 88, 89 
Bugat (Bogat), 97 
Bulaq, 31 
Bulgarians (Bulgarcs, Bulgari, Bulgars), 

16, 19,21,27-31,33-35,38-40,45, 
48, 50, 52, 53, 57, 81, 108, 119, 
131-13~ 135-13~ 140, 145, 158 
nn. 35 and 36, 159 n. 44, 161 n. 80, 
177 n. 82, 181n.68, 183 n. 115, 185 
nn. 133 and 143, 189 n. 197 
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Busurmani, 129, 183 n. 102 
Burura, Laurentius, 78 
Byzantines,30,34,35,57,63,131, 159 

n.44 

Cadusa, 26, 32, 33 
Carinthini, 40 
Caroldu, 88, 89, 94, ll8, 173 n. 4 
Carolingi (Korliazi), 51. See also Franks 
Chalisi, 129, 183 n. 102 
Chanad, 118. See also Sunad 
Charlcmagne, 71, 74 
Charles of Valois, 54, 55 
Charles Robert of Anjou, 55 
Ciad, 36 
Conrad, 26 
Constantine the Great, 62 
Constantine Vll Porphyrogenitus, 97 
Cezar( i). See Khazars 
Croats, 75 
Cumans (Cumani), 17, 19, 27, 32-34, 

86, 87, 93, 100, 101 
Cund (Cundu), 91, 92 
Cyril (Saint), 37 
Czcchs, 52 

Dacians, 57, 140 
Daco-Romanians, 34, 62, 77, 141, 143 
Dalmatians, 48 
Diocletianus, 60 
Dobuka, 118, 119 

Blcud, 91 
English, 51 
Ethclo. See Attila 
Etzcl, 17. See also Attila 
Eusee, 49 

Franks,28,37,51-53,59,66,68,71,72, 
75, 81, 130-132, 136, 137, 158 n. 
33, 185 n. 145, 186 n. 145 

Frcderick I, 17 
French. See Franks 
Friankove. See Gcnocse 

Gabriel (monk), 145 
Galicians, 51 
Galli, 74 

Gcla, 101 
Gclou (Gclău, Gelu, Gilău), 9, 10, 19, 22, 

25, 27, 30, 31, 37-40, 56, 85-90, 
92-95,99-104, 110, 113, 114, 116-
119, 124, 128-130, 140-142, 147, 
148, 175 n. 28, 176 n. 66, 177 n. 79, 
179 n. 3, 153 n. 6 

Genoese, 51 
Gepids (Gepidos), 63, 64, 74, 171 n. 88 
Germans, 32, 39, 50, 51, 63, 64, 72, 75, 

76, 107, 174 n. 15 
Gcula (Arpad's captain), 90, 91, 95, 97, 

173 n. 10, 174 n. ll, 175 n. 28 
Geula (baptizcd at Constantinople), 97, 

98, 175 n. 44 
Geula (son of Horea), 94, 95, 99, 104, 

112, 148, 176 n. 48 
Geula (uncie of Stephen I), 88, 89, 92-95, 

97-100, 102, 104, 116, 118, 123, 
145 

Geza, 17, 21, 22 
Giulea, 100 
Glad, 16, 22, 27, 30, 32-36, 40, 103, 136, 

145 
Goths, 62, 74, 140, 141, 171 n. 88 
Gotsclmus, 16 
Gratianus, 62 
Greeks (Grecos), 16, 29, 34, 35, 47, 48, 

52, 72, 153 n. 4. See also Byzantines 
Gyla. See Geula 
Gylas. See Geula 
Gyula. See Geula 
Gyulazombor, 94 

Henry of Saxony, 32 
Heraclius, 52 
Heruli, 60, 63 
Hierotheos, 97, 98, 137, 175 n. 47 
Honorius III, 36 
Horea, 85, 88, 89, 94, 95, 99, 104, 124 
Huba, 91 
Hungarians,7-10,16,17,19-21,24-26, 

28-39,45,47-57,62,68,74-77,81, 
82,85-87,89-95,97,99-101, 103-
105, 107-112, 115-124, 128-130, 
132, 134, 141, 145, 146, 148, 157 
n. 8, 158 n. 43, 166 n. 2, 174 nn. 15 
and 19, 178 n. 14, 182 n. 93 
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Hunor, 90 
Huns,46-48,50,53,56,62--64, 74,82, 

166 n. 2, 171 n. 88 

Illyrians, 61 
Ismaelitians, 38 
ltalians (ltali), 48, 51, 72, 74 

Jelech, 100 
John I Asen, 27 
John of Celeia, 70 
Jolig, 100 
Jula. See Geula 
Justinian, 60 

Kavars,34,37, 101, 108, 109, 117, 161 
n. 89 

Kean(Kan,Keanus),25,28,29,l45, 189 
nn. 198 and 200 

Keled (Cledinus), 36 
Khazars, 36, 37, 40, 52, 108, 123, 132, 

162 n. 91 
Kocel, 75 
Krum, 28, 131 
Kutrigurs, 66 

Lei, 92 
Leon (basilikos protospatharios), 30, 159 

n.49 
Leon VI, 30 
Liudevit, 75 
Liutpold of Carinthia, 39 
Lombards, 46, 63, 64, 66, 67, 74 
Lyakhs, 52 

Macedonians, 57 
Macrinus, 46, 56, 163 n. 7 
Magor, 90 
Magyars. See Hungarians 
Manuel, 36 
Marcianus, 63 
Matrhias Corvinus, 77 
Menas (Saint), 73 
Menumorout, 21, 22, 25-27, 36, 37,40, 

85, 103, 125, 127 
Messiani, 47, 48. See a/so Bulgarians 
Methodius (Saint), 37, 64, 75 
Mina, 73 
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Minain (Minnam). See Monanus 
Minas. See Menas 
Moglout, 94, 95 
Mojmir, 123, 124 
Mojslav, 123 
Monanus (Saint), 72, 73, 171 n. 82 
Moravians, 39, 52-54, 75, 124, 127, 132, 

134, 135, 185 n. 145 
More (family), 102 
More, Filip, 102 
More, Petrus, 102 
Morot, 50 
Morout, 38 

Negul, 78 
Noricians (Noricos), 51, 74. See a/so Slavs 

Ochtum (Ohtum). See Achtum 
Ogmand, 86 
Olachi (Olah, Olasz), 31, 34, 47, 49. See 

a/so Romanians 
Omurtag, 28, 132 
Onoguri, 174 n. 13. See a/so Hungarians 
Opaforcos, 86 
Osrrogoths, 63, 66 
Ougrians, 108 
Ound, 91 

Paeons (Paeoni), 57. See a/so Aromanians 
Pannonians (Pannoni, Pannonios, Panoni), 

43,48,50,53,55-57,61,62,64, 
70-75, 79, 81, 82, 107, 173 n. 34, 
186 n. 164 

Patricius, 70 
Paulinus, 71 
Paulus (bishop of Morisena), 16, 20 
Paulus (bishop ofTransylvania), 18, 19 
Pechenegs, 21, 30, 34, 35, 37, 38, 87, 

103, 108, 114, 119, 120, 122, 123, 
125, 181 n. 61 

Pecinaci (Piccinaci, Picenati, Pincenates), 
37,38,86,93 

Peter (tzar of Bulgaria), 103, 177 n. 82 
Peter I (Hungarian king), 115 
Perrus (chancellor, bishop ofGy6r), 18, 

19 
Petrus (notary of King Stephen II), 16 
Petrus (prepositus ofEsztergom), 18, 19 
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Petrus (preposirus of the Buda Abbey), 
18 

Pippin, 71 
Polcs (Poloni), 28, 40 
Polovcians, 52 
Porc, 79 
Pousa, 20 
Pribina, 73, 75 

Quadae, 62 

Radagaisus, 63 
Raeto-Romans, 48, 49 
Rhaeti, 74 
Romance population, 31, 48-50, 53, 57, 

59,61,62,68,70,72-77,79,81,82, 
107, 131, 142, 143, 173 n. 34 

Romanians, 7-11, 15, 24-27, 30, 31, 33, 
34,40,41,47-52,54,56,57,61,62, 
70,72,75-82,94,99-105,118,123, 
130, 133, 136, 138, 140-144, 147, 
148 

Romanei, 50. See also Romance popu
lation 

Romans (Romani), 32, 39, 45-51, 53-55, 
59,61--68, 70-72, 74-76, 81,82, 
124, 133 

Rua, 63 
Ruthencs (Rutheni), 21, 28, 40, 45 

Salanus (Salan), 16, 22, 27-30, 40, 158 
nn. 39 and 43 

Samuel (Bulgarian tzar), 35, 189 n. 194, 
189 n. 200 

Saphrac, 62, 63, 74 
Sannatians (Sarmatas), 62, 74 
Sarolta (Sarolt, Saroltu), 88, 89, 94, 

97-99, 173 n. 4 
Sclavi. See Slavs 
Scythians, 46, 52 
Serbians, 56, 81 
Slavs, 17, 28, 31, 38, 40, 45-48, 50-54, 

56,57,62,64,68,70,73-76,79-81, 
86, 87, 100, 101, 107, 118, 119, 122, 
123, 126--128, 130, 131, 133-136, 
138, 140-144, 148, 153 n. 4, 181 n. 
68 

Sobamogera, 26 
Solomon, 120 
Spaniards, 51. See a/so Galicians 
Stephen I, 21, 25, 34, 35, 85, 86, 88, 89, 

91,92,94,95,97,98,100,l04,107, 
112, 116, 118, 123, 145, 146, 175 
n. 28 

Stephen II, 16 
Stephen Vancha, 20 
Suavos, 74 
Sunad, 118. See a/so Chanad 
Svatopluk, 29, 37, 39, 50, 127, 134 
Symeon, 29, 32, 33, 104, 159 n. 144 
Szeklers, 47, 133 

Taksony, 38 
Tartars, 19, 100 
Teutons (Teutonici, Theotonici), 47- 50, 

90 
Theodemer, 63 
Theodoric, 63 
Theodosius II, 63 
Thosu, 91, 124, 173 n. 3 
Thracians, 52, 57, 61 
Timociani, 81, 158 n. 33 
Tosu. See Thosu 
Tourkoi, 26. See a/so Hungarians 
Tuhurum, 31, 85-95, 97, 99, 104, 110, 

124, 140, 175 n. 43 

Ulahi, 46, 48. See a/so Romanians 
Ungari, 29, 37, 55, 108. See also Hun-

garians 
Urs, 92 
Ursus, 71 
Usubu, 49 

Valamer, 63 
Valentinianus I, 62, 65 
Varangians, 51 
Venetians, 51 
Verancsics, Anton, 102, 103, 177 n. 73 
Verbulchu, 92 
Videnius, 70 
Vidimer, 63 
Vigilius, 67, 70 
Visigoths, 62, 63 
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Vlachs (Vlachi, Vlachoi, Vlakhs, Vlasi, 
Volokhi), 17, 31, 33, 34, 46-49, 
51-57, 72, 82, 93. See also Romanians 

Vladimir (Bulgarian tzar), 132 
Vulgares, 7 4 

Walachs, 77. See also Romanians 
Walchen, 76. See also Romanians 
Welsh, 51, 53 
White Ugrians, 52 

Yolug, 100 

Zobol, 91 
Zobolsu, 124, 173 n. 3 
Zoltan (Zulta), 26, 104 
Zombor (Zwnbor), 95, 148 
Zuard, 26, 32, 33 
Zuataplug. See Sva.topluk 
Zubor, 88, 89 
Zubur, 39 

Abrittus, 71 
Abrud, 143 

PLACES 

Achaia (Achaya), 55 
Acheloo, 30 
Adrianople, 62, 131 
Adriatic Sea, 46, 60 
Agadic, 36 
Agrij, 111, 139 
Alba (coumy), 102, 109, 110, 136 
Alba Bulgariae. See Belgradc 
Alba-Iulia, 19, 89, 98, 102, 107, 109--112, 

119, 124, 132, 134--139, 141, 145, 
146, 148, 173 n. 10, 178 n. 1, 186 
nn. 151, 153 and 154, 189 n. 198 

Alba piscina, 79 
Alba Rcgalis, 55 
Albac, 143 
Albania, 55 
Algy6, 97 
Almaş (Almas), 87, 89, 90, 95, 96, 111, 

118, 139 
Alsop:ihok, 66 
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Ampelum (Ampci, Ampoi), 143 
Antivari, 55 
Apsara, 71. See also Owr lsland 
Apulia, 46 
Apulwn, 129, 137. See also Alba-Iulia 
Aqua Valachycza, 80 
Aquileia, 71, 73 
Aquincum. See Budapest 
Arac, 36 
Arad, 36, 98, 119 
Arad-Ceala, 108 
Arad-Feldioara, 97 
Arba, 71 
Arieş, 111, 139 
Arrabo, 68, 69 
Arsura, 134 
Arva, 77, 78 
Aşchileu, 89, 95, 96 
Aşchilcul Mare, 89 
Aşchilcul Mic, 89 
Aştileu, 144 
Atelkuz, 91, 103, 112, 177 n. 81 
Austria, 50, 61, 67, 115, 126, 172 n. 4, 

185 n. 145 
Avaria, 28, 31, 71, 72, 131, 138, 178 

n. 88 

Bacău, 119 
B:ics (county, town), 172 n. 18 
Balaton, 61, 65, 67, 78, 79 
Balkan Mountains, 61, 133 
Balkans (Balkan Peninsula), 55, 57, 60, 

62, 76 
Baltic Sea, 51 
Banat, 8, 16, 30, 32-35, 98, 108, 126, 

127, 130, 131, 142, 143, 145, 161 
n. 80, 175 n. 47 

Banat Mountains, 144 
Baranya, 30, 78, 79 
Bars:r'ekov, 78 
Bashkiria, 31 
Bassianae, 60, 63, 69 
Bavaria, 39, 50 
Băiţa, 144 
Bălgrad, 119, 138, 145. See also Alba-Iulia 
Bârzava (Arad County), 119 
Bârzava (river), 143 
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Bekes, 36, 98, 175 n. 46 
Bekescsaba, 97 
Belgrade, 16, 30, 40, 138 
Benic, 11 O, 111 
Berghin, 136, 138 
Beseneumal, 79 
Bethausen, 36 
Bezprem, 40, 49, 50. See also Veszprem 
Biharea (Bihor, Byhor), 21, 40, 108, 125, 

126, 181 n. 80 
Bihor (county), 36, 126, 144 
Bistriţa-Năsăud, 113, 122, 123, 130, 142 
Bjelo Brdo, 107-109, 115, 116, 127, 145 
Black Sea, 60 
Blandiana, 107,109-111, 119, 132, 136-

139, 146 
Bohemia, 16, 39 
Bolorin. See Balaton 
Borons. See Brani~evo 
Borşa, 89, 95 
Bosnia, 20 
Boul (Bool), 79 
Brani~vo, 17, 26, 33 
Brigetio, 67, 69 
Buda, 17-20, 78 
Budapest, 59, 67, 69, 126 
Budavar, 19. See also Buda 
Budin. See Vidin 
Bug, 103 
Bukovina, 127 
Bular, 38. See also Volga Bulgaria 
Bulgaria, 16, 17, 19, 22, 26-35, 38, 55, 

61, 75, 81, 103, 105, 115, 127, 
130--138, 140, 145, 148, 158 nn. 33 
and 43, 189 n. 194 

Bundyn. See Vidin 
Buzău (county), 131 
Byzantine Empire, 16, 18, 26, 29, 30, 

33-35, 37, 60, 63, 64, 68, 98, 103, 
105, 132, 136, 178 n. 88 

Byzanrium, 29, 31, 33, 37, 158 n. 43. See 
also Byzanrine Empire 

Carei, 36, 59 
Carinthia, 39, 140, 187 n. 165 
Carnuntum, 68, 69, 167 n. 30 

Carpathians, 59, 60, 70, 138, 143, 144 
Castra Constantia, 67, 69. See also 

Szentendre 
Castra Martis, 62 
Călăţea, 144 
Căliman, 144 
Căpruţa, 119 
Căpuş, 89,90, 101, 103, 110, 118, 128 
Căşei, 143 
Câinie, 132, 139 
Celeia (Celje), 69, 70 
Cenad, 16, 19, 20, 35, 98, 143. See also 

Morisena 
Cerna, 118 
Cernat, 133 
Cetatea de Baltă, 138 
Chinari, 113 
Chiraleş, 122, 181 n. 61 
Chobanka, 78 
Cibin, 144 
Cindrel, 143 
Ciumbrud, 134--139, 178 n. 1 
Cladova (Arad County), 36 
Cladova (Timiş County), 36 
Claudiopolis, 183 n. 101. See also Napoca 
Cluj[-Napoca], 10, 90, 96, 108-113, 118, 

128-130, 140, 142, 148 
Cluj (county), 89, 110, 113, 119, 122, 

130, 143 
Cluj-Mănăşrur, 10, 109, 113, 119-122, 

125, 127, 128,139, 148 
Clus, 128, 129, 148, 182 nn. 98 and 99, 

183 n. 101. See also Cluj 
Clusa, 128, 182 n. 99 
Cojocna, 110, 111, 129, 130, 139, 182 n. 

98 
Colapis (Kulpa), 68 
Colos, 129. See also Cluj 
Constantinople, 17, 25, 55, 60, 68, 72, 

97, 98, 157 n. 8 
Copus, 88-90, 101. See also Căpuş 
Crăciuneşti, 144 
Criş (Cris), 40, 143 
Crişana, 8, 11, 36, 37, 108, 124--127, 130, 

142, 143, 186 n. 145 
Crişul Negru, 101, 143 
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Crişul Repede, 110, 143, 144 
Croatia, 34, 75, 126, 130, 162 n. 91, 185 

n. 145 
Crumhelt, 46 
Csepel, 32 
CserkUt, 68 
Csongrad, 98, 175 n. 46 
Cuzdrioara, 113, 119, 122, 139 

Dacia, 53, 57, 59, 64, 70, 91, 126, 142, 
187 nn. 165 and 166 

Dalmatia (Dalmacia), 46, 50, 60, 61, 63, 
65,66,68, 70, 71,81 

Danube, 16, 21, 22, 28, 30, 32, 33, 35, 
36,40,45,46,49-52,56,57,59-61, 
63, 68, 69, 71, 74, 76, 77, 80, 98, 
103, 105, 127, 131, 132, 144, 145, 
158 nn. 35 and 36, 166 nn. 1 and 
2, 186 n. 164 

Danubius. See Danube 
Dăbâca, 10, 95, 113-123, 125, 127-130, 

138, 139, 141, 142, 148, 180 n. 43 
Dârjiu, 110 
Dealu Mare, 100. See a/so Gilău 
Dedrad, 113 
Deta, 126 
Dcutschc Altcnburg, 69. See also Car-

nunrum 
Deva, 146 
Dias, 66 
Disentis, 73 
Ditr.lu, 133 
Dnieper, 52, 103, 108 
Dobâca (Doboka), 118, 119, 180 n. 35 
Doboca (Bacău Counry), 119 
Dabog6, 66 
Doboka (counry), 118 
Doboka (Arad Counry), 119 
Dabrudja, 61 
Don, 117 
Danji Petrovci, 60, 69. See also Bas-

sianae 
Dragu, 113 
Drassburg, 115 
Drava (Dravus), 40, 60-62, 68, 69, 75, 

79-81 

Dridu, 133, 135, 137, 141 
Drina, 60-62, 77 
Duna, 68 
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Dunanrul, 59. See also Transdanubia 
Dunaszekcs6, 30, 59 
Dunaujvaros. See lntcrcisa 
Dyalow, 100. See also Gilău 

Ecilburgu (Ecilnburg), 17, 18. See also 
Buda 

Emana, 69, 70 
England, 23, 72 
Erdeeli Zoltan, 104. See also Transylvania 
Erdeuelu, 91. See also Transylvania 
Erdelw, 90, 173 n. 10. See also Tran-

sylvania 
Erd6, 91 
Esculcu (Eskeleu, Eskulcu), 40, 88-90, 

95, 173 n. 6. See also Aşchileu 
Esztergam, 18, 19 

Făgăraş, 144 
Fărcaşul, 144 
Fels6dărgicse, 67 
Fenekpuszta, 66--70, 75. See a/so Kcszthely· 

Fenekpuszra and Valcum 
Florenria, 59. See also Dunaszekcs6 
Făvenycs, 98 
France, 23, 72, 104 
Frankish Empire, 28, 37, 75, 81, 130--132, 

137, 185 n. 145, 186 n. 145 
Frigia. See Phrygia 

Galad, 35 
Galadua, 36. See also Cladava (Arad) 
Galice, 134 
Galicia (Poland), 16, 32, 55 
Galicia (Spain), 51 
Galau, 100. See also Gilău 
Galpuna. See Gălpâia 
Gălpâia, 143 
Gâmbaş, 109, 111 
Gealu Marc, 100. See also Gilău 
Gelponya. See Gălpâia 
German Empire, 49. See also Germany 
Germany, 22, 73 
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Gheorgheni, 108, 113. See also Cluj 
[-Napoca] 

Gherla, 95 
Ghirbom, 135, 136, 138, 139 
Gilău, 96, 99-103, 113, 118, 128, 148 
Gilău Mountains, 144 
Gilort, 101 
Gilpil, 101, 143. See a/so Crişul Negru 
Glade5 (near Agaclic), 36 
Glade5 (near V dac), 35 
Gladska (Galaczka), 36 
Golou, 100. See also Gilău 
Gorsiwn, 67, 69 
Greecc (Grecia), 16, 17, 26, 32, 140, 187 

n. 165 
Grisia, 143. See a/so Criş 
Gron,40 
Gyalov, 100. See a/so Gilău 
Gyalu, 100. See a/so Gilău 
Gyalu Mare, 100. See a/so Gilău 
Gylo, 100. See a/so Gilău 
Gyolo, 100. See a/so Gilău 
Gy6r, 18, 19 
Gyula (Giula) (Cluj County), 95, 96 
Gyula (Hungary), 97, 98 

Hagymas, 79 
Hajdu-Bihar, 36 
Harghita, 110, 133 
Haţeg, 102, 144 
Hetenypuszta. See Iovia 
Horea, 94 
Horom, 33, 40 
Huluoocli, 79 
Hunedoara (county), 118, 119, 144 
Hung, 91 
Hungary (Hungaria), 10, 15, 17-21, 25, 

27,35,38,45,47,49,54-56,59,72, 
73, 77-80, 82, 85, 88-90, 92, 93, 
102, 117, 126, 129, 175 n. 46 

Hunguar,40 

lbru, 143 
Iernut, 136 
lntercisa, 67, 69 
Iovia, 62, 69 
Istria, 81 
Italy, 18, 31, 48, 63, 65, 66, 68, 74, 81, 

104, 164 n. 23 

Jac, 123 
Jelec, 100 
Jeleu, 100 
Jimbor, 95, 96 
Jiu, 101 
J ustiniana Prima, 60 

Kama, 108 
Katun, 78 
K.cncsna, 40 
Kerekmal, 79 
Kcszthely, 67, 68, 70, 72 
Kcszthely[-Fenekpuszta ], 62, 65-68, 70, 

72 
Kcszti:ilc, 70 
Keuee. See Kuvin 
K.cwehaza, 56 
Kiev, 52, 91, 174 n. 19 
Kikinda, 35 
Kisarpas, 62, 69. See also Mursella 
Kis-Zombor, 98 
K.ladova, 3 5 
K.ladovo, 36 
K.lausenburg, 183 n. 1 Ol. See a/so Cluj 
Knycsy (Knyasza), 78 
Kolozs, 128, 182 n. 98. See a/so Cluj and 

Cojocna 
Kopach, 79 
Ki:irnye, 62, 69 
Kosovo, 61 
Kostel, 70 
Kostol, 70 
Kostolac, 70 
Kozar (near Carei), 36 
Kozarvar (Kozar), 123. See RLw Cuzdrioara 
Koztel, 70 
Kulpa (Colapis), 68 
Kurvingrad, 134 
Kuvin, 33, 35 

Lauriacum (Lorch), 67 
Upuşteşti, 144 
Lechfeld, 26 
Levedia, 34, 37 
Lewa, 78 
Ljubljana. See a/so Emona 
Lodomiria, 16 
Lonea, 113 
Lopadea Nouă, 109, 111 
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Lorch (Lauriacum), 67 
Lugio, 30 
Lugoj, 36 

Macedonia (Machedonia), 26, 46, 52, 55, 
57, 131 

Maeocis, 55 
Maglod, 94 
Mak6, 97 
Maramureş, 100, 144 
Marcai. See Mursella 
Marisia, 143. See also Mureş (river) 
Maros. See Mureş (river) 
Maszcwice, 115 
May Island, 73 
Maygrad. See Moigrad 
Medişoru Mare, 131 
Mehedinp, 36 
Merseburg, 32 
Meseş Gates, 40, 59, 85, 87, 89, 90, 93, 

96,110,112,123-126,130, 148, 173 
n.3 

Meseş Mountains, 89 
Messia, 55 
Mezes, 90. See a/so Meseş Gates 
Mindszent, 97 
Moesia Inferior, 71, 75 
Moesia Prima, 60--62 
Mohacs, 30, 102 
Moigrad, 10, 113, 119, 123-127, 139, 

181nn.67 and 68. Seealso Porolissum 
Moldavia, 119, 132-134 
Moldoveneşti, 113 
Morava, 26, 61, 80, 81 
Moravia, 28, 29, 31, 37-39, 52, 53, 56, 

72, 75, 78, 80, 124, 127, 130-132, 
134--136, 140, 183 n. 115, 186 n. 
145, 187 n. 165 

Moreşti, 113 
Morisena, 16, 19, 20, 35, 98, 143. See a/so 

Cenad 
Moriş, 143. See a/so Mureş 
Morus. See Mureş (river) 
Mosaburg. See Zalavar 
Mura (Mur), 68, 69 
Mureş (county), 113, 130, 136 
Mureş (river), 29, 32-34, 40, 59, 96, 97, 

104, 105, 110, 111, 126, 127, 132, 
137-139, 143, 145, 178 n. l 

Mursa, 63 
Mursella, 62, 68, 69 
Murul, 80 

Nagmal, 79 
Nagylak, 97 
Naissus, 17, 60 
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Napoca, 129, 148, 183 n. 101. See also 
Cluj 

Năsăud, 144 
Nedao, 46, 63 
N icaea, Council of, 71 
Nis. See Naissus 
Nitra, 39, 40, 134 
Noricum, 50, 60, 61, 64, 70, 71 

Obârşia Nouă, 134 
6-Buda, 19. See also Buda 
Ocland, 137 
Ocna Dejului, 110, 111, 129, 130, 139 
Ocna-Mureş, 110, 111, 138, 139 
Ocna Sibiului, 110, 111, 131, 139 
Ocnişoara, 110, 111, 139 
Ocniţa, 142 
Ohaba, 138 
Olt, 143 
Oltenia, 35, 142 
Olteni~a, 131 
Orăştie, 134--137, 139, 146 
Ortelcc, 10, 113, 123-125, 127, 139 
Owr lsland, 71 

Pamphylia (Panfilia), 46 
Pannonhalma, 79 
Pannonia, 9, 21, 22, 30, 31, 38, 39, 

45-50,52-57,59--05,67-82,90-92, 
107, 126, 130, 145, 148, 158 n. 33, 
166 n. l, 171 n. 88, 188 n. 192 

Pannonia Prima, 60, 61, 63, 65 
Pannonia Secunda, 60, 61, 63, 71 
Parâng, 143 
Paris, 18 
Partiscum, 59. See a/so Szeged 
Păuliş, 36 
P~cs, 66--69, 78, 102. See a/so Sopianae 
Peloponnese, 153 n. 4 
Pest ( county), 94 
Petra, 79 
Phrygia, 46 
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Pilismar6t, 62, 69 
Pindus, 70 
Plovdiv, 17 
Poetovio, 68, 69 
Pogrod, 79 
Poian, 133 
Poiana Ruscă, 144 
Poland, US 
Pomăt, 123 
Popeni-Cuceu, 142 
Porolissum, S9, 124, 126. See al.so Moigrad 
Pona Wasil, 17. See also Trojan Pass 
Pona(s) Mezesina(s). See Meseş Gates 
Ponus Graecorum, 40 
Potaissa. See Turda 
Prahova (county), 131 
Prahovo, 134 
Praid, 131, 136 
Preslav (city), US 
Preslav (river), 138 
Ptuj. See Poetovio 
Pusta-Galad, 3S 

Quinque Ecclesiae, 66. See also Pecs and 
Sopianae 

Rab. See Arba 
Raba, 68. See also Arrabo 
Radulfalva, 80 
Raetia, SO, 60 
Ratisbona, 16 
Răducăneni, 134 
Retezat, 144 
Riade, 32, l 04 
Rodna, 144 
Roman Empire, SS, S9, 60, 61, 63, 6S 
Roman-German Empire, SO 
Rome, 48, Sl, 72 
Romonya, 68 
Ruthenia, 21, SS 

Sabaria, 68. See also Savaria 
Sabaria (river), 80. See also Zec 
Sagvar, 62, 69. See also Tricciana 
Salla, 68, 69. See also Zala (river) 
Salonike. See Thessaloniki 
Salona, 71. See also Ozor Island 
Saltovo-Majack, 36, 37, 133 

Salzburg, 71 
Samaria, 79 
Samum (Căşei?), 143 
Saos. See Sava 
Sarmizegetusa, 138 
Sarwar. See Şirioara 
Satmar, 8S 
Sava, S6, 60, 61, 63, 68, 7S, 80, 81 
Savaria, 66-69, 73. See a/so Szombathely 
Savia,60,6l,63,6S 
Savus, 40, 68, 69. See also Sava 
Sălacea, 126, 136 
Sălaj, 90, ll3, 123, l2S, 130, 142 
Sânbenedic, 132, 139 
Scarabantia, 67, 69, 70 
Schela Cladovei, 36 
Scotland, 72, 73 
Scythia (Sycia), 38, SS 
Sebeş, 132, 137, 139, 144 
Septem Castra (Seven Castles), 90, 91. See 

also Transylvania 
Serbia, 3S, 36, 61, 81, 101, 130, 134, 189 

n. 200 
Serdica, 60. See a/so Sofia 
Sibiu (counry), IIO 
Si~ 110,111, 129, 130,139 
Sicambria, SS, S6 
Siebenbiirgen, 91, 174 n. lS. See al.so Tran

sylvania 
Simburg, 90, 174 n. l S. See also Tran-

sylvania 
Singidunum, 60, 138. See also Belgrade 
Siret, 131 
Sirmium, 16, 28, 60, 62--0S, 68, 69, 71 
Sisak (Siscia), 68-70, 7S 
Skopje, 78 
Slankamen, 29. See a/so Zal:inkemeny 
Slon, 131 
Slovakia, 77-80, 100, U7, 131, 132, 134, 

13S 
Slovenia, SO, 126, 18S n. 14S 
Sofia, 17. See also Serdica 
Solnoc, l2S, 126. See also Zalnoc 
Sombor, 9S 
Someş, 89, 90, 96, 101, ll2, ll8, 119, 

128, 130, 132, 143 
Someşul Cald, 144 
Someşul Mare, 96, 111, 139 
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119, 128, 130, 139-141, 144 

Someşul Rece, 113 
Sopianae, 63, 66-69. See a/so Pecs 
Sopron, 67, 69. See a/so Scarabantia 
Souabe, 76 
Srem, 62, 69, 70, 77, 80, 81 
Sremska Mitrovica. See Sirmium 
Suceag, 142 
Sultana, 134, 135 
Sumbur, 95 
Sura de Mijloc, 144 
Switzerland, 50 
Syrmien, 61 
Szeged, 59,97, 126 
Szekpatak, 80 
Szentendre. See Castra Constantia 
Szentes-Nagytoke, 97 
Szentes-Szentilona, 97 
Szentes-Szentl:iszl6, 97 
Szolnok, 59, 132 
Szombathely, 66, 69, 73, 80. See also 

Savaria 
Sz6ny. See Brigetio 

Şiclău, 108 
Şimleu( Silvaniei, 123, 125, 127, 139 
Şirioara, 10, 113, 119, 122, 123, 127, 

130, 139, 148 
Şura Mică, 131 

Tabla Buţii, 131 
Tac. See Gorsium 
Tape, 126 
Tărtăria, 136, 137, 139 
Târnava Mare, 111, 139 
Târnava Mică, 111, 139 
Tereny, 94 
Thiscia. See Tisza 
Thessaloniki, 52, 5 5 
Thuringia, 32 
Tihany, 79 
Timiş (county), 36, 126 
Timiş (river), 33, 143 
Timok, 28, 34, 80, 81 
Tisia. See Tisza 
Tisza, 21, 27-29, 37, 38, 40, 46, 59, 60, 

63,69, 74, 77,97, 103, 105, 108, 
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127, 131, 132, 158 n. 35, 166 nn. 
1and2, 175 n. 47, 176 n. 48, 186 n. 
164, 187 n. 166 

Tokod,62,65,67,69 
Toxun,36 
Transdanubia, 59, 61, 62, 65, 72, 77, 105. 

See also Dunanail 
Transylvania (Transsilvania), 7-11, 18, 19, 

22,25,27,30,31,33,34,36,38,39, 
54, 56, 60, 76, 80, 82, 83, 85-105, 
107-148, 174 n. 15, 175 n. 44, 176 
n. 48, 178 n. 14, 181 n. 68, 185 n. 
133, 186 n. 145, 189 nn. 197 and 
198 

Tricciana, 62, 69. See a/so Sagvar 
Trojan, 134 
Trojan Pass, 17. See a/so Porta Wassil 
Turda, 110,111, 113, 129, 130,139, 142 
Turnu-Severin, 36 

Ţara Loviştei, 144 
Ţiligrad, 119, 138. See a/so Dăbâca 
Ţiligrad (Ţeligrad), 119, 138. See also 

Blandiana 
Ţiligrad (Ţeligrad), 138. See a/so O:tatea 

de Baltă 

Ugruţiu, 113 
Uioara-Ocna-Mureş, 110 
Ultrasilvana (Ultrasylvania), 19, 85-88, 

104. See also Transylvania 
Ungaria. See Hungary 
Ungaria Maior, 19, 20 
Urscia, 32 
Ursoua, 33, 40 

Vadum Arenarum, 40 
Valaska Dubova, 77 
Valcurn, 62, 65, 67, 69. See a/so Keszthely-

Fenekpuszta 
Valea Gladu, 36 
Valeria, 60, 65, 66 
Valk6, 79, 80 
Vardar, 26 
Vas, 79, 80 
Vărădia de Mureş, 36 
Verria, 36 
Veszprem, 50 
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Vidin, 32, 34, 35, 40 
Vienna, 15, 68 
Viile Tecii, 123, 139 
Villa Vlach, 80 
Vinfa, 134 
Vindobona. See Vienna 
VinţU] de Jos, 102 
Vistula, 52, 140 
Volga, 19, 38, 108, 117 
Volga Bulgaria, 38 
Vrbas, 60 
Vdac, 35 

Wag,40 
Wallachia, 131, 132, 134, 142, 143, 145 
Welschland, 31. See also lcaly 
Weyssenpurg. See Alba-Iulia 

Zala (county), 78, 80 
Zala (river), 68, 79. See also Salla 
Zalankemeny, 29. See also Slankamen 
Zalav:ir, 69, 73, 75, 76, 79 
Zalău, 124-126, 136, 143, 182 n. 82 
Zalnoc, 123, 125, 126. See also Solnoc 
Zarand, 80 
Zâmbor, 95, 96 
Zec, 80 
Zenthrnaria, 79 
Zevlevmal, 79 
Ziloc (Zylach). See Zalău 
Zolmar,40 
Zoloch. See Sălacea 
Zombor, 95 
Zomus, 40, 89, 113. See also Someş 
Zumbur, 95 
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